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smock and armed with a 
paint brush, three-year-old 
Richard Parent does a little 
dabbling during bis first day
at kindergarten. Richard joins 
about 60 youngsters between 
the ages of three and five 
who are registered for this 
year’s program of the Kei-
owna Parent and Child Pre- 
School Society, formerly 




BELFAST (AP) —- A terror­
ist killer pumped 11 bullets into 
an unarmed militia sergeant in 
the border town of Newry today 
as two of the man’s 12 children 
watched in horror.
The cold-blooded slaying 
came only hours after the Brit­
ish army confirmed it captured 
a- high-ranking commander of 
the Irish Republican Army’s 
Provisional wing in Belfast 
Monday night. 1
He was 36-year-old Cornelius 
McHugh, operations officer of 
the Provisionals’ 1st Battalion 
in the turbulent Andersonstown 
district and the 10th guerrilla 
chiefain grabbed by troops 
since July.
The gunman riddled John 
Roddy, a 50-year-old Roman 
Catholic, only 100 yards from 
his backdoor as he waved to his 
wife. The children screamed as 
the killer, wearing a green 
combat jacket, leapt from be­
hind some bushes and openec 
up at close range. Neither of 
the children was hurt.
Roddy was the 19th member 
of the Ulster, Defence Regi­
ment, Northern Ireland's part-
time militia, to be slain in the ..... 
three years of violence that has 
swept the British province.
His death raised Ulster’s fa­
tality toll to at least 598. The 
IRA has “executed” several 
Catholic UDR men they have 
branded traitors.
In Belfast, McHugh .was 
being interrogated by army in­
telligence officers and police 
after he was captured without a 
fight.
Called the Bald Eagle be-] 
cause he is bald, McHugh was | 
spotted by a soldier who was I 
observing the Andersonstown | 
district of Belfast through field j 
glasses. More than 100 troops! 
sealed off the block, and al- 
sear ch patrol found McHugh in 
one of. the houses. Apparently 
he did not resist.
British security sources, said | • 
they were sure McHugh had de­
tailed knowledge of planned] ■ [ 
guerrilla activities, not only in] 
Andersonstown but in the Bel-] I 
fast area as a whole. Because 
of this;, they said, the IRA 
would have to suspend or re­
vise major planned actions-at 
• least for the immediate future, f





Two Kelowna people and one : 
former city resident were 
among 18 B.C. traffic deaths < 
recorded during the holiday , 
weekend. ।
Dead are, 73-year-old Mary 
Agnes Brodie of 1919 Pandosy 
Street; ' 27-year-old Christopher 
Michael Bayne of 1174 Moun­
tain Avenue and 25-year-old 
John Burpee Aquilon, a former 
Kelowna resident who was liv­
ing in Vancouver.
Mrs. Brodie was killed Sun­
day in a two-vehicle accident at 
the intersection of Bernard 
Avenue and Glenmore Street. 
Clarence Chase, of Kelowna was 
also injured in the accident. 
Mrs. Brodie is survived by her 
husband Peter, one son David 
and a daughter,- Mrs. Margaret 
Bennett. Services for Mrs. 
Brodie will be held Wednesday 
at Lakeview Memorial Ceme­
tery at 2 p.m.
Mr. Bayne was killed Friday 
on: the Hope-Princeton Highw ay 
when a vehicle he was driving
struck a parked tractor-trailer.
A passenger in Mr. Bayne's 
vehicle,1 Jacqueline Logan, also 
of Kelowna, remained in criti­
cal condition today at Chilli­
wack General Hospital.
Services for Mr. Bayne were 
leld today at. Day's Funeral 
Home. He is survived by •‘bis 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William 
Bayne and one sister, Sandra 
Bayne, of Kelowna.
Mr. Aquilon was killed hr an 
accident near Nanaimo Friday, 
Funeral services for Mr. Aqui­
lon were held today ' at \ the 






Surviving Mr. Aquilon are-hfa 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest 
Aquilon of Kelowna, two broth­
ers, George of Kelowna and ; 
Kenneth of Prince Rupert and ■ 
three sisters, Mrs. Aileen Ma> n 
hon of Prince Albert,' Mrs. Ban ' 
bara Manarin of Winfield and 
Mrs, Vivian Hayes of Edmon- i 
ton. .'
Three Die In Plane Crash ,hl»
To An Estimated 459,000
P.E.I. Premier Campbell 
Announces Cabinet Shakeup
OTTAWA (CP) — The num­
ber of jobless declined by 44,000 
to an estimated 459,000 last 
month, but a greater-than-usual 
cutback in employment sent the. 
underlying unemployment trend 
up sharply to 7;1 per cent of the 
labor force, Statistics Canada 
reported today.
The 459,000 without work and 
seeking employment, estimated 
In the mid-September labor 
force survey, compared with
503,000 in August and 434,000 in 
September.
This was 5.2 per cent of the 
labor force actually unem­
ployed last • month, compared 
with 5.4 per cent in August and 
five per cent in September last 
year.
The statistics bureau re­
ported that the drop in unem­
ployment last month was less 
than usual, but said there was 
a g r e a t e r-than-usual con­
traction of the number of
Hamlets North Of Saigon 
Are Retained By The Cong
i SAIGON (AP) - North Viet­
namese and Viet Cong forces 
held on to a string of hamlets 
14 to 22 miles north of Saigon 
today, and the South Vietnam­
ese command acknowledged 
that its troops were making no 
effort to drive them out.
In tlic air war, United States 
fighter-bombers hit North Viet­
nam with more than 300 strikes 
Monday for the fifth successive 
day. The U.S. command said 
more than 330 strikes were 
flown, the largest numbet since 
Sept. 17, bringing the five-day 
total to 1,550 strikes.
Nearly 100 U.S. ^-52.1 at­
tacked targets around the 
North Vietnamese port of Dong 
Itoi and around the South. Viet­
namese cities of Satgon, Kon- 
Hum, Quang Ngai, Da Nang,
Hue and Quang Tri. The U.S.
command said their targets 
were supply caches, troop posi­
tions and staging areas.
Associated Press correspond­
ent Holger Jensen reported 
from the front north of Saigon 
that in five days Communist 
forces have occupied at least 
seven hamlets and one village 
along an eight-mile stretch ot 
Highway 13.
One Communist force was en­
trenched around the village of 
Huong Phuong and nearby 
hamlets. They let women and 
children out of the area, but tho 
men were being detained, pos­
sibly to work ns bearers or in 
hopes that their presence would 
be insurance against B-52 satu­
ration bombings.
people employed, down to 8.38 
million from 8.77 million in Au­
gust. A year ago, the figure 
was nearly 8.19 million.
When these figures were ad­
justed by the bureau according 
to its usual mathematical for­
mula to show the underlying 
trend without the seasonal in­
fluences that affect employ­
ment and unemployment in 
Canada, the rate rose to 7.1 
from 6.7 in August and 6.3 in 
July.
HIGHEST IN 5 YEARS
It. was the highest seasonally- 
adjusted figure in at least five 
years and compares with an 
arinual rate of 7.1 reached in 
1961. The average for the first 
nine months of 1972 now is 6.25, 
compared with 6.43 in the firs', 
nine months of last year,
This seasonally-adjusted rate 
is the one to which most econo­
mists look for an indication of 
the underlying slack in the 
economy.
The actual rate of unemploy­
ment always runs well below it 
in the high-activity summer
'Byways And Special Places' 
Name For New Parks Program
OTTAWA (CP) — A new gov­
ernment parks program la­
belled “byways and special 
Places" was unveiled hxlny by 
rime Minister Trudeau nnd
Northern Development Minister 
Jenn Chretien,
Heart of the program Is a 
system of historic land nnd wa­
ter routes tracing paths of ex­
plorers nnd settlers.
A third new plan involves re­
habilitation of out-oMhe-way 
roads and development of low- 
speed parkways along scenic 
hind routes.
Mr. Trudeau nnd Mr. Chre­
tien nbo iiichidf-'l existing pro-






deU "i-ipP'tmt i,f 
. protection ol
but unique wondeis of
“reopen large parts of Canada 
for travel by boat or canoe, by 
bicycle or horseback, on foot or 
snowshoes, or along slow-speed, 
meandering parkways which Ue 
lightly in the land.”
"They provide new pathways 
for travellers who otherwise 
are denied tho pleasure ot na­
ture nnd history."
Reporters also were given a 
map showing byways—land nnd 
water—threading through every 
province, many linking parks 
and "special places." But spe- 
ciftc routes were not provided.
Mr. Chretien also said tn his 
statement that the government 
plans new measures to protect 
existing national parks 
“against their own popularity.”
I.e.;.slat on . would be in- 
losluced to rc’nlwrce the Toning 
system that now ii applied only
months, and rises well above it 
in the depths of winter. The 
seasonally-adjusted rate is de­
signed to cut through these ex­
tremes.
The seasonally-adjusted num­
bers of unemployed have been 
rising since late 1065, having 
previously reached a peak in 
1961.
While 7.1 was the highest sea­
sonally-adjusted rate in tho 
1970s, the actual rate of unem­
ployment topped eight per cent 
early Inst year, It then fell to 
five per cent in September last 
year.
Statistics Canada said the 
number of people actually em­
ployed dropped to an estimatec 
8.38 million In September from 
8.77 million in August. As 
usual, all Industries showed de­
clines at thia time of year, with 
large cutbacks In manufac­
turing and the service in^ 
dustrles.
By regions, the nctunl rate of 
unemployment last month rose 
in the Atlantic provinces nnd 
British Columbia, held steady 
In Ontario, nnd declined In Que­
bec nnd the Prairies, It was 
higher than a yenr, ngo in nil 
parts of the country except 
Quebec.
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) - 
Premier Alex Campbell today 
announced a shakeup of his 
cabinet and the addition of two 
new ministers, including the 
first woman cabinet minister in 
Prince Edward Island's history.
The most extensive shuffle 
since the Liberal government 
won re-election in June, 1970, 
came after the resignation of 
Agriculture Minister Dan Mac­
Donald to run in the federal 
electldn and the appointment of 
Tourism Minister Lorne Bon­
nell to the Senate.
Mrs. Jean Canfield of Cra- 
paud, first elected to the legis­
lature in 1970 to represent 1st 
Queens, becomes the province's 
first woman cabinet minister 
with responsibility for the 
P.E.I. housing authority and 
minister without portfolio.
Bennett Campbell of Cardi­
gan, is the other new minister 
taking over responsibility for 
education from Gordon L. Ben­
nett.
Premier Campbell retains the 
post of agriculture and forestry 
and chairman of the planning 
board, but shifts the develop­
ment portfolio to Dr. John H. 
Maloney who Is also minister of 
industry and commerce.
GIVEN NEW POSTS
Mr. Bennett takes On the po­
sition of provincial secretary to 
add to his present portfolios of 
justice and president of execu­
tive council.
T. Earle Hickey, who relin­
quished the provincial secre­
tary's position, remains as min­
ister of finance and chairman 
of the treasury board.
Bruce Stewart retains his re­
sponsibility for the labor minis­
try and takes on health and so­
cial services.
Mr. Stewart leaves the fish-
CP
Unemployment rose for
women In the labor force and 
for workers aged 14 to 21. hut 
declined slightly for men aged 
25 and over.
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“ ■ People in outlying areas must 
and will stop living off citizens 
of Kelowna, Municipal Affairs 
Minister Jim Lorimer was re­
ported to have stated in Kam­
loops during the weekend.
The new cabinet minister was 
(scheduled to meet Wednesday 
with Kelowna Mayor Hilbert 
Roth, chairman W. C; Bennett 
of the Central Okanagan Re­
gional District and Peachland 
Mayor Harold Thwaite.
i All three are members of the 
iregional board and during the 
' past two years there has been 
numerous exchanges prompted
• by Kelowna city council's be­
lief that Kelowna residents suf- 
s fer a tax disadvantage in 
/ that they must pay for some 
> (facilities enjoyed by other unln- 
J corpora ted members of the dis-
trict. .
The report from Kamloops did 
not elaborate on the minister’s1 
meaning. He was also reported 
ito have said the government 
[wouldn't be afraid to organize 
amalgamation of municipalities 
in the Kamloops area if they 
can’t do it on their own.
AlEX J’SSSr Hunter Missing
ff SS iKa In Quesnel Area 
portfolio. QUESNEL, B.C. (CP) - A
Two ministers hot affected by ground, party searched without 
the shuffle were Robert c. success Monday for an Amer- 
Schurman, minister of cornrnu- lean hunter, identified only as 
nlty services, environment and J?’, ®^arrs; °hout 45, of Meslch, 
tourism and chairman of the Mich., missing in bush country 
P.E.I. centennial commission; about 25 miles west of this in- 
and George Ferguson, minister tcrlor B.C. town.
of public works and highways. A plane was to search the 
-———------- —..........  — area, near tho headwaters of
। .. . Baker Creek, today.Diamonds Vanish Mr. Starrs was hunting with 
a local guide and failed to 
Frnm Airlinnr rendezvous Sunday with the11 uill nil iiiici guide after tho two had split up
JERUSALEM (AP) - Dia- for a time.
monds worth $500,009 have van- -------- --------- :--------------------- —
Ished from an airliner carrying rnn miriri it 
them from Israel to Hong FOR STANFIELD
IZ'nnrt ixnllnn enl/1 1 ........... .. •___________ _ ' .______Kong, police said today.
Police were investigating the 
disappearance which took place 
10 days ago.
Three montns ago, $300,000 
worth of stones disappeared en
4 route to Bangkok, police said.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Britain To Cut Air Fares
LONDON (AP) — The Civil Aviation' Authority of Britain 
announced today plans to slash transatlantic charter flight 
fares nnd restore order to the charter business that brought a 
chaotic rash of strandings around the world in tho Inst two 
years.
Escapee Captured In U.S.
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) — A man police identified as an 
escapee from Millhaven prison near Kingston, Ont., is in Snnta 
Clnra County jnll here nfter his recapture by i»olice and FBI 
agents. Charles W. Boomer, 36, armed with a ,36-callbro 
pistol, was surrounded by officers nnd handcuffed without a 
struggle as he left his apartment tn nearby Campbell, police 
said.
Council Wants Show Cancelled
OTTAWA (CP) — The Native Council of Canada Ims nak­
ed tho Canadian Radio-Television Commission to cancel the 
second of a two-part Walt Disney television show called 
Savage Sam because of the "savage and ignorant" role it 
gives Ind an.-.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
: Traffic accidents took 18 lives 
: n British Columbia during the 
Thanksgiving holiday weekend. 
Another three persons died in a 
plane crash and a' woman was 
killed in a fire;
A two-vehicle collision Friday 
night on Highway 401 near Chil­
liwack killed Joseph K. Revill, 
45, of Vancouver, hl’ wife Bev­
erley, 42, daughter Kietha, 16, 
and son Mark, 12. RCMP are 
investigating the crash. ।
A two-car accident Saturday 
near. Golden in eastern B.C. took 
;hree lives, Janies Bruce Mc­
Kenzie, 17, of Golden was killed 
along with two other persons 
whose names were not released.
Two persons rvere killed and 
tive others injured Monday 
in a two-car collision just out­
side Prince George. Names 
were withheld.
The light plane crash occurred 
Saturday about 10 miles west ot 
Penticton, taking the lives of 
Tony Giesbrecht of Nanaimo, 
his wife Eleanor and 17-year-old 
son Fred.
Christopher Michael Bayne, 
27, of Kelowna was killed Fri­
day night when the car he was 
driving hit the rear of a parked 
truck near Hope,
Derek Thomson, 16, of Surrey 
was killed when struck by a car 
in Surrey Friday night,
Bud Leonard Rodman, 16, ol 
Burnaby died when his motor, 
cycle collided with a car near 
Oliver, in the south Okanagan, 
Friday night.
A 15 - year • old Vancouver 
youth, Kenneth Arthur Plamon- 
din, was killed when struck by 
a car in Vancouver Saturday 
' night,
Mary Agnes Brodie, 72, of Kel- 
i owria died In a two-car collision 
• Saturday In Kelowna.
! Ninetccn-ycnr-old Joseph Alnn 
► Kilford of Salmo was killed Sat­
urday when the car he was
driving left a highway and" 
rolled over near §almo» in -the.. 
West Kootenay. ---
A six-year-old bay, Glen Costa, 
died Sunday of injuries-suffered I 
when struck by a car Saturday i 
while riding a bicycle near hi# [ 
home in the Vancouver suburb I 
of Richmond.
Martial Gerald Vachon, 19, ot | 
Comox was killed early Sunday t 
when the car he was driving ran > 
off the Vancouver Island high.- i 
way near Courtenay hnd hit a , 
pole. Mr. Vachon was thrown ; 
out and crushed by the rolling 
.car. -
A fire in a Vancouver apart­
ment suite early Sunday took I 
the life of Lola Mae McNeil, i 
65. r
Susan Farquhar, 17, of Chasa 
died In a single-vehicle accident 
near Windermere Saturday. Po­
lice said the car in which she 
was riding left a highway .and 
rolled into a ditch. ;
Recoup $5,001 
From Bomarc
NORTH BAY, Ont. (CP) - 
The Canadian government 
stands to recoup $5,001 out;of 
the $60 million it poured into 
the Installation of the Bomarc 
missile base here,
All that remains of the mis­
sile site, closed last month, are 
35 empty buildings and a pile of 
scrap steel consisting of obso­
lete parts of the missile launch 
pads.
A spokesman for H. Freeman 
and Co., a local scrap metal 
dealer, said the price of sernp 
steel runs at, about $25 a ton, so 
that the 200 tons at the base 
would bring about $5,000.
'Sweet And Sour Music
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The election music was both 
sweet and sour for Con- 
sorvative Leader Robert 
Stanfield on Thanksgiving Day.
Premier William Davis of On­
tario let It be known he will go 
a 11-out to support Mr. 
Stanfield's bld to become prime 
minister, even to the extent of 
campaigning In British Colum­
bia, Alberta and New Bruns­
wick.
But Robert Thompson, for­
mer Social Ci'cdlt leader now 
running as a Conservative in 
British Columbia, predicted the 
party will look for n leader to 
replace Mr. Stanfield If his 
forces meet a severe defeat in 
the Oct. 30 federal election.
Mr. Thompson softened the 
l>low somewhat by saying, 
•'We’re not going to lose.”
Later he said that never m 
Conservative party history 
"has there Ix’en so much unani­
mity and support as there Is for 
Mr, Stanfield."
He also said the Con­
servatives would consider a
coalition with the Social Credit 
party If Mr, Stanfield forma a 
minority government after the 
election.
Mr. Thompson spoke nt a 
news conference in Lethbridge, 
Alta., while Mr. Stanfield 
headed for Montreal and a Que­
bec tour,
ANGRY REBUTTAL
Donald Matthews,' national 
president of the Conservative 
party, said fo London, Ont., 
that Mr. Thompson should not 
talk in this manner about Mr, 
Stanfield.
“I hnpjten to l>c president nnd 
not Mr. Ilnbcrt Thompson. 
There Is no reason to consider 
a leadership convention. . . . 
We are going to form the next 
government.’1
All was outwardly quiet at 
Liberal headquarters on the
Ministerholiday as prime
Trudeau spent the day out
the public eye.
However, his office hinted 
thy the goodies hr- promised in 
a 4(>rrrh at. Khnwlnlgnn. Que,, 
latjt week would be revealed at
an Ottawa news conference to- ; 
day.
Mr. Trudeau nnd Northern 
Development Minister Jean 
Chretien were expected to un« 
veil a recrentlonnl development 
program. In Mr. Trudeau's 
words, It would make those 
who love nature and hunting 
nnd fishing lose their breath. 
PREDICTS INCREASE
Another announcement made 
todny, Statistics Canada's re­
port on employment flgurcai,' 
showed that the seasonally ad­
justed rate rose to 7.1 per cent 
of the labor force In September* 
tho highest *hice 1961, The ac­
tual number of jobless, how. 
ever, dropped 44,960 to 459,900 
last month, down from the peqlt 
665.000 in January,
New Democrat Leader David 
Lewis predicted that the figure# 
would show Canadians that the 
country faces Its most serioti# 
unemployment crisis slnce -JoW 
Dicfenbaker was prime minis­
ter.
(Coiilfnuctl nn Pure 2) 
Sees ELECTION ROUND VP
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Gates 7 p.m. — Show Time 7:10
Speaker: Derrick Mallard
Subject; Personal Report on Attendance at the 




























The industrial index, consid­
Friday.
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names in news By The End Of The Weekend
Elections For Australia
...... ■■ ......... I mAcf of nimirocDeadline for ost candidates o
A general election will be held 
in Australia Dec. 2, Prime Min­
ister William McMahon an­
nounced today in the Hous® 
Representatives. Nominations for 
fanitirtatea will dose Nov. 11 
McMahon will face electors for 
the first time as prime minister 
The present Liberal-Country 
party government has a majors 
ity of only seven.
. Scott Carpenter, one ot the 
original seven United States 
astronauts and the second man 
to orbit the earth, said Monday 
the oceans will become essen 
tial to mankind’s survival. Mr. 
Carpenter, in Toronto to take 
part in a telethon to raise 
money for crippled children, 
said mining, manufacturing, 
farming and ranching all can 
be done with water and the sea 
as the medium instead of 
the air or the land. ‘ -’he crying 
I need will be for the raw mater­
ials, the riches the ocean has; 
fresh water, oil, minerals and 
aquaculture and the food re­
sources of the sea,” he said in
SCOTT CARPENTER 
. . oceans essential
an interview.
, Resources Minister Bob Wil 
Uams of British Columbia said 
Monday that a closed weekend 
conference on sale of Canadian 
energy resources to the United 
States was largely an exchange 
of ideas by academics from both 
countries. Mr. Williams, who at-
Washington, D.C., was organ­
ized jointly by the University 
of Denver and the economics 
department at the University of 
B.C;, where it was held. UBC
professor Anthony Scott had 
said earlier all details of the 
conference would be kept se­
tended the last part of Satur­
day’s session, said the confer­
ence had “a preponderance of 
academics. They read several 
papers and these held .facts 
which would be useful for any­
one making decisions in the
future.” -The conference, spon­
sored by Resources for the 
Future, an organization in
About 200 members of seven 
Indian bands on the west coast 
of Vancouver Island demonstra­
ted Monday outside the federal 
building in Tofino protesting. a 
directive which they said pre­
vents them from fishing salmon 
for food. Simon Lucas, chief ' ! 
the Hesquihat band, said the 
federal fisheries officer in To­
fino makes the natives “bow 
and scrape” for permits to take
salmon for home consumption. ® the Oct, 30 federal election : 
Chief Lucas said this is a right I was tod ay and by the end of । 
of the natives, not a privilege, the holiday weekend 955 had i 
Mrs. Armande Williams, one of declared thew Intentions to run. 
the demonstration organizers, I • Candidates m-2« oj the 264 
said the situation was “des- |fe<te.FaLuntil 2 p.m. 
perate” and said Indians are I -Standard time to forma-
tired of. getting the nm-around their- intentions. Deadline in 
from the federal government. °lheF 21 
Representatives of the protest OcJ? -J*1 f 
ormin hone to meet with En- outtym£ ndmgs had to file their &eTM^E? JaX Daito Papers four weeks before pol- 
nn the nroblem in Port Alberni I Ung day because of the . diffi- WeSesSav eulty in getting election sup-
weanebuay. plies into remote communities..
Canadian opera singer James! A handful of last-minute can- 
Walklnshaw said Monday he didates was nominated during 
win “stop at nothing” to stay in I the weekend but the total for 
Britain ' indefinitely despite 1 the main parties .was virtually 
home office demands that he unchanged from late last week: 
return to Canada. Toronto-born! Liberals 263; Progressive Con- 
Walkinshaw, who works under servatives 263;_ New Demo- 
the professional name Kari|craUc Party Social Credit 
Scott, has been ordered by im- opposed1
migration officials to. leave Bri- S^KER OPPOSED 
tain •‘forthwith” qua tn tho I The Libsrals had in effect rtration ?f Ms SiS. comPleted their slate last week. 
The 25-year-old Canadian came athC3^'
cov^ji I Dundas where Lucien Lamou- 
then he performed in several 1 reux> speaker in the Last 
teadM8 °Peratic roles “ House who once sat as a Lib- 
don. and starred m a popular era^ was running as an inde- 
Bntish .television musical show, I pencient. He is opposed by Con- 
The Black; and White Mins- servatjve, NDP and independent 
fre13- ‘ candidates.
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi I At ope.^ cloge-to-the-deadline 
refused Monday to give U.S. meeting, Maurice Darte was 
State Secretary William Rogers r?n
India.. “Everyone knows that'sonal reasons. 
CIA has been active in India 
and there is no question of prov­
ing it,” the prime minister told 
a national convention of her 
Congress party in Central 
Ahmdabad city,' Indian news 
agencies: reported.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATION^
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd, 
1654 Eliis St
TORONTO (CP) — Prices on
the Toronto stock market con­
tinued to post fractional gains 
in light mid-morning trading to­
ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trend, was up .35 to 210.86, 
golds .43 to 198.55, base metals 
15 to 89.86 and western oils .28
to 259.86.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 505,- 
060 shares compared with 627,- 




servatives had their second 
convention in four months and 
nominated Paul Duval, 40, as 
their candidate. He replaced 60- 
year-old Percy Cormier who 
was nominated June 11.
Mr. Cormier, who did not at­
tend the Sunday meeting, said 
le would run without party des­
ignation but would support Con-
ELECTION
ROUNDUP
(Continued from Page 1)
August figures, released last 
month, indicated 503,000 with­
out jobs, 5.4 iper cent of the la­
bor force or 6.7 per cent if ad­
justed on a seasonal basis.
Mr. Lewis told .a Thanksgiv­
ing NDP barbecue in Winona, 
Mr. Trudeau had advance, ac­
cess to the September figures. 
As a result, he said, the prime 
minister changed his tune and
CONDEMN TRIO
DACCA, Bangladesh (AP) — 
Three men—suspected mem­
bers of an extremist religious 
group—were condemned to 
death Thursday for the kidnap, 
ping and murder, of a Dacca 
University teacher. The dead 
men was Dr.; K. M. Azad, a 
mathematician.
KILLS SELF IN CHURCH
MEXICO CITY (Reuter) — A 
teen-aged girl carrying a 
rosary committed suicide in a 
small chapel by dosing her 
clothing with gasoline and ignit­
ing-it. The fire and an ex- 
plosion from a can of gas. also 
damaged the chapel, police 
said. .
s e r v a t i v e Leader Robert
Stanfield.
RUNS AS INDEPENDENT
Frank Hanley, a veteran leg­
islator and city councillor who 
described himself as “an origi­
nal Liberal,” . announced' plans 
to run in the Montreal riding of 
St. Henri as an independent 
Liberal. The riding has been 
represented since1 1957 by Lib­
eral Gerard Loiselle: who is 
seeking re-election. .
Candidates from all but the 
,-four larger parties are barred 
from carrying their affiliation 
on the ballot because of a rule 
that a party must field 50 can­
didates to be so registered. But 
a candidate may drop the des­
ignation independent from the 
ballot if he so wishes...
Largest group to be affected 
by the rule on party designa-
began expressing .concern about 
the Jobless rate.
' He accused both Mr. Trudeau 
and Mr. Stanfield of trying to 
blame unemployment on those 
who would rather take welfare 
assistance than accept avail­
able jobs.
The NDP leader said,there is 
little or no difference between 
Liberal and Conservative eco­
nomic policies. Their only solu­
tion was to lavish money on 
corporations in the futile hope 
they would solve unemploy­
ment.
In Montreal, Mr. Stanfield
tion was the Communist party 
with 31 candidates in the field.
In the 1968 election a total of 
967 candidates filed papers.
When the House of Commons 
was dissolved last Sept. 1, there 
were 147 Liberals, 73 Progres­
sive Conservatives, 25 New 
Democrats, 15 Social Creditors, 
two Independents and four va­
cancies.
also took another swipe at Lib­
eral employment programs. At 
a party rally with his- Quebec 
leader, » Claude Wagner, he 
promised to continue to press 
the government for answers to 
economic problems. He said, the 
Liberals do not want to talk 
about the economy because it is 
their weakest point.
DESTROYS UNITY
Real- Caouette, the Social 
Credit leader, attacked the gov­
ernment welfare system, which 
he said destroys family unity. 
Speaking at Lorettevilie in Que­
bec’s Portneuf riding, he said 
couples can get more money 
from welfare programs if they 







The first fun picture of the year!
RobertRedford
George Se9al H^Rock
. ; PAHA'i’lSiON* COLOR BY DE LUXE*
ENDS TONIGHT — 7 and 9 p.m. 
“LADY AND THE TRAMP”
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 










Inter. Steel & Pipe 13%









Pacific Petecontributing to the increase were bank, communication, oil. 
refining and real estate stocks) a‘
while beverage, pipeline,_ food 
processing. and . steel issues 
were off moderately.
. Declines held a fair margin
over advances, 114 to 90, while 
186 issues remained unchanged.
IMPERIAL CLIMBS
Imperial Oil rose % to $43%, 
Nabors Drilling 1% to $14%, 
Mercantile Bank % to $25%,
Traders . Group A % to $19% 
and Royal Bank % to $35%.
Falconbridge Nickel was off 1 
to $58, Crush International % to 
$15%, Steinberg’s A % to $26%, 
Noranda ¥4 to $40¥i and Ahed 
Music Corp. ¥i to $5.
Placer advanced % to:$42%,
Black Hawk 6 cents to $1.11 
and Woodsreef 4 cents to $1.60.
Royal Trust 















































Great Pac. Ind. 
Grouse Mtn. 
















Trans, Cda. Glass 
Wardair 
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Bathurst Norsemine • .65
Westcoast Trans. 26% 26%
Western Broadcasting
’ 15% 15%
White Pass & Yuk. ,12¥4 12%
Woodwards ‘A’ 27% 27%
MINES
Kissinger In More Talks 
With The North Vietnamese
Giant Mascot slipped 10 cents 
to $5.65 and Agnico-Eagle 5 
cents to $3.00.
. Canadian Homestead was up 
¥1 to $10% and Merland Explor­
ation 8 cents to 78 cents.1 
Ranger dropped % to $24% and 
Pan Ocean % to $16%.
Asbestos Corp. 19% 20
Bethlehem Copper 17% 17%









VANCOUVER (CP) Prices 
! were mixed in moderate trading 
I as the Vancouver Stock Ex? 
change reported a first-hour vol 
ume of -523,514 shares.
In the industrials
Plex was down .05 at $2 after
trading 2,000 shares.
In the oils, Monterey A was 
up ,03 nt $1.19 on a volume of 
5,600 shares,
In the mines, Great Northern 
Petroleum was up .03 at .66 on 
a turnover of 224,000 shares.
TORONTO STOCK
EXCHANGE 
(Today's Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Alcan
Bank of Montreal 






Cdn. Ind Gat, & Oil 11%










First City Financial 14
Ford Canada
Greyhound

































































































PARIS (CP) — Henry Kissin­
ger went .into an unprecedented 
third day of talks with the 
North Vietnamese today,, then 
look time out to call on French 
Foreign. Minister Maurice Schu­
mann.
. The- United States presiden­
tial adviser'went to the foreign 
ministry with Arthur Watson, 
U.S. ambassador to France.
Reports said Kissinger is be­
lieved to have discussed Viet­
nam with Schumann.
Kissinger conferred with the 
North Vietnamese envoys to the 
Paris peace talks Sunday and 
Monday and decided to stay 
over for a third day to continue 
the meetings.
A Saigon newspaper, with 
links to President Nguyen Van 
Thieu’s chief adviser, said 
there had been no major
change in the U.S. and South 
Vietnamese positions in the se­
cret Paris negotiations.
NO CHANGES
Tin Song said there were no 
changes in the U.S.-South Viet­
namese proposal calling for 
withdrawal , of U.S. forces 
within four months after a 
ceasefire and the release of all 
American prisoners of war, and 
a presidential election within 
six months of an agreement. 
Thieu would resign a month be­
fore the election. .
U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth 
Bunker met for 45 minutes with 
Thieu in Saigon but the sub­
stance of the talks were kept 
secret.
Referring to the decision to 
extend the talks, White House 
press secretary Ronald Ziegler 
said Monday: “Apparently they 
have something to talk about.”
He said the government pays 
up to $110 a month for children 
placed in ; foster homes while 
mothers receive much less to 
feed their children. .
Earlier in the weekend Prime 
Minister Trudeau accused the 
opposition parties of trying to 
make Canadians think the 
country is headed for disaster. 
The people are not listening, he 
said,.
All leaders except Mr. 
Caouette .devoted... most of their 
weekend campaigning to On­
tario, with' its big block of 88 
seats in the 264-seat House of 
Commons.
Mr. Trudeau’s opponents hit 
hard at the rising cost of unem­
ployment insurance, alleging 
mismanagement by the Liberal 
government in failing to pro­
vide, more job opportunities.
Today is official, nomination 
day across the country. Candi­
dates must have registered 
with their constituency return­
ing officers by .3 p.m. local day­
light time if their names are to 
be on the ballot Oct. 30.
THE METEORS
KOKO CLUB






































































(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Athnbnskn Col, 3.30
Balco Forest Prod. 12%


















• Local Cremation 
inacintics




















Peace River Pete 
Rand Res.
Stampede Int’l. 

























































































(Continued from Page 1)
Regionally,' unemployment 
rose to seven per cent of the 
Atlantic provinces. labor force, 
from 6'9 per cent in August and 
6.4 per cent in September last 
year.
In Quebec, the September 
rate this year was, down 6.6 
from 7.3 in August and 6.8 a 
year earlier. In Ontario, the 
rate remained unchanged from 
August at 4.2 last month, up 
marginally from 4.1 per cent in 
September last year.
The Prairie rate declined to 
3.5 per cent of the labor force 
last month , from 3.7 in August, 
but compared with 3.3 per cent 
in September last year.
The British Columbia rate 
rose tb 6.6 per cent last month 
from 6.3 in August and 5.5 per 
cent in September last year.
BASED ON 39,000
The figures are based , on a 
monthly survey of 30,000 repre­
sentative households ac toss 
Canada, except on Indian re­
serves and in the far north.
There was a sharp drop last 
month in the so-called partici­
pation rate-the number of job-
holders and. job-seekers as a 
percentage of the adult popu­
lation. This rate had been ris­
ing and reched 58.7 per cent in 
September, but dropped to 55.9 
in September, about .the same 
as the average for 1969 and 
1970. The average for 1971 was 
56.1.
Of the 459,000 jobless last 
month, 118,000 reported at the 
time of the survey that they 
were without work and seeking 
work for less than one month. 
This was tip sharply from 89,- 
000 in August, and above the 
115,000 who reported being 
unemployed less than a month 
in September last year.,
Longer-term unemployment 
was down, in line with the ex­




BELFAST (AP)’ — The Brit­
ish government was reported 
today to have postponed until 
next year the proposed referen­
dum in Ulster on whether the 
province should unite with the 
neighboring Irish Republic.
The referendum was origi­
nally scheduled for this fall, but 
Ulster’s British administrator, 
William Whitelaw, has decided 
to shelve it until After local mu­
nicipal elections scheduled for 
Dec. 6.
It was not clear why the ref­
erendum was postponed. But 
there was'speculation Whitelaw 
hopes the elections will provide 
wider Roman Catholic repre­
sentation to pave the way for 
London restoring the provincial 
.parliament with more Catholic 
legislators. . 1 1 ,
When in Vancouver Stay at the
. BILTMORE Motor Hotel
12th & Kingsway Vancouver, B.C
For Reservations Telephone 872-5252
Telex 0454335
Owned and Operated by Charlie Bennett
—100 modern rooms —TV in every room
—Air conditioned —Free parking
COFFEE SHOP •—DINING ROOM 
BANQUET ROOM — CYRANO’S GRILL

















Society for Pollu|ion and Environmental Control 
■ (S.P.E.C.) .
Invites you to n
PUBLIC MEETING
Thurs., October 12th, 1972, 8:00 p.m
Kclonna Yacht Club, 1414 Water Street.
LAUNCH COSMOS
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet 
Union launched the 523rd un­
manned earth satellite in its se­
cret Cosmos program Thurs­
day, Tass reported. The official 
news agency said , the Sputnik 
was, sent Into an orbit with a 
high point 315 miles and a low 
point of 176 miles. The craft’s 
Initial orbit took 92 minutes,
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Now York—Miriam Hopkins, 
69, the star of Becky Sharp and 
about 35 other movies, most ot 
them in the 1930s.
New York—Sheldon Bush, 77, 
former U.S. senator from Con­
necticut and the father of 
George Bush, U.S, ambassador 
to the United Nations. '
Milwaukee — Percy (Pearl) 
Washington; 46, who weighed 
880 pounds, of kidney failure.
New York—Archbishop Wal­
ter Myron Prophota, 60, 
founder of the American Ortho­
dox Catholic Church; after a 
long Illness.
BINGO! BINGO! BINGO!
















Just as it’s natural for a boy to brag about his Dad, so is it natural 
lor a businessman to brag about his business. That’s why, in one way or 
another, almost every ad yoq seo says:' "Wo’ro better than the other 
ouy.”
Wo believe our firm J? better than any others, of course, but wo 
don’t ask you to believe it without knowing the facts — without visiting 
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BINGO MONEY TURNED OVER
1 '
I And Yet Another Election
Requires Voter Decisions
SWEDISH FOOTBAIL QUEEN
Flanked by two cheerlead­
ers, Miss Kelowna Cubs for 
1972, blonde, blue eyed An­
nika Bystrom, 16, beams at 
the estimated 1,000 fans on
hand for Monday’s annual 
football clash between Kel­
owna Secondary School and 
the Immaculate Dons. Annika, 
an exchange student, hails
X<tf.0W«TH
rom Gothenburg, Sweden’s
;econd largest city, and is
luent in English, Swedish,
)anish, Norwegian, Icelandic
■nd French. During her stay
ere* which ends next August,
nnika will live with four diff­
erent families. She has two
rothers and her father, be-
ides being a busmessman, is
API
Lion Pittendreigh (left) nnd Knight Szing
BINGO MONEY
also a consul of Portugal. Her
interests are horseback rid­
ing, . sailing and skiing and
Annika described yesterday’s
football game as ‘ fascinating,
very different . . and very
rough.” Cubs won the contest





There won’t have to be a 
B.C. censor’s black cat warn­
ing about excessive nudity 
when the new Okanagan- 
Similkameen Tourist'Associa- 
tion brochure is produced.
OSTA directors have agreed 
the brochure will include such 
things as the fruit industry, 
wineries, tourism and things 
to do but these won’t be high­
lighted with skin pics.
Expressing the need for a 
family type publication, Bill 
O'Reilly of the Okanagan 
Falls Chamber of Commerce 
said, “I think we should adver­
tise the Valley as a family 
holiday area and I hope we 
are not going to have a naked 
girl on the front page.”
"About four years ago that 
happened,? he said, recalling 
the brochure showed “a real 
sexy thing” which prompted 
several complaints.
With returns still pouring in, 
at noon today, a total of $25,- 
787.16 had been collected by 
this year’s Central Okanagan 
Community Chest and United
Way campaign. The total com­
pares with .$19,995 collected at 
the same stage of the campaign 
in 1971. Target figure this year 
is $77,000 and canvassing is still 
underway in both residential 
I and commercial-industrial sec­
Bygone days, a regular fea­
ture on Page 4 in the Courier 
was run in advance for the week 
of Oct. 9 to 14. The week of Oct.
CITY PAGE O’*Municipal Level
Tuesday, Oct. 10,1972 Page 3 Polling Set For December 9
Grit Agrees 
With Surtax
is I Aid. Syd Hodge has been un- 
able to participate in the doings 
t I at City Hall for the past few 
weeks and is presently con­
fined. to Kelowna General Hos­
pital, where he is recuperating 
Afrom .a kidney ailment.
Brief On Old Post Office 
Submitted By Local SPG
• The Central Okanagan Social 
Planning Council will combine 
information obtained from a 
survey undertaken on the old 
post office building with a dev­
elopment proposal of the Down­
town Businessmen’s Associa­
tion (DBA) to the Federal De­
partment of Public Works.
"Our support and findings vL’l 
support their brief,” Gordon 
Hartley, a member of the coun­
cil said. He felt the reason for 
the delay by the federal depart 
ment was because of the inter­
est in the "community aspect” 
of the building.
The survey undertaken by the 
council assessed the needs of 
local volunteer groups 'for a
Okanagan-Boundary Liberal 
candidate in the Oct. 30 federal 
election, Bruce Howard, said 
during the weekend he agrees 
with the stand taken by the B.C. 
Fruit Growers’ Association that 
a surtax should be applied on 
foreign fruit entering Canada in 
direct competition to domestic 
fruit and at lower prices than 
Canadian prices.
BCFGA president, Allan Clar­
idge, had earlier asked each of 
the three candidates in the rid­
ing to make his position known 
on the issue and last week it 
was-reported Conservative hope­
ful, George Whittaker, himself 
an orchardist, also agreed with 
the surtax. NDP candidate 
Bryan McIver has yet to com­
ment.
Mr. Howard also commented 
on claims that Prime Minister 
Trudeau is arrogant, saying he 
felt Mr. Trudeau did displaj 
that personality trait on occa­
sion, "if the opposite of arro­
gant is humble. Mr. Trudeau 
has a brilliant mind, able to see 
most questions very clearly in­
deed, and he has little patience 
with those who deliberately try 
to muddy the water.”
spokesman for the Hodge house­
hold said today it would be “a 
week or two” before the aider­
man is back in the thick of
The second annual Kelowna 
Arts and Crafts Fair will be 
held Nov,. 13 through 19 in 
 
■ I Orchard Park. The fair is spon­
sored by Kelowna and District 
Arts Council. A Juried Craft 
 
' Show will be held in Kamloops 
Oct. 14 to 28 at Cariboo College.
Whether you know it or
this is Environment Week





vironmental Control (SPEC) is 
inviting the public to a special 
meeting at the Yacht Club 
Thursday" at 8 p.m. Speaking 
will be former SPEC executive 
director who will report on the 
Stockholm conference ■ on the
By BRYDEN WINSBY 
Courier Staff
Oh, no, not again!
With their ears still 
from the battle cries 
socialist hordes, the
common building to use. A 
problem encountered by groups 
interested in the eld post office 
was about 50 per cent of these 
groups have luncheon or dinner 
meetings.'
Some expressed fear of losing 
as much as one-half of their 
membership if the dinners and 
luncheons were cut out.
Mr. Hartley added if they 
didn’t get the use of the old 
post building, the council may 
present the information com­
piled to city council.
The survey brief will. be
ready in the next week, 
Mr. Hartley thought the 
proposal would be ready 
the next week or two."
IN COURT
Kenneth Frank Feist of Kel­
owna was given a conditional 
discharge and one year’s pro­
bation in provincial court after 
he had pleaded guilty to : a 
charge of possessing marijuana.
Ferdinand Zoun of Rutland, 
charged with printing porno­
graphic material was given a 
remand in the case which will 
continue on Nov. 6.
Hatch Contractors of Win­
field pleaded not guilty in pro­
vincial court to a charge under 
the Income Tax Act. The case 
was remanded for trial to Nov. 
29.
Ronald Lowen of Kelowna 
was charged in provincial court 
with impaired driving, driving 
while under suspension and 
driving without insurance. All 
three charges were remanded 




duddlers and the corporate wel­
fare bums, local voters will 
again be wooed by legions of 
pulpit-pounders; Earnestly seek­
ing their support — this time 
in December’s municipal'elec­
tions.
On Dec. Q. city voters will 
choose thive aidermen;, re­
gional voters will pick four dir­
ectors and five school trustees 
will be named. On the school 
board, one of the two present 
city seats will disappear and be 
added to the one in Rutland.
Thus far, no money bylaws 
. have been announced for either
Rich and Black Mountain).
School trustees up for re-elec­
tion include chairman T. R 
Carter (Benvoulin, Okanagan, 
Mission, South and East Kel­
owna); C. D. Buckland (Rut­
land, Joe Rich, Ellison); D. A 
K. Fulks (Peachland); Mrs. F 
E. McNair (city) . and J. R 
Wallace (city). As mentioned 
before, one of the two city 
seats will become non-existent 
Jan. 1 and another trustee add 
ed to the Rutland area.
Continuing for another year 
on council will be Mayor HU 
bert Roth and aidermen Gwen 
Holland, Syd Hodge and WU 
liam Kane. Having another year
and 
DBA
The case was remanded to Dec. 
18 for trial.
. Edmund Spencer was charged 
with impaired driving, refusing 
to take a breathalizer test and 
leaving the scene of an acci­
dent. All three charges were 
remanded to Oct. 16 for plea.
Gulbant Singh Johal of Rut­
land pleaded not guilty in pro­
0 T Info
Provided
Raymond Joseph Primeau 
Kelowna was fined a total 




separate charges of impaired 
driving and driving while hav­
ing a blood-alcohol count ex­
ceeding .08. His driver’s licence 
was also suspended for four 
months. Both charges were laid 
for separate offences on the 
same evening.
the city or the regional district, 
but the school board is await­
ing approval from the Depart­
ment of Education to hold a re­
ferendum on a construction pro­
gram which will cost an esti­
mated $6 million.
In the city, aldermanic seats 
held by W. C. Green, Richard 
Stewart and Terry Cyi’ will be 
up for grabs, and nominations 
will be accepted on Nov. 20, 
between 10 a.m. and noon.
The same nomination day will 
appy to those hoping to unseat 
regional district chairman W. 
C. Bennett, who represents elec­
toral area B (Glenmore, Mc­
Kinley Landing, Poplar Point); 
directors J. H. Stewart, in area 
D (South and East Kelowna); 
Andrew Duncan, in area H 
(Westbank, Glenrosa) and Heinz 
Koetz, in electoral area I (El­
lison, Belgo, East Rutland, Joe
William Milne Urquhart of 
Kelowna was charged with 
fradulently obtaining a meal. 
The case was remanded to Oct. 
16 without plea.
Wayne Scott Bews of Kelowna 
was fined $200 and had his 
licence suspended for one month
. ... ., . after he pleaded guilty to driv-
vincial court to a.charge of leav-l ing while having a blood-alcoho: 
ing the scene of an accident.' count exceeding .08.
Funeral Services Held Today 
For Three Kelowna Residents
Big Boost For Park
The Rutland Lions Club has
received a $3,308 boost towards
development of a park.
The major project of the club 
is developing n park at Belgo 
and Gray Ronds, It was open­
ed in June by W, K. Kiernan
then provincial minister of re­
tention and conservation.
Future plans includq swings
and flower beds and will be
Store for passive rather than
'tivc recreation.
*So far, almost $16,000 has
occn spent on the park, This in
eludes $9,000 from the club,
nnd $7,000 from the federal
government, which paid men




Kelowna firemen were railed
Monday morning to douse a 
blaze in a celling o( h suite m n
IiHlgmg home at 1238 St, .’aul
minor, had been ir ole l>
t<hi.i,v mid an ini
I Employers interested in tak­
ing part in forthcoming on-the- 
job training (OJT) programs in 
the Kelowna area have been 
This year, instead of discon-1 asked to attend a meeting at 
tinuing Tuesday night bingo 7:30 p,m. today in the Canada 
games for the summer, the (Manpower office on Queensway
Knights o( Coumbus contiriued j Avenue.
them with assistance from the,, . Last week, Manpower Minls-Llqns, All proceeds went to the [ ^er pryce Mnckasey announced 
P’11*' the federal government has
Ignace Szing, chairman of the I nllotcd $40 million to the pro- 
Knights’ bingo committee, pre- gram, which is now a penna- 
sented Bill Pittendrclgh, chair-1 nent feature of his department, 
man of the Lions' park com- Under the OJT program, com­
mittee, with the $3,308, '
Ed Hoffman presented $202, 
proceeds of n barbeque at 
Shoppers’ Village
The local club will participate
in a bicycle safety campaign
underway throughout the Cen­
tral Okanagan, Reflector tape
will be pul on bicycles Oct. 14
nt Shoppers’ Village. Tills will
be a continuation of a program
which took place in June,
Books donated to be sent to
n northern B.C. village will go
Instead to the Fiji Islands, re­
ported past president Bill New­
man. They have been stored in
his basement since It proved 
impossible to send them to the
original destination.
Dr. John Campbell of Kelow­
na reported IxxikR were needed
Lums (tubs are arranging to
olivet them, mid two ah lines
have offered (rec transpoitnlion,
rd nt H:lti a.m. and tvui hours, , ,, , 
weie reipmed to eslingni-li it1Hl
Other unwanted lxw>hs should be
and conduct clcan-u|> o|x‘rntioi blind Rull.ind conplc will 
Firvfivhtvrs nh.o answered an i K‘ I t° Ixiwlliu
nlartn nt-out four hour-s later at' Ito’1” s '» Kelowna, The club
RS Vatigim Av«» , hc,oi<<(|. help.’, blind people and. when
back to (lie fne hall almost im- ('< cil Smith ;,sk>-<l for volunb-cis
matte * pt t’lkiei hi.I I ven :,e. ft Wr<hn"d,ij
•ccnlrtitalh,
panics receive grants or tax 
credits covering 75 per cent of 
the payroll costs of now em­
ployees. It was to hove expired 
lust March, but was made per­
manent by legislation passed
Mrs. Alice Runnails, manngcr 
of the local Manpower office, 
said today programs in the Kel­
owna area will begin in Decem­
ber and tonight's meeting is to 
provide information for what 
she expects to be a large num­




The Okanagan and the 
Kootcnays again is the large 
"beat” tackled by J. H. New­
som of Kelowna in the in­
terests of the current Canada 
Savings Bonds campaign. He 
is one of a nine man team o£ 
B.C. investment dealers on 
loan from their firms to help 
organize the popular payroll 
savings plan in firms, plants 
and establishments offering it 
to employees. He is with 
Odium Brown and T. IL Read 
Ltd. in Kelowna,
Funeral service will be held 
from Day's Cluqicl of Rcmem- 
Wcdnesdny at 10:30 
a.m. for Joseph Zeznik, 69, of 
2048 Richter St,, who died Sun-
brance,
He Is survived by his wife, 










Funeral services were held 
from The Garden Chapel today 
at 2 p.m. for Mrs. Elizabeth 
Floren, 71, of Kelowna, who 
died at her residence Oct. 3.
Mrs. Floren is survived by 
five sisters, Mrs. Margaret 
Poncelet of Victoria; Mrs. Jean 
Saar and Mrs. Nellie Heal, 
both of Calgary, Mrs. Annie 
Foss of Vernon and Mrs. Mary 
Bell of South Africa; and one 
brother, Andrew of Toronto. 
Mr. Floren died in 1970.
Rev. David Stewart officiat­
ed with burial following in Kel­
owna Cemetery.
MRS. KAROLINA FISCHER
Funeral service was schedul­
ed to be held from The Garden 
Chapel today at 3:30 p.rn. for 
Mrs. Karolina Fischer, 85, of 
354 Rowcllffe Ave., who died 
Friday.
Mon-
day caused an estimated $1,000 
damage to vehicles .driven by 
Gordon Lagrange of Red Deer 
and Karam Chard of Rutland. 
The accident occurred at the 
corner of Highway 97 and High­
way 33.
No Injuries were reported.
A one car accident Sunday on 
Thacker Rond at Douglas Street 
in Lakeview Heights completely 
demolished a vehicle driven by 
Tyler Vickery of Rutland. 
Police said the vehicle failed 
to make a turn and rolled over. 
Nobody was injured.
Sunny
Mrs. Fischer is survived by
two sons, John of Penticton and 
Gus of Tennessee: two daugh­
ters, Mrs. Hilda Wotherspoon 
of Kelowna and Mrs. Sally 
Otting of Armstrong; 14 grand­
children and 25 great grand­
children.
Rev. Ed Teranski was to of­
ficiate with burial following in 
Kelowna Cemetery.
LIEF ELVEDAHL
Funeral service was hcld
from The Garden Chapel at 10 
a.m. today for JW Sugeno 
Elvedahl, 67, of Kelowna, who 
died Saturday.
He is survived by his wife, 
Edna; one son Gerald (Red) of 
Penticton; two daughters, Mrs. 
Doreen Kuhn of California and 





Ilie weatherman promises 
sunny skies and warmer tem­
peratures Wednesday with highs 
of 50 to 55 degrees. High for ine 
city Saturday was a pleasant 61 
degrees with an overnight low 
of 34 degrees, while Sunday was 
a warm 70 degrees with an 
overnight low of 4(1 degrees. 
Monday's high was 60 degrees 
In the city with an overnight 
low of 33 degrees. There was 
.06 inches nf precipitation re- 
corded. High for the airport for 
Monday was 57 degrees with an
overnight reading of 27 degree i.
with cie-|ixw tonight will bo 25 to 30 de
Four young Vancouver play­
ers, from left to right, Harold 
McAllister, Jennifer Paynter, 
John Anthony and Neil Cham­
bers, pause for a victory 
smile after winning the Swiss 
Teams of Four Sunday dining
to go in their terms are re­
gional directors Mel Marshall, 
Rutland; Vai Rampone, Ben 
voulin and South Pandosy 
Eaoin Lamont, Okanagan Mis 
sioh; Dudley Pritchard, Lake­
view Heights, Casa Loma and 
Westside Road and John Me- 
Coubrey, Oyama, Winfield and 
Okanagan Centre.
School trustees with another । 
year remaining in their terms 
include Mrs. J. B. Harland and 
Jack Brow, from the city;. Nolly 
Derriksan, from Westbank- and 
A. G. Pollard, of Winfield,
Of all the decisions voters 
will be asked to make, one of 
the most important will concern 
the proposed referendum for 
capital funds which school trus­
tees hope will solve the near­
crisis accommodation problem 
in schools . within District 23 
(Central Okanagan) and cope 
with the continuing sharp in 
crease in student enrolment.
The money would go towards 
projects at both the elementary 
and secondary levels.
Bylaw Money Earmarked
Sixteen new elementary class-the age of 19 and have lived in 
the area for six months.rooms have been designated 
for the Rutland area, with new 
or enlarged libraries at Belgo 
and South Rutland and addi­
tional gymnasium space at 
Quigley; four classrooms and a 
library addition to Okanagan 
Mission’s Dorothea Wal' --r 
Elementary; a nqw Westside 
school; 'Witti four classrooms, a 
library and a gymnasium and 
internal remodelling at Kel­
owna’s Central Elementary.
As far as secondary schools are 
concerned, proposed addition to 
George Elliot would see a class­
room science lab, textile room 
and power mechanics shop; an 
addition to George Pringle in-, 
eluding an art room, a com­
merce room, two science labs, a 
power mechanics shop, a com­
bined wood and meta) shop, an 
electronics shop and a com­
bined food and clothing ■ room; 
a music room would be added 
to KLO Junior Secondary and 
a library to Kelowna Senior 
Secondary.
The referendum would also 
provide for the construction of 
a new junior secondary ’ school 
in Rutland to accommodate 450 
students and a gymnasium 
addition to Rutland Senior Sec­
ondary, In addition, provision 
would also be made, for site 
acquisition at Rutland and West- 
side. '
The school board is expected 
to release a complete statement 
of necessity and cost soon, pend­
ing provincial approval.
Resident tenant < i owner elec­
tors will be qualified to cast
Voters’ lists are currently De 
ing prepared and will likely be- 
posted before -the end of the . 
month.
An exact figure for this year’s :r'* 
vote isn’t ready yet, but in' 
1971, a total of 9,107, voters were... 
eligible to cast ballots in the:?., 
city, compared to 8,035 the year 
before.
Any alterations to the city 
voters’ list will be heard Nov. ’ 
1 in council chambers. The 
court will be comprised of 
Mayor Hilbert Roth‘and alder 
men Gwen Holland and Syd 
Hodge.
Rev. R. Taits was to officiate, ballots in the December clcc- 
with burial following in Lake- tlons, provided they are Cana-
view Memorial Park. dian or British subjects over
Traffic Victim 
Buried Today 
Mass was to be celebrated in 
Immaculate Conception Church 
today at 2 p.m. for a former ; 
resident of Kelowna, John ' 
Burpee Aquilon, 25, of Vancou 
ver, who died Friday as a re 
suit of injuries suffered in an , 
accident near Nanaimo.
Surviving Mr, Aquilon are 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.,,. 
Ernest Aquilon of Kelowna; two 
brothers, George of Kelowna 
and Kenneth Robert of Prince 
Rupert; three sisters, Mrs. J. 
M. (Aileen) Mahon of Prince ■ 
Albert, Mrs. J. H, (Vivian) .< 
(Hayes) of Edmonton and Mrs. 
David (Barbara) Manarin of 
Winfield; several nephews and 
nieces.
Rev. Francis Godderls was 
celebrant at the mass with 
burlnl at Kelowna cemetery.
BRIDGE CHAMPIONS
the Okanagan Unit sectional 
of the American Contract 
Bridge League held at the 
weekend. Total attendance
local players, participants lie Ane of Bpokane, in first
were from various points of 
the U.S., Vancouver Island, 
the mainland of B.C. and
exceeded all previous records Alber tn.Local winners were 
in spite of n similar event at Mrs. Mary Ashton of Kei- 
Walla Walla, Wash. Besides owna paired with Mrs. Rosa-
overall. Mixed pairs was won 
by Mr. and Mrs. L, J. Ileal 
of Kelowna and the men’s 
pair was won by J. 3. Phelps 
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Practice Fire Prevention 
And You May Save A Life
Fires. Each year the warning goes 
out and each year we hear of tragic 
holocausts claiming the lives of whole 
families. The headlines are familiar 
... Three Die In Apartment Fire ... 
Baby Trapped In Burning House . . . 
Mother Dies Trying To Rescue Child.
If these stories were uncommon 
there would be room for optimism 
here, but unfortunately they come all 
too often. So often in fact that one of 
these gruelling tales appear every day­
in newspapers across Canada.
In 1970, the last year records were 
available, 636 persons died as a result 
of fires in this country. The real 
tragedy is that most of those lives 
could have been saved had people 
followed the proper instructions re­
garding fire safety from their local 
. fire departments.
The causes of house fires have been 
stressed over the years so that all 
members of the family should know 
them as well as the alphabet. Maybe 
if the stories about deaths and pro­
perty damage through fire were head­
lined ... Man Kills Wife By Careless 
Wiring. .Woman Burns Own House 
By Forgetting To Turn Off Oven . .. 
maybe then people would start paying 
more than lip service to fire regula­
tions.
Fires in homes in Canada caused an 
estimated $204 million in damage in 
1970 and this figure affects every 
Canadian through higher insurance 
rates and increased costs in fire pro­
tection administration.
Why do people have to die and why 
do homes burn through carelessness? 
The answer, or part of it, lies in the 
statistics supplied by the Dominion 
Fire Commissioner.
' The commissioner points out that 
more than half the number, of deaths 
caused by fire in Canada are directly 
accountable to poor preparation by 
family members on how to act in case 
of a fire. Each family should have its 
own escape route mapped out and 
memorized in case of fire.
The blame for this not being done
Air piracy will persist as long as 
hijackers can find sanctuaries where 
they can escape prosecution and pun­
ishment for their criminal actions.
The most effective defence against 
hijacking rests in a united front of all 
nations, yet. ideological conflict and 
economic self-interest continue to 
frustrate efforts to obtain an inter­
national agreement that would deny 
asylum to all air bandits.
The joint Canadian-U.S. move with­
in the International Civil Aviation
IT HAPPENED. IN CANADA












The Sales Pitch Promise J
How To Get Rich Quick'
falls on surviving family members, 
but this is a terrible burden to place, 
on anyone. In schools fire drills are 
mandatory, but unfortunately they are 
treated lightly by students. A graphic 
depiction of a burnt corpse shown to a 
class might make these exercises a 
little more meaningful.
It is important to know escape 
routes, for the commissioner points 
out that most damage in a fire is done 
within the first four minutes when the 
danger in a blazing building increases 
by 1,100 per cent..
Homes are by no means the only 
place where fire regulations are given 
only token observance. Businessmen 
who calculate costs in multi-million 
dollar operations to an exact penny 
have been guilty of dangerous neglect 
by scrimping on fire protection ser­
vices and education.
■;■ Churches are among the most under 
protected buildings in every commun­
ity. The good Lord may save souls, 
but He leaves material fire protection 
to the flock. Next time you are in 
church glance around to see how much 
fire protection is supplied in the build­
ing. You could be shocked at the 
result.
If you are not sure of adequate fire 
prevention regulations you should, 
and by all means must, contact the 
fire department which wilt be enthu- * 
siastic in lending its aid in the cause 
of fire prevention.
This week is Fire Prevention Week 
and there is no better time nor oppor­
tunity to tackle your home, business 
or' meeting place and check for all 
the signs which could lead to disaster. 
Make sure. your family. knows what 
to do in case of fire. Ask your pastor 
if the fire protection equipment in 
your church would save a life.
It is a terrible feeling to wake and 
realize that through your carelessness 
you have been responsible for the 
death of a loved one or the destruction 
of your family’s home. Help save a 
life. Know and practice fire protection 
every-day.
tion hijackers who claim political moti­
vations for their actions. Neither the 
nations which are sympathetic to the 
Algerian and Cuban governments nor 
the airlines—-mainly government-run 
—which do business with those coun­
tries are likely to participate -eadily in 
economic sanctions or air boycotts.
Though there’s no foolproof de­
fence against irrational minds, the 
denial of sanctuary is the best single 
deterrent available to the hijacking 
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By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Is. Britain facing a slow and 
steady decline of a kind not ex­
perienced by any other Western 
European nation at present?
The latest Blackpool confer­
ence of the Labor party appears 
to offer the British nothing 
more than more of Harold Wil­
son—with a repeal of hated 
Tory legislation, chiefly the In­
dustrial Relations 'Act, yet more 
taxing of whatever is left in 
Britain of residual.wealth.
Nor is Ted Heath making it 
the way he,promised after his 
surprise election in the summer 
of-1970. Problems domestic and 
, international almost overwhelm 
traditional governments in Brit­
ain these days. Inflation has 
jumped almost 20 per cent in 
the last 18 months. Unemploy­
ment this winter is likely to 
reach 16 per cent of the working 
•force.
Traditional British industries 
still labor under too many old- 
. fashioned and suffocating atti­
tudes of management. The class 
: system, supposed to have been 
expunged in the Battle of. Brit­
ain bunkers, the camraderie of 
wartime service, the common 
postwar efforts at restoring-eco­
nomic strength, '■ is in effect still 
there.
Not eyen the common humble 
origins of both Messrs Wilson 
and Heath give, any. prospect of . 
common, purpose' between ,two 
men, who riot only dislike each 
other intensely, but seem to be 
on opposing ideological courses 
as far as labor is concerned.
The British working man, ex­
ploited mercilessly by Victorian 
and Edwardian - industrialists, 
downgraded by the dole of the 
depression, the soldier who went 
out to win Britain’s victories, is 
more intransigent than ever.
His conservative even reac­
tionary trade union apparatus 
continues to support him only if 
he assures them Tory-imposed 
ceilings on wages and prices 
will be removed if Labor comes 
in again.
CANADA'S STORY
And yet if Harold Wilson or 
some other future Labor prime 
minister does come to power, ■ 
the perennial question of - low 
British productivity versus con­
stant wage increases, will have 
to be faced as much by him as 
by the present incumbent.
And so it goes, the familiar 
and depressing catalogue of 
' Britain unable to climb out of 
the economic morass in which 
she : floats. How many times 
must these be repeated in as­
sessing the British future—and 
■at the same time, indicating 
those e l e m e n t s which have 
given strength to British indus­
try and export potential?
Unfortunately, the f o r m e r 
seem to outweigh the latter— 
and the end is not in sight. 
Where Mr. Heath has been 
tough and successful, for exam­
ple in centralizing national ef­
forts to clean up Britain’s once- 
: atrocious environmental pollu­
tion, he has lost ground on is­
sues no one man can control. 
These include Ireland—always 
the Irish question hounding Brit­
ish g 0 v e r n m e n t s, and the 
mounting one of racial tensions. 
PROBLEMS TOO BIG
In one sense, British govern­
ments chosen in tried-and-true 
methods by traditional electo­
rates are. no different than na­
tional governments in all the 
other industrial democracies. 
They come and. go—try and
By RICHARD ANCO
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Get rich quick is the prom- . 
ise in the sales pitch.
With a dizzying mixture of' 
a p p 1 i e d psychology, group 
pressure and commercial 
evangelism you can become 
convinced: Invest as a sales­
man in a distributorship and 
then simply collect cash boun­
ties for rec ru i t i n g other . 
would-be salesmen.
In theory, this produces; a > 
rapidly growing network of 
salesmen-investors in a pyra­
mid-shaped marketing struc­
ture. Depending' on your in­
vestment—anywhere up to • 
$5,600—you can buy into var­
ious levels of the pyramid.
But just like the old-fash­
ioned chain-letter schemes, 
most participants lose their 
money.
So promoters of pyramid 
selling operations, in Canada 
are beginning to run into stiff 
legal opposition and controls.
A Cross-Canada Survey by 
The Canadian Press shows 
most . provinces have laid 
down strict rules 'for such 
schemes.
U.S., U.K. CRACK DOWN
Definition has been vital in 
drawing up legislation to con- ' 
trol pyramid or multi-level 
selling.
An Ontario ministerial com-, 
mittee described it as a sys- : 
tern of marketing goods er 
services by recruiting people 
•to different levels of distribu­
tion, depending on the amount 
of their investment. Emphasis 
was on the sale of distributor­
ships, not the sale of the prod­
uct. Those high' up the line:
‘ profited from. the smallest 
investor.
The Ontario c 0 m m i 11 e e 
agreed with Alberta legisla­
tion on the essential distin­
guishing feature of pyramid 
schemes—that the investment . 
brings with it a right to re­
cruit other investors. In other 
words, recruitment for gain is 
their main element.
This excludes multi-level 
■marketing based primarily on 
the sale of the product and 
where investment is limited to 
those who have the proven 
ability to sell it.
. The flush of pyramid selling 
in the 1966s covered such 
products as cosmetics, car 
safety devices, pots and pans, 
- self-improvement courses, de­
tergents, paintings and retail 
discount cards.
The crackdown of the 1970s 
. parallels similar action in 
Britain and the United States. 
The U.S. Securities and Ex­
change Commission recently 
, asked that Koscot Interplane­
tary Inc., and Glenn W.
most evangelical fervor” and 
a disinclination to disclose rd-, 
evant information on numbers 
and success of other inves­
tors.
—A contract ‘‘which reflects 
the persuasiveness (of the dis­
tributor); and gullibility (of 
the recruit)” by requiring the 
latter to buy large quantities, 
of the product, involve himself 
in further fees and leave little 
room for redress if the 
scheme doesn't work.
—Mathematical difficulties 
involved in emphasizing re­
cruitment ad infinitum, ignor­
ing that there comes a time, 
when it is physically impossi­
ble to obtain investors at 
lower levels.
Some provinces have had no ; 
apparent problem with pyra­
mid promoters.
Newfoundland, for example, 
appears to have escaped their 
attention. A spokesman for 
• the Better Business Bureau 
said there is no such opera­
tion in the province.
Gordon French, director of 
con sum e r affairs, said:/ 
‘‘These companies find there 
is little outlet for their opera­
tions in Newfoundland.”
G. L. Monkley, deputy pro­
vincial secretary -of Prince 
Edward Island, said his prov­
ince has no specific law gov­
erning pyramid schemes.
“We check pretty closely if 
anyone starts coming in,’ ’ he 
added. But pyramid firms 
were “not any problem right 
now.”
A spokesman for Nova Sco­
tia’s legal department said 
the province could act against 
unwelcome m u I t i -1 e v e 1 
schemes by using either the 
Securities Act or provisions of 
the Criminal Code, depending 
on the type of selling.
The lottery section of the 
Criminal Code was used in 
New Brunswick where Dare 
to be Great (1971) of Canada 
Ltd. pleaded guilty in Septem­
ber to a charge of conducting 
an illegal lottery and was 
fined $5,060.
AI1 pyramid selling in 
Quebec is outlawed under sec- " 
lions of the Consumer Protec- ■ 
tion Act passed last year. It - 
provides for fines up to S2.000 
or a year in jail for individu- ■ 
als and fines up to $25,000 for 
companies.
Some companies, however, 
have continued to operate by ’ 
changing their names and ad- 
vertising and because of the 
slowness in judicial proce­
dures.
Legislation regulating pyra­
mid selling and abolishing re- 
ferral selling came into effect ■ 
in Ontario in June.
Pyramid promoters must 
file a prospectus'—a statement 
of facts—with the Ontario 
registrar. After three months, 
only, two companies had undi-/p 
cated they were moving Iib I ’ 
that direction. Mr. Brown, theM 
registrar, is certain that . 
many more are continuing 
their operations, c l a i m i ng 4 
their methods and corporate , r 
structures do not fall under 
definitions in the new act.
The act provides penalties 1 
for violations of up to $166,660 ; 
for companies and $5,060 for 2 
individuals. The bounty for re- ; 
cruiting a new participant is , 
limited to 10 per cent of his Y 
investment and he must re­
ceive goods with a retail s 
value at least equal to his i 
total investment. ; • ?
The newcomer can back out ' 
of the deal at any time within - 
six months and receive 75 per 
cent of his money back, less I 
consideration for goods not re- 
turned. >
Manitoba has had leglsla- i 
tion since mid-1971 giving its ■ • 
Consumer's Bureau control ? 
over all direct or door-to-door < 
salesmen. The bureau must ; 
grant a master vendor’s 11c- I 
: ence te a company before the > 
company can hire such sales­
men and it can limit the num­
ber of salesmen in any one 
company and require a policy 
outline before granting a lie- . 
: ence. ' '
Wylie Top Man Behind Scenes 








make their own special contri­
butions to problem solving.—but . 
tho problem^ have, become lesg.,. Turner, its founder, be en- 
™?iS01uble’ more and more < joined from future violations.
•„ -i r xu ■ of securities registration my!The classic example of the 
perennial -problem i's of course, . 
Ireland. It badgered the first
Elizabeth, over 360 years ago as 
it badgers the ministers of the 
second; ;
Whatever positive can be 
■ said, the British are in deep 
trouble. The legacies of empire 
allegedly long-dead, linger in 
too many subtle ways—attitudes 
about social change, reticence 
to seek revolutionary new direc­
tions, still . the feeling we’ll 
■make it—somehow.
This is the first in a series 
of three articles on political 
parties ini Canada.
By RON ADAMS 
Ottawa Bureau 
of the Daily Courier 
OTTAWA — Few Canadians 
are likely to recognize Tor­
rance Wylie’s name.
. And that is just the way the 
33-year-old Hawkesbury, On-
again nature of election specula­
tion. While party officials wera / 
working to drum up interest 
among the faithful last winter 
and spring, Mr. Trudeau was,. 
telling Canadians to “cool it.” 
Mr. Wylie says he isn't dis- ' 
turbed by an apparent lack of 
interest in the first month of 
the campaign. He said he al­
ways thought September would -n 
be a “low-key” month’. .
“It is probably only in Octo- 2' 
her that intense public interest' >4 
will focus on the election,” he 
said. -
When it does, the men behind A’ 
the scenes in Ottawa will bfl' 
watching closely to see whether 
their careful planning and T 
months of work will pay off in ■1.» 
votes for Liberal candidates. 
NO PREDICTIONS .'
. Taking their cue from Mr,. ‘ 
Trudeau, the officials are* not 
making any predictions about ,7 
the outcome of the October 
voting. But neither are they 
making any secret of their hop* 
to end the Liberal drought on i 
the prairies.
One riding singled out by ■••■- 
Mr. Wylie is the Saskatchewan, ~ 
constituency of Yorkton-Mel 
. ville, where Stephanie Potoski
fi
I
tario, native likes it.
As national-director of the 
Liberal Party of Canada, Mr. 
Wylie is one of the top 'men 
in Prime
anti-fraud provisions of secur- 
; ities laws in selling participa­
tion in the cosmetic pyramid 
promotion scheme.
- A British court earlier or­
dered the company to wind up 
its affairs, branding the oper­
ation ’“a gigantic swindle of 
the public.”
Other Turner companies 
have Included Dare to be 
Great (self-improvement), 
Kash is Best (discount cards) 
and Versilex Sales (deter­
gents).
In general, government leg­
islation is not aimed at prod­
uct quality but at the com­
pany’s internal structure and 
methods.
Paul Brown, Ontario’s reg-
behind the scenes 
Minister Trudeau’s 
second term.
He and his staff
bid for ft
at the na-
tional party headquarters here 
face the job of co-ordinating the 
efforts of provincial campaign 
organizations and making sure 
that the kind of electoral battle 
decreed by Mr. Trudeau’s cam­
paign advisors actually takes 
place.
Mr. Wylie, with a permanent 
staff of about 25 which doubles 
during the ■ election period, says 
the basic,job of the headquar­
ters is to provide a communica­
tions link between the party’s 
planners and the 264 ridings in 
the country.Quebec Meeting 
Paved The Way.
By BOB BOWMAN
The Charlottetown conference 
that began, on September 1, 
1864 was the first decisive step
Organization to impose sanctions on tinning tight airport security and
countries which give aircraft hijackers screening of passengers. Many airlines
immunity from prosecution or extradi- are loath to enforce strict passenger
tion is,a step in the right direction, but and baggage checks because they in-
thc chances of success are faint. For convenience passengers and upset
schedules, yet it’s a small price to pay 
for the safe-guarding of human lives. 
Political activists who hijack air­
craft and hold air crew or passengers towards Confederation. It was
one thing, the two nations—-Algeria 
and Cuba—-which are most frcquently 
the destination of air pirates aren’t 
even ICAO members, says the Lon­
don Free Press.
And-while the two nations seem to 
be tiring of sheltering fugitive hijack­
ers, they remain reluctant to bar or 
■ return to the countries of cinbarka-
hostage are as guilty of crimes ■ '-JJ 1 ' n™
lunatic extortionists who do it for - - - - ’
money. They will not be deterred un­
less air escape routes arc closed to 
them.
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and 
Prince Edward Island got to 
kfiow each other and agreed 
to give the proposition serious
BYGONE DAYS
study.
The next step was the con­
ference at Quebec that began 
on October 10,1864. Il was there 
that the delegates got down to 
brass tacks and worked out the
opposition developed in New 
Brunswick, Prince Edward 
Island, Newfoundland, and later 
in Nova Scotia. It was neces­
sary to wait almost three years 
before confederation became a 
reality, and then without Prince 
Edward Island and Newfound­
land.
Other Events On October 10:
1015—Champlain was wounded
while helping Hurons attack. 
Iroquois at Onondaga, N.Y.
1702 — Alexander Mackenzie 
left Lake Atliabaska for trip to
(From Courier Files)
structure of the British North 
America Act. Delegates from 
Newfoundland also attended the
Pacific which was completed in 
July J793.
Istrar of pyramid schemes .
since June, said: “The aver- liberals are highly de- is challenging NDP incumbent 
age guy hasn't a chance centralized, he said, operating Lorne Nystrom. In addition tc
against the old reVival-meet- through provincial administra- being a bright Liberal hope on
ing techniques and modern Ji°ns which run the campaign 
psychological methods used in; each province. But the na- 
by high-pressure pitchmen." . t onal, headquarters monitors 
The province's ministerial the campaign -closely to be 
- - ■- — ‘ ready to adjust, its strategy, tostudy of pyramid Selling found 
these unacceptable character­
istics:
-Schemes were so ar­
ranged that profits from dis­
tributorship sales were vastly 
greater than from commis­
sions from product sales.
—Inadequate training 1 n 
sales and little concern with 
the ability of the investor to 
market the product with
which he was stocked,
—A tendency to promote 
distributorship sales “with al-
regional situations. , 
TALK TO WORKERS
That means the professionals 
at headquarters leave the job 
of talking to the electors to the 
candidates and ’ concentrate on 
keeping the hundreds of party 
workers informed arid enthused 
about the campaign.
“Our biggest problerh is com­
municating to people what our 
objectives are," Mr. Wylie said. 
He admits his job has been 
complicated by the on-agnm of f-
the prairies, Mrs. Potoski is on< 
of a half-dozen women the Lib. 
erals hope to elect.
“As sure as I sit here, she’s 
going to win,” Mr. Wylie said,
LETTERS
It has been the policy of the ,! 
Dally Courier for many years 
that when a public election 
has been announced letters 
to the editor concerning the 
election or candidates for pub­
lic office will not be publish­
ed. A federal election has 
been called for Oct. ,30.
10 YEARS AGO 
October 1902 
Astronaut Walter1 M. Schirra Jr., a 
new space Bight record tucked away, ' 
completed his fourth orbit of the earth 
today and shot on into the fifth. His 
space travel totalled 140,000 miles. He 
experts to complete six orbits. Millions 
of people watched the liftoff on televi­
sion.
20 YEARS AGO 
October 1052
Forty-three years of banking will conic 
to an end for Fred N. Gisborne, when 
the popular manager of the Bank of 
Commerce retires Oct. 10. He started 
his banking career at the age of 16. He
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will be succeeded by A. D. Cryderman, 
former manager of the branch of 
Lloydmlnster, Snsk. Mr. Gisborne is a 
past president of the Kelowna Board of 
Trade.
30 YEARS AGO 
October 1942
Eleven cars of bulk Jonathan apples 
left the Valley this week, and another 
will move today. By the end of the week 
the number will be stepped up to thirty 
a day it is expected. They are shipped 
bulk because of a scarcity of boxes.
40 YEARS AGO 
October 1932
The financial difficulties of the Kel­
owna Hospital were aired at a special 
meeting of the Women’s Auxiliary. Mr. 
T. G. Norris staled that the revenue for 
September was $2,117, with expenditures 
of $2,520. He stated that collodions had 
been bad since September 1931. Salaries 
had been lowered to lower the operat­
ing costs.
50 YEARS AGO 
October 1922
An Englishman was appoinled head of 
the C.N.H. Major-General Sir Henry 
Thornton, general manager of the Great 
West Railway, England, has been ap­
pointed head of the Canadian National 
Railway at a salary of $50,000 a year.
60 YEARS AGO 
October 1912
Married, tn Kelowna, on Sept, 27, by 
Rev. D. J. Wcph, David Gcllntly, of 
Grtlntly, B.C . to Miss Dmotliy Ann 
Hce-lett of Wrsibank. 'Hie happy couple 
left on S.H'iid.iv to j,p<nd their hobi-y- 
mixm in Whcmjvcr.
Quebec conference although 
they had not been at Charlotte­
town.
Whereas Charlottetown was 
more of a social affair, Quebec 
was hard work, and the con­
ference continued for more than 
two weeks. John A, Macdonald 
played the leading role and drew 
up most of the 72 resolutions 
that became the British North 
America Act.
There was n great deal of 
jockeying for provincial rights, 
but a sensational development 
helped to bring about an agree­
ment. Confederate soldiers who 
had escaped into Canada during 
the American Civil War, raklcrl 
St, Albans. Vermont. They took' 
about $70,000 from three banks, 
set some buildings on fire, killed 
a man and wounded nnollier. 
Then they returned to Canada,
Thore was a terrific outcry 
In the Northern States, The 
Civil War was just about finish­
ed and tiir North had the 
strongest army in the world nt 
that lime. Part of It could have 
been diverted to attack and 
capture the British Nori h 
Ameiicon colonies.
The delegates al Quebec 
rcall/cd how Important it win 
to join logethcr for military de­
fence, if for no other rcnsim, 
and the work of tile confereui.e
When it was all over on Octo- 






»gi<cment qu.rkiy but rdiong
Pre-Pac saves you money 
while it cures your small parcel problems.
On single-piece, pre-paid shipments weighing 
50 lbs, or less, Pre-Pac will save you money.
50(t on one shipment per pick-up.
Up to 50% on ten, or more, shipments per pick-up.
Because It eliminates the need for waybills and 
simplifies procedures, Pre-Pac costs us less to operate 
and costs you less to use.
It gives you froo pick-up and delivery between 
/ business establishments.
Free Insurance up to $50 per parcel. 
The convenience of a credit account. 
And records for follow-up purposes, , 
Naturally, there are some limitations. Call
your CN Express Sales Representative. Ho 
has full details on rales, commodities 
and where Pre-Pac applies, i
Seo how you can cure your Af! 
small parcel problems while ;









The natural attractiveness 
of the Okanagan Valley can 
be viewed at almost any spot 
along Highway 97 from Pen­
ticton through to Vernon, but 
one of the most beautiful is 
the Deep Creek Park opened 
Sept. 10 in Peachland. Con­
structed by about 25 students
through an Opportunities for ? 
Youth grant, the park in its 
natural state is easily -acces­
sible to anyone. The falls at 
the end of the park trail caps 
a scenic . walk along Deep 
Creek where mini-bridges 
criss-cross over the fast run­
ning water. Two Rutland girls,
Heather Snowsell (left).
DISTRICT PAGE United Church Women Meet
Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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To Discuss Fall Festival
COLLISIONKILLS 23
ISTANBUL LAP) — A bus 
and a taxi . collided head on 
Thursday in southwestern Tur* 
key, killing 22 persons and in­
juring 13.- ■ -
Peachland Youth Programs 
Divided Into 3 Age Groups
PEACHLAND (Special) — A 
winter - youth program was the 
main discussion at a meeting of 
the Peachland Parks and Re­
creation Advisory Committee 
in the Commuiiity HalL Guests 
at the meeting were Kathy 
Langham of Kelowna > and Jon 
MacKinnon, recreation consult­
ant in Kelowna.
In the discussion it was de­
cided to split the piogram into 
three age .groups this year: 
seven to 10 year olds, 11 to 13 
years and a 14 and. up group.
Arrangements were made to 
hold an instructors’ workshop 
in the Community Hall Oct. 14 
and 15.' Teen-age helpers and 
volunteer parents are to oe in­
structed at this workshop, Miss 
Langham will - make arrange­
ments.
. Allen Langstaff■■ will contact 
older teen-agers and Mrs. 
Carol Gazda - will notify inter­
ested mothers.
and
Denlce Schnell (right) enjoy 
the fresh natural beauty of 






RUTLAND (Staff) — Team­
sters’ United won the fourth 
annual Thanksgiving Juvenile 
Sofecer Tournament here during 
the weekend. They won the 
trophy donated by South Okan- 
agaq MLA and former premier 
W. A. C. Bennett.
Two teams each from Cal­
gary and Rutland took part. 
The other home team, Central 
City Homes, came fourth. Sec­
ond was North Glenmore, third 
the Palliser Bayview team, 
from Calgary.
Teamsters scored eight goals, 
with one against them, for five 
points, North Glenmore scored 
i five goals, had two against, for 
- .three points. Palliser Bayview 
had two goals, three against, 
for two points. Central City 
Homes got two goals, 11 against, 
for two points.
Teamsters downed Central 
City Homes 6-0, tied 1-1 with 
North Glenmore, and won 1-0 
against Pallister Bayview. North 
Glenmore drubbed Central City 
Homes 4-0. ■ Palliser Bayview 
scored 1-0 against North Glen­
more.
• Teamsters’ coach Adam Kam- 
oshchinsky said Joe Husch was 
the best player in the tourna­
ment. Tim Zieske scored the 
winning goal against Palliser 
Bayview about the middle of 
the game. Also on the team 
were Robert Carolei, Ricky 
Stearns, Johnny Dreher, Carel 
Hoyer, Bruce Stranaghan, Laird 
Bloxham, Reid Freeman, Doug 
Fowler and Martin Lord, with 
substitute Steve Little.
On the Central City Homes
,*.> 1 ? I*
The Rutland .-United Church 
Women met at the home of Mrs. 
Peter Smithanick, Belgo Road, 
on Wednesday afternoon for 
their October. meeting, Mrs. 
Elwyn Cross acting as president 
There was a good attendance
. .Other visitors at the meeting 
were Mrs. Wes Dunkin and Mrs. 
Bill Wilson, representing the 
Peachland United Church, and 
W. L. Lawrence, representative 
of St. Margaret's Anglican 
Church.
Hall rates were discussed. 
Mrs. Dunkin felt the charge of 
920 was too much for a church 
women’s group bazaar.
Mr. Lawrence . asked . what 
the charge was to the KDRS for 
bingo and was told $15 a night. 
He pointed out this is entertain­
ment and said he felt local 
churches should not be required 
to pay more when they provide 
a service to the community.
Chairman Don Wilson thank­
ed the group for outlining this 
and for coining-to this meeting. 
The committee will fully dis­
cuss rates at the meeting to­
day.
of members and several visit­
ors welcomed.
The meeting opened with the 
repeating of the UCW purpose. 
Mrs. Ronald Lentz gave the 
devotional address winch dealt 
with the subject of “Thanks* 
giving.”
At the business session a larrje 
number of projects were discus­
sed. The most important was 
the UCW participation in the 
Fall Festival Fair being held by 
the United Church on Saturday, 
Oct. 21 starting at 9 a.m. with
betical order. The UCW will 
cater to the ACTS men's club 
supper meetings again.
A nominating committee was 
elected to prepare a slate of 
officers for the annual meeting, 
they are' Mrs. Ronald Lentz, 
Mrs. Robert Waters and Mrs. 
Joseph Jones. Church calendars 
for 1973 will be sold by the UCW 
at 75 cents per copy. The treas­
urer, Mrs. Ruth Halena, was 
asked to order 50 copies. At the 
close of the meeting afternoon 
tea was served by the hostess 
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Family Reunion Celebrated 
During Weekend In Rutland
RUTLAND (Staff). — The 
Stafford Road home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred Berchtold was tne 
scene of a double celebration 
during the weekend. It was the 
first time since 1954 the six 
brothers had been together. Ln




The • Industrial First Aid
for Mrs. Ferdinand Berchtold of 
Osoyoos, who will be 79 on Sat­
urday.
The family of the late Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred Berchtold lived 
in Penticton many years. Their 
father worked for the Canadian 
Pacific Railway on the old 
Kettle Valley line. ;His son Fred 
is retired from CP Transport.
Extra tables. and chairs had 
to be rented for a family din­
ner Sunday afternoon. There
were 36 relatives present, the 
youngest being Allen, four- 
month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Alvin Berchtold of Oliver. Mrs. 
Ferdinand Berchtold was the 
oldest.
a pancake breakfast served by 
the ACTS Club. The UCW mem­
bers will, assist by having home . 
baking and sewing , tables and 
will also enter the poster con­
test.
Mrs. Elwyn Cross reported 
that the Japanese United Church 
ladies will be in charge of the 
afternoon tea, which will be 
served by their members, dres­
sed in Japanese costumes. The 
senior and junior choirs will be 
in attendance, as well as the 
“Med Hatter” group.
Plans for catering to officials 
on election day were made. 
Voting will take place at the 
Centennial Hall. Soup, tand- 
wiches and doughnuts and cof­
fee will be available during the 
day, and a cold plate at supper 
time. A donation of $30 was 
voted to the Christian Educa­
tion committee for the purchase 
of literature..
The matter of cleaning the 
church was discussed. It was 
felt that with the help of the 
mothers of children in Sunday 
School the UCW could continue 
this weekly task. It was decided 
to hold future meetings in the 
; church activity centre, now that 
the alterations to the church are 
[ almost completed, and space 
. will be available and the host- 
I esses will be chosen in alpha-
At-
tendants’ Association of B.C. 
will hold a symposium in Ver­
non at the Elks'-Hall Saturday.
The Workmen’s Compensation 
Board will have personnel in 
attendance to speak on claims 
advisory service, rehabilitation 
services and; the accident pre­
vention inspection services.
The RCMP will lead a discus­
sion on the role of the indus’tria1 
first aid attendant at the scene 
of a highway accident.
There will be a demonstra­
tion 'of basket stretcher loading, 
and another on the ^proper tech­
nique of supporting a limb joint 
injury, whether incurred in in­
dustry or athletics.
The final feature of the pro­
gram will be a film presenta­
tion, “The Breadwinners,’’ by
the W ’•men’s Compensation 
Board. .
Present were Mr. and Mrs. 
Ferdinand Berchtold, Osoyoos; 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Berchtold, 
John Berchtold, of Port Co­
quitlam; Walter Berchtold of 
Alexis Creek; Rudy Berchtold 
of North Vancouver; Mr. and 
Mrs. Adolf Berchtold, Mr.> and 
Mrs. Frederick Berchtold, Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank Berchtold and 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Berchtold 
of Oliver; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Anderson of Kettle Valley; Mr. 
and Mrs. Marvin Sommers of 
Castlegar; Mr. and Mrs. Mich­
ael Tota and their, children of 
Osoyoos.
Ferdinand,' Fred, John, Wa- 
ter, Rudy and Adolf are broth 
ers. Mrs. Anderson is • a daugh­
ter of Ferdinand. Marvin is a 
son and Mrs. Tota a daughter 
of Mrs. Ferdinand Berchtold. 
Fred, Frank and Alvin are ne­
phews of the six brothers.
team are .Joe and Gilbert Pires, 
Marcel Lapointe, Marcel Beau- 
chesne, D. Fitzpatrick, Ernie 
Stasiak,: Larry Becker, Ken 
Anderson,' Tod Rider,’ Ron 
Grant, Kevin Weninger and 
Willie Kruiper, with substitutes 
Danny and Keith Grant, Doug 
Murphy and Dale Schmidt. 
Coach is Ed Anderson,
Palliser Bayview coach Bob 
Belot said his boys enjoyed <he 
gamesj also hospitality extend­
ed by . parents of Rutland play­
ers. Calgary entertained rut- 
land at an invitational tourna­
ment on the Labor Day week­
end. Tony Backgaard coaches 
the North Glenmore squad.
The tournament ended Sun-
day night with a party at the 
H. R. Stearns home on Mc­
Kenzie Road.
SHOCK TOO MUCH
JERUSALEM (Reuter) — 
The father of one of the Israeli 
Olympic team members killed 
in the Munich massacre died of 
a heart attack Wednesday as 
he was about to take part in a 
memorial service for his son 
and the 10 others slain in Sep­
tember by Arab guerrillas. He 
was Emil Gottfreund, 75, father 
of Yosef Gottfreund, the Israeli 




REVISION OF THE LISTS OF ELECTORS
REVISION OF The lists of electors prepared by the enumerators are now available. Make sure 
THE LISTS that your name, address and occupation are accurately indicated on the list for 
your polling division. In an urban polling division, the list is posted and a copy is 
mailed to each household.
In a rural polling division, the official list of electors is,publicly posted.
MISTAKES If your name or that of a neighbour or friend is not on the list or if there are any 
'■OR mistakes in names or other particulars, contact your returning officer as soon as 
JMISSIONS p0SSib)e; be will tell you what to do in order to have the list corrected during the 
revision.
IMPORTANCE In an urban polling division, YOU CANNOT VOTE UNLESS YOUR NAME AP 
OF AN
KCOUTE UST




For more information, check your Guide for Electors. It has recently been mailed 
to each household. Copies arc also available at any branch of a Canadian chartered 
bank. If you cannot find the answer to all your questions, contact your returning 
officer. His name and office phone number are listed below.
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The 3,355-acre L and A Ranch 
near Vernon has been purchase 
ed by Pleasant Valley Estates 
Ltd., a group of six Vernon 
businessmen headed by Henry 
Desnoyer, for a price reported 
to be near $750,000. The group 
plans to subdivide a large area 
of the ranch into ranchettes, 












Enjoy the comfort, convenience 
dnd safety of Flameless Electric Heat­
ing in your home.











Aff- Tl If A ATA 1ATFA TA Co-sponsored by the Kelowna and District Film Society, 
Or I Hr A If | \ IV / /-/ < the Kelowna and District Arts Council,
VI B B Bln niw B w B B 0 S* » W and the School District 23 Adult Education Department
A series of nine full-length feature films, most of them in colour, in the fields 
f" QQTUrQ Of ballet, musicals, Shakespeare, and famous films from abroad, accompanied by 










"CAMELOT" - The delightful, modern Loewe and Lerner 
musical starring Richard Harris and Vanessa Redgrave.
"TAMING OF THE SHREW" - Shakespeare, starring Elizabeth 
Taylor and Richard Burton.
"CARMEN JONES" - Lively musical, starring Harry Belafonte 
and Pearl Bailey.
"BOLSHOI BALLET"  -Superlative dancing.
"EIGHT AND A HALF" - Fellini's famous film starring 
Marcello Mastroianni.
I/TUE TIECEDT TL*
Kathryn Grayson and Gordon MacRae.
"CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS" - 
Hilarious Czechoslovakian comedy. 
"CAROUSEL" - Musical starring Gordon Macros 
and Shirley Jones.
"THE TOUCH" - Bergman's first English language film star­
ring Elliott Gould, Bibi Anderson, and Max von Sydow.
(Restricted).
Heid in the Community Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
"ENJOY A COMFORTABLE SEAT” 
Wc have confirmed bookings on all the above films.
Tickets are available in advance from the Adult Education Office or from tho 
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Toronto has a population 
density of 8,200 persons a square 
mile..





Siinp!ion»-Se®r«: Hardware (9) Kelowna 763-6811.
tsttiat;
IODE Zone Meet Topic
care, pediatrics, surgery 
medical and admittance.




for time for regular 
and fund raising, but 
wish to contribute to 
munity, will find this 
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Candy Striper Barbara Kal- 
amen poses as a patient in the' 
Kelowna Gen- 1 Hospital 
while her fellow CS member, 
Kirsti Jarrett, learns the 
basics in bedside nursing 
from Candy Striper leader, 
Mrs, Pamela Buckland, RN, 
one of a team of two nurses
who instruct the 105 girls en­
rolled in the Candy Stripers 
this year. Mrs. Henry Shaw, 
RN, is also a leader. The 
girls rotate on a once a week 
shift to assist daily from 4 to 
6 p.m. in the various wards ol 
the hospital such as extended
only do they sample hospita' 
routines but they are terrifii 
morale boosters for patient, 
and staff with their cheery 
red and white aprons and 
spirits to match. Since >-.n-
Volunteer Visiting Services 
Needs Youth And Men Volunteers
In a growing community like < 
Kelowna the need for more vol- < 
unteers in the humanity ser- i 
vice organizations causes a. con- i 
stant search for members to ■ 
keep up with the demand.
Such an organization is the 
Volunteer Visiting Services of 
Kelowna, first organized in 1965 
to meet the needs of older folk 
and disabled persons in nursing 
homes or extended care, who 
need one person they can relate 
to, in a special way.
Volunteer members visit on 
a weekly one-to-one personal 
basis and thus form a more 
meaningful and understanding 
relationship. In many cases 
they are the only contact with 
the ‘outside’ world the person 
has, since loved ones may be 
far away or in some cases, 
there are no living relatives left. 
The need for a regular visitor, 
someone who comes especially 
to see ‘me’ is important and be­
comes the life line of hope.
YOUTH
Loneliness is often more pain­
ful than the physical disability, 
according to members of VVS 
and they point out that this ex­
perience is not confined to the 
elderly or to females, There is 
a great need for young visitors 
to form a human link with the 
•outside’ for young disabled
ed in attending this event should 
contact any of the following 
phone numbers for further de­
tails 762-4165, 762-0894 or 764- 
4930.
Those who shy away from 
structured clubs, with demands
persons.
There is also a need for men 
visitors to meet with male sen­
iors and shut-ins, to play a 
game of crlbbage or .to chat 
about men topics or to just 11s- 
. ten.’1 .
SPARE AN HOUR
Those interested in this mod­
ern version of the ’good Sa­
maritan’, arc invited to the VSS
sires. Only one regular meeting, 
the/annual meeting, is held and 
two coffee social-get togethers, 
spring and fall; are held. Mem­
bership fee of $1 is the extent 
of financing and no fund pro­
jects are needed, since volun­
teers give in the form of time 
and understanding friendship.
EXECUTIVE
President of the organization 
for the 1972-73 term is Mrs. H. 
R. Long with Helen Beattie as 
vice-president. Other members 
of the executive are: secretary, 
Mrs. George Sinkewicz, treas­
urer, Mrs. Joseph Sweeney; or­
ientation, Mrs. Janet Woinoski, 
recruitment, Barbara Adams 
and past president, Wayne 
Muirhead. ’
Miss Adams was the origina­
tor of the idea of volunteer 
visiting one to one services, 
while visiting her mother who 
resided in a nursing home, she 
was . shocked to see many older 
folks,- completely forgotten by 
the ‘outside world’, with no 
friends, no relatives to visit 
■ them- She broached the subject 
• to a few acquaintances and the 
organization was set up Under 
the guidance of the first presi- 
■ dent, Mrs, Reba Schoenfeld.
semi-annual coffee party on 
Oct. 18 where they will meet 
with5 others and learn of their 
experiences. Members exchange 
Ideas for visiting during this 
informal social. Those interest-
Foresters Attend ' 
Whalley Meet
The annual British Columbia 
Assembly . of the Canadian 
Foresters Society was held at 
the Flamingo Hotel In Whalley, 
B.C., on Sept. 29, 30, with 15 
out of 16 B.C, Courts represent­
ed. Also present at the assem­
bly were High Chief Ranger, 
Earl Parsons of London, Ont., 
and secretary-manager, John 
Elder of Brantford, Ont. Twelve 
from Court Kelowna attended 
the ceremony during which Joe 
Gregory of Kelowna was In­
stalled ns District Deputy for 
this area, - replacing retiring 
district deputy, Pal Healing.
Another highlight of the as- 
scrnbly was the presentation 
of the Activity Award for the 
past year to Court Kelowna. 
Mrs. Joe Gregory reported to 
the local court upon her return, 
on the proceedings and elec­
tions for the coming year. There 
nrc 35,000 Foresters throughout 
Canada; Ilie business sessions 
were followed by a banquet and 
dance.
The 1973 B.C, Assembly will 
be held in Victoria and the 
High Court convention will be 
held in Hotel Vancouver in 
July 1973.
Tlic Kelowna Court of the 
Canadian Foresters arc holding 
a bake sale at Orchard Park 




Advertised Prices in effect 'til Saturday, Oct. 14
19.9739.97 oa.
Black Knight
Fits most Croftsmon radial 
prm saws. Traps and collects 
•saw dust at tho blade but 










1 Mona rchy, To Be Or Not To Be
The third annual conference 
of the Okanagan Zone Chapters, । 
IODE was held at the Rivers . 
side Hall, on Oct. 2nd. Mrs. Don- . 
aid Hoffman, zone chairman, 
was in charge of the meeting. 
Hostess chapters were Ashton 
Creek Chapter, Enderby, and 
Silver Star Chapter, Vernon. 
Members from Diamond Jubi­
lee Chapter and Golden Anniver­
sary Chapter, Penticton, and 
Dr. Knox Chapter, Kelowna 
were in attendance. The morn­
ing session was taken up with 
Zone Business, mainly naming 
the nominated councillors from 
each area to the Provincial 
Chapter Executive Committee.
Mrs. Douglas Kerr, provin­
cial vice president, brought 
greetings from the Provincial 
Chapter and informed those pre­
sent of the progress made to 
date on the planning of the 
annual meeting to be held by 
this body next April in Kelowna. 
This is the first time an annual 
meeting has been held away 
from tiie lower mainland or 
Victoria and she stressed the 
need for all the Okanagan 
chapters to realize that they 
were the hostess chapters and 
would be very involved in en­
suring that the meeting was a 
success.
Following luncheon, Hilda Cry- 
derman took as her topic “The 
Monarchy —■ To Be or Not To 
Be". “It Must Be!”
EMPIRE LOYALIST
Miss Cryderman, a descend­
ent of British Empire Loyal­
ists, is concerned with the 
erosion of the status of the 
queen in our parliamentary 
system. Speaking on the IODE 
brief on the monarchy 'pre­
sented to parliament by the 
National Chapter last year, 
Miss Cyderman enlarged on the 
brief by saying that this erosion 
is taking place by those who 
wish independence from Bri­
tain, mainly from the province 
of Quebec, who do not under­
stand our Canadian history. If 
Britain had not won the Seven 
Year War with France, the 
territory now known as Quebec 
and Ontario .could have been 
sold by Napolean to the United 
States at the time of the Louis­
iana Purchase/Great Britain, in 
her wisdom, retained local cus-
government. It is agitation from 
the group; of so-called French 
separatists that the erosion of 
the Monarchy begins. These 
people are 50 years behind the 
times, because really only a 
few want to separate.
As the IODE brief points out, 
the Monarchy represents the 
nation, not a political party 
as an elected head of state 
would do. Within th£ British 
Commonwealth, Canada and 
all other member nations have 
an equal status with Great Bri­
tain. It has been said that this 
Commonwealth is the greatest 
League of Nations the world 
has known. It should be guard­
ed carefully. Each dominion
toms, civil law, government, 
etc., so that the French people 
of that time could continue life 
as they were. Before British 
rule, they'were dependent under 
the paternalistic King of 
France; under the British King 
they eventually received self-
Life Begins At Forty' Proved 
By Affirmative In Club Debate
raiment is one of the highest 
in years, there is a desperate 
need for all aprons, retained 
iy former Candy Str< _rs, to 
ie returned, according to Dir­
ector of Volunteer Services, 
Mrs. Sunny Hildebrand.
(Courier Photo)
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The Independent Order of 
Foresters of Court Winfield No. 
203 held its annual fall initia­
tion and dance at the Winfield 
Hall. Some 35 new members 
were accepted into the order; _ A 
cold -plate .-was served at the 
supper hour and 15Q members 
and friends enjoyed a nice even­
ing dining and dancing until the 
wee .small hours, of the morn­
ing. Hosts for the evening were
Newcomers to this area are 
Mr. and. Mrs. Spencer Denney 
and family, formerly of Edmoiv 
ton; who aye now jpaking their 
home' at Braeloch Road, Okan­
agan. Mission. '
A lively debate at the Kel­
owna Toastmistress Club regu­
lar- meeting proved that “fife 
begins at forty.”
The affirmative debaters, 
Mrs. Niel Gay and Mrs. D. M. 
Cameron convinced their aud­
ience that life does begin at 
forty. Debating for the negative 
were Gwen Treloar and Jean­
ette Tetreault. Judges for the 
debate were Mrs. Annie Alston, 
Joyce penley and Mrs. Peter 
Romanchuk. Mrs. Cameron and 
Miss Treloar were awarded the 
Merit Award for their presenta­
tions.
Mrs. Glen Fraser spoke on 
“Toastmistress is for that lady” 
and was. awarded the Speaker’s 
Award for her excellent and in­
teresting delivery. Mrs. Fraser 
said that Toastmistress was for 
the shy and nervous; for the 
lady who wanted to serve on 
the executive of her favorite' 
club.
Toastmistress could teach her 
the proper, rules of conducting 
a meeting. For the lady who 
may only wish to participate in 
a meeting Toastmistress teach­
es the correct procedure for 
addressing the chair or making 
a motion. Toastmistress is for 
the experienced lady, s^ie may 
join to help the members who 
are learning.
It was pointed out that the
Toastmistress image has been 
misinterpreted. They are not a 
group of professional speakers 
nor do they join to make 
speeches. Toastmistress is a 
group of women endeavoring to 
learn the art of speaking, nei> 
vous at first to even stand and 
give her name, she soon gain 
poise through participation in 
the meeting. Each member is 
given an assignment, small at 
first, to conquer the fear of 
facing an audience. Some mem-
or colony, before their indepen­
dance, had a trained civil ser­
vice and experience in repre­
sentative government, . thanks 
to the British. After World War 
2, independence was granted 
quickly because Britian could 
no longer afford the high cost 
of these colonies. For the sake 
of democracy the Queen is im­
portant. This, 'ot course, was 
the’ purpose of the National 
Chapter’s brief.: Miss Cryder- 
man stressed that pressure 
must be kept up on all levels 
of government to retain the 
Monarchy.
HUMAN RIGHTS
Speaking further on Human 
Rights, she stated that women 
especially, should not expect 
special status unless they were 
willing to do somethin® about 
it themselves. She said that a 
special commissioner on Human 
Rights is needed to exposes 
discrimination, but she closed 
her talk with the statement 
"Don’t ask someone else to 
see to human rights, Do it 
yourself". A number of mem- 
■ bers of the Okanagan Zone 
1 will be. attending the Semi- 
1 Annual meeting of the Provin- 
; dal Chapter to be held in Bur- 
■ naby on Oct. 19th.
COMPLETES PhD
Murray K. Hill formerly 
of Kelowna has completed 
his PhD in mechanical en­
gineering at the California ’ 
Institute of Technology, Pasa­
dena, Calif. He is the son of 
Mr. and, Mrs.' Wilbur Hill d- 
Westbank and received all or 
education, at tne Kelowna w 
district schools and the Uk 
versity of. British Columbia? 
Dr. and Mrs.; Hill, nee Judi 
Groves of Kelowna, are now 
residing at Davis4, Calif., 
where,he is an assistant pro­
fessor at the University of 
California, Davis. Dr. Hill 
previously earned a $9,000 
fellowship in engineering 
which enabled him to take his 
graduate work at the Cali­
fornia Institute.
49 varieties of donuts. 
Wholesale or retail. 
Free delivery i: city.
bers have never given a speech, 
others prefer to. A speech in 
Toastmistress is merely prac­
tice in ‘‘talking’ ’ before a group 
of. people.
The president, Mrs. George 
Strohm, welcomed a new mem­
ber, Mrs. Wilfred Ramsay of 
Kelowna.
Guests attending were Mrs. C. 
Mallach, Mrs. S. Anderson, 
Mrs. James Crossland, Mrs. 
Peter Nahirney, all of Rutland, 
Mrs. William Nahirney, Mrs. 
J. Hyam, Mrs. John Simmons, 
Mrs. Deanne Schmidt, all of 
Kelowna, and Mrs. David Neil­
ly, transferred : from Tiaga 





249 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-4433
Engagements 
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schier- 
bcck of Kelowna are pleased 
to announce the forthcoming 
marriage of their daughter 
Ankc-Utc Christine to Pictor 
Kalis,, son of Mr, and Mrs. 
Pieter Kalis of Kelowna on Oct. 
28 nt 3 p.m. in St Andrew’s 
Anglican Church, Okanagan 
Mission, with Rev. Donald Kidd 
officiating.
Mr, and Mrs. Alex W. Crouch 
of Lakeview Heights wish to an­
nounce the engagement of their 
daughter, Joanne Elizabeth 1 to 
Harry John McCowan, only son 
of Dr. and Mrs. Hilaire Mc­
Cowan of Wcstbnnk. The wed­
ding will take place on Nov. 18 
nt 2 p.m. in the Westbank 
United Church with Rev. R. 
Mitchell officiating.
meet Thursday at 7 p.m. up­
stairs at the church hall, under 
the leadship of Mrs. Robert 
Stobie, elected Debbie Roth as 
president. Other executives are 
vice-president, Rose Roth; sec­
retary, Brenda Thom and 
treasurer, Zoe Ribelin.
Just back from Montreal and 
Toronto are Mr. and Mrs. E. K. 
House of Nassau Crescent who 
bid their son, Dennis, bon voy­
age at Montreal. He will be 
completing his doctorate at the 
University of Liverpool, Eng­
land, and will be away for two 
years. He is a Canada Council 
scholarship winner.
Visitors with Mr. and Mrs. 
House arc Mr. and Mrs. E. 
Crump of Montreal who accom­
panied them back to the Valley 
and will be continuing on to 
Vancouver.
HAVE CARS
About one of every three Nor 





CUSTOM MADE OH 
BUY THE YARD








CRAFTSMAN quality saws 





_ Arm Saw. Extra powerful design to , 
handle the tough jobs. Cuts wood over 4" thick and 
is precision built for accuracy, Electro-magnetic 
brake stops blade in 10 secs, 4/2 hp. direct drive, 
over-load protected motor. Adjustable qntl-kick- 
back, Complete with stand............ Salo Price $449
Grade One 
Preparation
theThe general meeting of 
Kelowna Parent and Child Pre
School Society will be hold on 
Wednesday at the First Baptist 
Chinch.
The program will be n panel 
discussion by three Grade 1 
teachers about Ilie preparation 
of children for Grade 1.
9:30 a.m. nnd a hard time I 
dance, open to the general1 
public, will be held at Ok.ma? 
giin Mlbsion Hall on Oct 21. j
IMPORTED
TEAK->WNtTl’RE.. .........
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components
NORDAN IMPORT 










Complete line of Sale
Price ..
12" Bench Saw. Our finest bench saw with massive 
power and extra capacity. 4’/z hp. motor, steel 
stand and 3 extensions. Positive locking Krom- 
edge combination blade with positive tilt slops at 0° 
and 45°. Sealed ball bearings, 3450 rpm's capaci- 
tator start motor. ........... ................... Sale Price $449
(allsman Sawdust 
Pick-up Adaptor
Wood and Aluminum Windows
PATTERN Gl-ASS. STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS 
Your most complete glass and window department, 
Experienced Mall to handle nil installation needs.
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Fills St Phone 762-201C*
ea.
For shop or home. Single 
stage motor develops 1 hp. 
Holds 10 U.S. gallons. 4 
castors and 6' cord.
Pork Free While You Shop Simpsons-Sears, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
Dear Ann Landers: Aly hus­
band died 20 years ago. I was in 
tny 30s then. At that time I 
bought a cemetery plot consist­
ing of four graves. After being a
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lar party. My husband says I 
should look around for the figu­
rine and if I see it, take it with 
me. I feel this would be wrong. 
Do you?—Mine And Not Thine.
USE EGG WHITE 
To make kid gloves look likewidow for six years I married. . ... ...again. Would it be proper forlnew» w*th egg white after 








SinipsoM-ScarH: InllinaU Apparel '"(IB) Kelowna W M1L








Dear Ann Landers: I am writ­
ing in reference to the young i 
lady whose mother objected to 
her going to the U.S.O. because 
it was ,a pickup spot for low- 
class servicemen.
Well, I am one of those “low- 
class servicemen” she spoke of. 
l am not happy in the military. 
In fact, I would be much hap­
pier going to college but like ' 
many servicemen I joined the 
service because I didn't have 
enough money for college. I 
joined so I can get veteran's 
benefits when my time is up 
and then go to school. If it is 
low-class to trade four years in 
the service for a college1 educa­
tion then I am low-class.
The . civilian populace 
shouldn’t consider all service­
men guilty of committing war 
crimes and such. I' realize it 
isn’t considered cool to be in the 
military these days, but for 
some of .us, it is the only way 
we can see to get ahead.
I hope the young lady’s 
mother will let her go to the 
U.S.O. and be a hostess. For 
servicemen it is a very impor­
tant’place to rap since most ci­
vilians don’t want anything to 
do with us.
I agree with you, Ann. That 
mother owes several hundred 
thousand servicemen an apol­
ogy, but I’m sure not going to 
hold my breath waiting for it.
Sign me—Low-Class Service­
man At Keesler Air Force 
Base.
Dear Friend: I salute you for 
a letter that 'calls it like it is. As 
for that mother, she sounds like 
the type whose brains go AWOL 
when her mouth goes on active 
duty.
Dear Ann Landers: Last 
weekend my husband' and I 
gave a party for his new. boss 
in our lovely new home. There 
were about 40 people, most of 
whom I had met just once or 
twice. I sa\y one of the wives 
pick up a china figurine and slip 
it into her purse. I decided to 
say nothing.
The next day when I told my 
husband about it he was furious 
at me for not calling her on it 
right then and there. To be 
frank with you, Ann, I just 
couldn’t do it.
Next week we are going to 
that woman’s home for a simi-
Dear Thine: Yes, I do fed it 
would be wrong. Somehow I just 
can't sondone taking something 
out of someone else's home —- 
even if you are certain it was 
stolen -from yours.. If you should 
see the figurine on display you 
might ask the hostess where she 
got it because you “mislaid" 
one similar, and would love to 
replace it. Perhaps she’ll offer 
to give you “hers."
be burled alongside my first 
msband? Or should I sell these 
plots and buy two plots .else- 
where ?—L o o k 1 n g To The 
Future.
Dear Looking: You don’t say 
whether or not you have chil­
dren. Nor do you say how your 
present husband feels about 
being buried alongside your 
first husband, should, he prede­
cease you. If you predecease 
him how would he feel .about 
burying you alongside your, first 
husband? Also, you’re only in 
your 50s, and you might, marry 
again. My advice is to sell the 
lots and buy two others and 
don't try to second-guess the 
Grim Reaper. -
Mayor Hilbert Roth jpro- Club executives watch. Left and publicity chairman, Mrs.
claims International Tbastr to right, president, Mrs. D. M. Cameron.
mistress Week in Kelowna George Strohm; vice-presi- (Courier Photo)






We really ‘care about the shape 
• you’re in’ and have expert figure 
consultants to give you the perfect fit.
Mayor Hilbert Roth of Kei- ' 
owha signed the proclamation 
’ declaring the month of October ; 
as International Toastmistress । 
■ MonUi.
Recognition is given Toast­
mistress whose ultimate ob­
jective is the development of 
the individual woman so that 
she will be better able to meet 
the challenge of the times. A 
■ four-point training program 
places major emphasis on lead­
ership training, proficiency in 
communication, sk’U in organ- 
i izational techniques and indivi- 
■ • dual development.
* . Clubs throughout the world 
participate . in International 
■ Toastmistress Month. There 
."are 1,101 clubs with 20,000 
’’ members in Canada, United 
States and 18 other countries.
Toastmistress clubs were or- 
/ ganized in 1929 but not until 
. = 1938 were they incorporated 
under the capable leadership of 
Mrs. Ernestine White of Saa 
Francisco.
The Kelowna Toastmistress 
Club was chartered in Novem­
ber, 1964, with Mrs. R. J. 
Strands as. the first president. 
The past four years have seen 
ithe Kelowna club assisting the 
Lady of the Lake candidates
with speech training and eval­
uation. The club has judged and 
assisted the 4-H Club speakers. 
Club members have also at­
tended speech classes at schools 
in Kelowna and offered inval­
uable assistance.
The Kelowna club is a mem­
ber of Council 9, which ex­
tends from Penticton to Fort 
St. James and is part of the 
Pacific Northwest Region, con­
sisting of 11 councils from the 
Yukon, B.C., and the state of 
Washington. The fourth level is 
International Toastmis­
tress Clubs with head office in 
California.
Members of the Kelowna club 
presently serving on the coun­
cil levd are: Mrs. Glen Fraser, 
as. secretary and Mrs. Odin 
Bottolfs as treasurer. Mrs. 
Anne Alston is the extension 
assistant for Council 9. A num? 
ber of Kelowna members have 
served in various capacities on 
the council since the club was 
formed here. '
President of the . Kelowna 
club is Mrs. George Strohm and 
1st vice-president is Mrs. Peter 
Romanchuk.
The Kelowna dub meets the 
first and third Wednesdays of 
each month excepting July and 
August at the Capri; The next 
meeting is on Oct. 18 at 8 p.m. 
Guests - are always welcome. 
Anyone wishing information 
could contact a member of the 
club or phone the publicity 




William John Somerville of 
Rutland and Rita O. Johnson 
of Rutland announce their mar­
riage on Oct. 6 was a civii 
ceremony in the Kelowna Court 
House, Kelowna.
DOOMED TO DRUDGERY
In the developing countries of 
the world, only one child in 
four who goes to school finishes 
primary. grades, and only one 
in one hundred .finishes high 
school. The remainder are pro­
bably condemned to a lifetime 
of drudgery and unskilled work. 
Last year, UNICEF provided 
equipment and supplies for 13,- 
000 teacher training schools, 
10,400 primar?,- schools and 2,500 
elementary schools.
SAVES TIME
.. When baking potatoes, save 
time by boiling first for five 
minutes.
GRASSHOPPERS DELUXE
All of us have food taboos. A 
man from Uganda, recently 
visiting North America for 
training, was disgusted at be­
ing offered shrimps, but his 
North American hosts would 
probably have been equally dis­
gusted at Uganda’s; prize deli­
cacy — green grasshoppers.
U NIC E F’s nutrition pro­
grams try where possible to 
make use of local foods and cus­







& BEAUTY SHOP 
2974 Pandosy St. Ph. 762-2999 





loan with us before, this 
will get ua started.
Clip out the ooupon.lbll 
ua how much you need. 
(Wo will ask you a few 
more questions, 
but we can handle it 
by telephone.)
Then watch us go to 
work. Same day service 
is our way of saying, 
“Glad to meet you.”














A Strvifi of 
It**Mm«rfe« Corporation
Orer 100 Faclda >‘Ju»nc« office* in C*n»d»
Kelowna:
Kamploons;
235 Bernard Avenue • Phone (403) 763-1435
352 Seymour Street’Phone (604) 372-8861
A beautiful WonderBra gar­
ment of your choice (up to 
$8.50 in value). There's no 
obligation.to purchase. All you 
have to do is fill in an entry 
form and place it in the con­
test box. Forms are available 
in all our fashion departments. 
If your name is drawn, you-. 
just answer a simple skill test­
ing question correctly. It's so 
easy. And a lucky winner will 
be drawn daily from Tuesday, 
October 10 to Saturday, Oct- 
ober 14. Drop in and enter. It 
could be your lucky day!
iiimiiiiiiiiihiii^i
a. “Dream Lift" front hoot
Lace cups, removable pad- 
lets. Underwired, fibrefill. 
White, Skintone. A, B 32-36, 
,C *34-36. $8.50
b. “Wonder Bra' Double
knit nylon tricot. Foam con 
toured. White. A, B
$8.00
Lady Wonder" for de 
collate or daytime fashions 
White, Skintone, Navy Blue 
Black. A, B 32-36 
C 32-36 $8,50
Lady Wonder" for the 
mature figure. True stretch 
comfort. White, Skintone. 
B 34-38, C 34-38. .. $7.00 
$7.50
e. Decolletage for thefuller 
figure. Underwire. White, 
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YOU could be the lucky entrant in KELOWNA I $5.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE WINNER AT ROSEBUD JUNCTION
S. Limberger, Box 63, E. KelownaSir. BUI Towne/, 1310 Lawson Ave., Ph. 3-3102
Sunbeam Canister Vacuum
Model 632-1C, all steel construction.
5 amp motor, 4 piece attachment kit.
1 year guarantee, 2 year guarantee on A JF K M 
hose. Special............................................. ■ W
$5.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE WINNER 
AT BANKHEAD SUPPLY





ALSO COLOR LIGHT ORGANS
■ at
1471 Pandosy 763-7151
Under CKOV Radio ,
to Win the Grand Prize 
of a Personalized 14-Day 
HOLIDAY TRIP furl 
in London, England 
with AIR CANADA and BOAC
Also two $5 prizes awarded each week by participating stores on this page





• Return air fare Toronto/Montrea) to 
London for 2 persons
• Return air fare or other transportation 
where necessary to Toronto or Montreal
• Transfer from London > Airport to 
hotel on arrival
• 13 nights first class hotel 
accommodation
• Full English breakfast ever? morning
• 6 theatre tickets per person
• A get-together party in London
• Membership In a London casino
• Avis Rent-A-Car for 2 days on arrival 
(you pay only the mileage charge)
• $100 Dinner and Spending Money
4
«*
Here's All ITou Have To Do To Enter
^$1
CONTEST RULES:
visit any one nt the stores advertising on this page, fill out and deposit an entry blank 
to the ballot box. No purchase is necessary.
Contest Is open to anyone, except employees and their immediate families of partici­
pating retailers, the newspaper. Air Canada and BOAC.
Contest closes January 13, 1973. Grand Prize winners will be announced prior to Janu­
ary 31, 1973. Trip for Grand Prize winners has been arranged for departure during 
March, 1973. Decision of the judges is final.
; Prizes are as described above - no cash equivalent or substitutions available.
Complete list of Grand Prize winners will be published in 
this newspaper at conclusion of contest, 
You accept these rules when you enter this contest.
Enter Now Enter Often!











Good, used,; sewing 
machines required
You Don't Need 
a Special Occasion 
.■ to give. ■ 
Laura Secord Chocolates
We carry a complete selection 
‘Free Delivery to Shut Ins’





and 8-track tapes 
....... .............  at 5.98
1ABRICS,dore a 
SHOPS GflPRI/'i 
; Hone 709-2109'-' KELOWNA, B.C.
Helotona jJjMjarmaty
297 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-3131
Open Mon. thru Fri. — 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sat. 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
■£ Overseas 1973 Calendars (mailing 
envelopes); imported 1973 Calendars 
with envelopes. Also 1973 linen calendar 
towels.
★ Attention Choir Leaders — Ask about 
Christmas Cantata Music on approval. 
Free — Your Name Engraved on any 
Bible bought. , .
Open 9 to 9 Thurs. and Fri.
L Shops Capri 762-2829 jiw
A FREE 40" x 40" Projection Screen 
with the purchase of any Projector of 
over $50 Value.
You are invited to see our display 
of old Cameras and Equipment.
If BTC CAMERAS .6^ 












HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY 
AT VANCOUVER PRICES.






1 . ■ • ' ■ 1 i : ‘ ,■ ' , .
o Lava Lamps • Moon Globes
• Visual Effects 
'• Fat Alberts .
• Fibre Optics
• School Lamps
• Mini Black lights
□ p n n M-gLl.tt8lisil.Kli IK
ONLY AT
SUPERVALU
"Tender Timer" temperature gauges in 
most Roasts and Turkeys. Guarantees 










Suite 6 — 1560A Water St., Kelowna, B.C. 763-6995
Suite 6 — 477 Martin St., Penticton, B.C. 493-0411
Siinpsons-Searsi — Kamloops mid Kolouna 
Art Schmidt Opticnl, Vernon — 542-7746 ,












OPEN EVERY NITE TILL 10:30
Special this week







CUSTOM JEWELLERY a * 88c
IMPORT SPECIALTY STORES
Orchard Park Shopping Centre Phone: 763-7220
DRY 
CLEANING 








Your Bonus From 
ESTEE LAUDER
Coming Soon — Watch for It
2nd LoOK












765-6321 —765-7334 . 
(Old Vernon Rd., 
S.E. corner of airport)
.Tune-Ups, etc.













Plumbing, Heating, air 
conditioning.
3045 Tutt, 763-3025
Era Of The Model T
Re-Lived In Rutland
1 Nisei Bowling Tournament 
Won By Vancouver Entry
By GEORGE WHITELEY 
Courier Rutland Staff
RUTLAND (Staff) —A trip 
a 355 Mara Road Is like a 
journey back in the time mach­
ine. Maurice Carrier has a col­
lection of antiques. Including 
two Model A Fords, an old 
gramophone, washing machine 
and dining tables.'
Being semi-retired, Mr. Carr­
ier has made a hobby of col­
lecting and restoring antiques. 
And, op the practical .side, he’s 
building his -own house from
| ■ RUTLAND (Staff) — Japan-.Mori of Kamloops took 
> ese bowlers from Vancouver,I men’s with 1,605.
present the democrat has the United States that sell them, j jjamjoopg yemon. Kelowna and 
unglamorous task of holding he says. “A 
apples. Later both will be used order one for me.'
as flower planters.
Parts of an old dray are in 
the yard. This' was a vehicle, 
also pulled by horses, used .to 
move goods. The wheels could 
pass under the body for better
the ground up.
• The old cars are in perfect 
running order; though much the 
worse for wear. Mr. Carrier 
hopes to dispose of one and 
keep the other.
In the driveway is a five- 
window coupe, so named be­
cause it has two windows on 
each side; one in the back, and 
||^Kwindshield, which does not 
MHLm as a window. In the .gar- 
BBWls a roadster used by a fire 
’vnief—-painted fire engine red, 
of course.
The old vehicles came from a 
friend in Alberta. He did some 
restoration, and Mr. Carrier did 
some himself.
The coupe is not one of the 
ones with a rumble seat in the 
back. The body is solid, but 
needs some phint. With a new 
roof, a tail pipe, floor boards, 
back window and something 
between the cab and the motor, 
it could spend many years as 
a showpiece.
The roadster has a little box 
in the back, just like a pickup 
truck, and had a step to put a 
ladder on top. Both have four
the
lady promised to
Arnie Kuroyama of Kamloops
Remember how nice it felt 
to warm your hands over a Mc-
manoeuvrability. .
Mr. Carrier plans. to have 
that assambled by spring. “I 
used to drive one of* those, so 
I know how to put them toget­
her,” -y ■- ■
He has several wheels from 
vehicles; Painted up, and with 
lights, - they .would serve as 
decorative conversation pieces 
outside the house. '
An old washing machine 
doesn’t* look like much compar­
ed tp today’s contraptions, but 
it did a good job of washing 
dotties.
Footloose and fancy free 
moderns would love a solid oak 
table with a part that lifts up 
for going through doors. This 
and a conventional round table 
with leaves are examples of 
superior workmanship.
Remember when records 
came in cylinders, played on 
gramophones you cranked? 
Mr. Carrier has several records 
and a Brunswick gramophone
Clary wood stove on a cold day? 
There's one in the basement, 
in front of the' fireplace. Mr. 
Carrier plans to connect it to 
the fireplace and put a light in 
it so it will look as . if there is 
a fire burning. t
The first telephones had 
houthpicces on long necks, re­
ceivers, and cranks used to 
call the operator. Mr. Carrier 
has some of these. They could 
be used for communication, 
say, between different rooms of 
a house, - or even fitted with 
dials as conventional phones.
People used to boast about 
how solidly old things were 
made. Try and lift a small oak 
dresser. Bring another person 
with you, and you’ll stand a 
better chance of getting it off 
the ground.
Before electricity, light was 
provided by coal oil lamps. 
Several handmade, glass ones 
?re in his possession.
Merchants used to measure 
out sugar, rice and other things 
right in stores. Some old scoops 
are among the possessions.
I To modern people these things
Rutland took part in the 18th 
annual B.C. Nisei Five-Pin 
Bowling Association tournament 
here.
Aggregate winners were Jen­
ny Nakamoto of Vancouver and 
Henry Mori of Kamloops with 
23 and 35 points each.
Sharon Sakakibara of Vernon 
won the ladies* single scratch 
(no handicap) with 946. Jenny 
Nakamoto won the ladies’ single
handicap with 1,101.
Mits Koga of Rutland bowled 
1,272 for the men’s single
was named president; with 
AUan Mayede and Joe Uyeyama 
of Kelowna vice-presidents. Kaz 
Nakamoto of Vancouver is sec­
retary. The 1973 t< urnament wi :l 
be in Vancouver
The event was last held in 
Rutland about four years ago. 
Trophies were presented at a 
banquet and d?nce Sunday 
night. Chairmen were Sue 
Nakamoto and Nobby Yamoaka 
of Rutland.
(See more Rutland news on




ter) — Tanzanian Foreign Min­
ister John Malecela and his 
Ugandan counterpart, Wanume 
Kibedi, have signed -a peace 
agreement after two days of 
talks under the. chairmanship of 
Somali Foreign Minister Omer 
Arteh.
Arteh, who also signed the 
agreement, announced that the 
text would not be, made public
immediately, but would be pub­
lished within the next few days 
simultaneously in Dar es Sa­
laam, Kampala and Mogadishu.
A joint communique read by 
the secretary-general of the Or­
ganization of African Unity, 
Nzo Ekangaki, said the peace 
talks had demonstrated a gen­
uine desire to: find a lasting so­
lution to the . differences be­
tween the two neighboring 
countries.
MISSION WORK
RUTLAND (Staff) - Mission 
work in Uganda, Brazil and 
Hong Kong will be' discussed at 
7:30 p.m. tonight in Rutland 
Gospel Tabernacle. Films and 
native costumes will be shown-
BIBLE SOCIETY
RUTLAND. (Staff) — Work of 
the Canadian Bible Society will 
be discussed Oct 19 at' 8 p.m. in 
the United Church. Rev. Ray­
mond Tingley of Vancouver, 
B.C. branch secretary, will 
speak and show a film on Thai­
land. The society is part of the 
British and Foreign Bible 
Society, It distributes Scriptur­
es in many countries.
TYPECAST WINS
NEW YORK ((API — Flet­
cher Jone’s slx-year-old mare, 
Typecast, stood off Ruritania in 
the stretch and won the $117,300 
Man O’War Stakes at Belmont 
Park Monday.
Typecast, the' only female in 
the field of 11, got home at the 
end of the l^-mile race on the 
grass three-quarters of a length, 
in front of Ruritania, owned by 
Greentree Stable. John. M. 
Schiffs Droll Role, was third, 
4^ lengths in back of > Ruritania 
and one length back of Dubas- 
soft, also owned by Schiff.
The winner, co-favorite. with 
the Schiff entry with the crowd 
of 34,443, paid $6.60, $4.40 and 
$2.60, Ruritania returned $6.80 
and S3.60,
circa 1800. With a new needle, look pretty silly. But to their 
it’ll be making the house jump ancestors who remember strug-
again.
cylinder motors that' are far 
less complicated than ones in 
today’s cars, says Mr? Carrier. 
They also have the original , 
headlights, six volt batteries, 
and four wheel brakes.
UP TO 50
Capable of a respectable 50 
miles an hour, they -would serve 
a person who just drove a few 
miles a day. Only trouble is, 
other cars would slow up and 
people would gather around 
them in parking lots.
Back in Saskatchewan, Mr. 
Carrier used to buy these cars 
for only a few dollars, and put 
them back in shape. They need 
only half the parts of a modern 
car, he says.
"About 193940,1 drove a 1931 
Model A from Langley to 
Chilliwack. When we finished; 
the motor was so cool you could 
put your hand on it.”
Try that with a modern car, 
and a nasty bum would result.
Mr. Carrier also has a 1927 
Nash from Alberta for his son 
in Vancouver.
Also in the garage are a 
democrat and a buggy, pulled 
by horses, made about 1915. At
There are two places in the1 look priceless.
gling hard to' get them, they
RUTLAND PAGE
Including Ellison and Belgo Areas
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S. African Government Charged 
With Large-Scale Murder Move
GENEVA (AP) — A nation­
alist leader from South-West 
Africa charges the South Afri­
can government with a cam­
paign of large-scale murder, 
imprisonment and torture in 
the territory following the visit 
there: in March of UN Secre­
tary-General Kurt Waldheim.
Sam Nujoma, in a letter to 
Waldheim made public by the 
World Council of Churches, 
said: “Cases of mass and cal­
culated murders, electric'shock 
torture, brutal beatings, dis­
appearance of people, detention 
camps have become the order 
of the day throughout Nam­
ibia,” the nationalist name for 
South-West Africa. i
Nujoma is president of the 
South-West Africa People’s Or­
ganization, or SWAPO, and 
wrote Waldheim from Dar es
scratch. Ed Nakamoto of Van­
couver won the. men’s single 
handicap with 1,431.
A mixed team of Amie Kuroy­
ama, Cathy Sakakibara, Oata 
Nabata,Henry Mori and Sharon 
Sakakibara, mostly from Kam­
loops, bowled 3,422.
: Scoring 3,197 was a ladies' 
team of Mary Miyahara, Mary 
Ibaraki, Mits Kuroyama, Mich 
Yamada and Irene Yamakawa. 
Mary Ibaraki is from Kelowna, 
the others from Kamloops.
Top men's team score was 
3,522 posted by Allan Mayede, 
Henry Kawaguchi, Ken Nishi­
mura and Vern Kawaguchi of 
Vancouver, and Harry Chiba of 
Kelowna.
Out-of-town singles champion^ 
ships went to Fred Tsuji of 
Vancouver and Sharon Sakaki-, 
bara, who each rolled 343.
Edith Kosaka and Frances 
Hamakawa of Vancouver scor­
ed 1,4440 for the ladies' doubles. 
Hiro Yamakawa and Henry
DIAL-FOR-DOLLARS CONTEST
WIN CASH PRIZES EACH WEEK — GRAND PRIZE CLOCK RADIOS
Each week you are invited to match the scrambled telephone numbers to the telephone number of 
one of the advertisers on this feature. This week’s number is 765-7654
To be eligible to win simply read through all the ads on this feature and clip the correct ad out. 
Mail it along with your name, address and phone number to DIAL EDITOR, c/o The Kelowna 
Courier. - ’ , ,
The first two. correct answers 

















drawn tach week will win as follows: 1st prize $4: 2nd prize $2. 
the 2 Grand Prizes: Digital Clock Radios. HURRY I ENTER TO-
HOME BAKED 













land Minor BasebaU Association 
will hold a bingo Friday at 8 
p.m. in the .Centennial Hall. 
This replaces the annual faU 
dance.
Salaam, Tanzania.
. “Most of the SWAPO leaders 
who presented petitions to you 
during your visit have been de­
tained or are subject to intense 
interrogations,” he told Wald­
heim. He said Rev. Olavi Mai- 
lenge of Ovamboland. was re­
ported “totally paralysed from 
torture.”
South-West Africa was Ger­
man territory until the First 
World War, and South Africa’s 
white government has adminis­
tered it under a League of Na­
tions mandate since 1915. For 
years, the government has re­
jected all UN efforts to end the 
mandate, but after Waldheim’s 
visit, the first by a UN secre­
tary-general, the South Afri­
cans agreed to appointment of 





Uniform Time Is 
ALWAYS 
Sha-Dori has the largest se-










START SOMETHING GOOD TODAY
. Start something good today with Canada Savings 
Bonds!They're the go-ahead way Io save for the future 
without worry. Canada Savings Bonds are safe. They're 
backed by all the resources of Canada and they pay ' 
good Interest year after year.
New Canada Savings Bonds yield an average of 
7.30% a year when held to maturity. Each $100 bond 
begins with $5.50 interest for the first year, pays $7.00 
interest for the secopd year, pays $7.50 interest for each 
of the next four years, and then pays $7.75 Interest for 
each of the last six years. On lop of this you can earn 
Interest on your Interest and make each $100 grow 
to $233.25 in just 12 years.
Canada Savings Bonds are Instant cash. They can be 
redeemed anytime at your bank at their full face value plus 
earned interest.
Canada Savipgs Bonds are easy Io buy. They re 
available in amounts ranging from $50 up to a limit of 
$50,000. You can buy them In three' different ways: 
la) for cash where you work, bank or invest 
lb) on Instalments through the Payroll Savings Plan 
where you work 
Ic) dr on instalments through the Monthly Savings Plan 
whore you bank or invest.
Go aheadl Start something good today! Buy Canada 
Savings Bonds.
»o%
AtflRAGE AHNW INTEREST Td MATURITY
Kelowna Bowling and Billiards
Your Brunswick Sales And Service Dealer
265 Lawrence Ave. (Next to Fire Hall)
SHOOT-A-GAME 
• one free game or 
25 minutes when you 
pay for 3 games. 
• one free game of 
bowling when you 
bowl 3 games.





New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes. 
Your authorized dealer for 
Pfaff sewing machines.
135. Belgo Rd. 765-8759
[Gulf]
All mechanical repairs, 
automatic transmissions, 

































in all Auto Body 
Collision Repairs. 












310 Hwy. 33 765-5153
ROD KING
Excavation At H’s 
Finest
SPECIALIZING IN:
Mobile Home Parks, all types 
of Cat Work, all types of 
Trucking, Back Hoe mid 
loader. Septic Tanks, Water 
Lincs, Drain Field, etc. Mo­
bile crime rental.
















NEED WE SAY 
ANYMORE
Kelowna Toyota










finest "car. wash". 
See us today!
Highway 97 










Hwy. 97N 763-2118 .
Jerry's 
Mulllers
Custom tube bending, shocks, 




Man does not live by 
bread alone but Jack 
and Tena havi Ilie 








CENTRE . . .
(
Day Care Mon. to Fri. 
7:30 a.m, to 6 p.m, 
REGISTER NOW
FOR KINDERGARTEN




HERE . . . 
Side* of Beef 





BEST PIZZA IN TOWN 









Cubs Take 6-0 Victory
C ’*1 C • I I
In Hard Fought Battle
Soviet Series In January
Kelowna Cubs’ Doug Mac­
pherson leaps up in joy as 
-halfback Raymond Rainey 
■ scampers across the. goaline 
to score the only touchdown 
of the game in the Cubs’ 6-0 
victory over Immaculata Dons
in Okanagan Mainline High 
School Football action -Mon­
day. More than l,0d0- fanswit- 
nessed one of, the best games 
played in years, as'.the cross­
town rivals produced good
Kelowna Cubs’ defensive unit 
came through at crucial times 
and kept the Immaculata Dons 
off the scoreboard to register a 
hard-fought 6-0 victory in Okan­
agan Mainline High School 
Football action Monday.
“We’re more than pleased 
over the performance our de­
fence- did against the: Dons’ 
strong offence, particularly our 
deep backs," said Cub coach 
Ron Dale.
The defensive backs led the 
Cubs’ tackling and set up Kel­
owna’s winning:touchdown. Ken 
Yochim intercepted a Mark
Lang pass and the Cubs march­
ed the ball 50 yards down the 
field with Raymond Rainey tak­
ing it over for the major from 
12 yards out.
The first- half was -a classic 
defensive battle with both clubs 
giving out some tough hits and 
containing their opposition; The 
Dons had the edge in the offen­
sive yardage bat were stopped 
everytime they got close to pay­
dirt by either a penalty or a 
tough Cub defer ce.
The Dons were stopped twice 
on fourth down end.less than a 
yard situations and an inter-
ception, runback by Tom Eh­
mann to Kelowna’s two yard 
line was nullified by a clipping 
penalty. '
“Wheiiever we sustained an 
effective drive we were hit by 
a penalty and they were always 
called at a crucial time,” said
TORONTO (CP) — Toronto | O’Neill, the NHL’s executive-dl- 
lawyer Alan Eagleson, execu- rector, said in Montreal “to my 
tive-director of the, National [knowledge” the agreement to 
Hockey League Players’ Asso- allow the series had not becn 
ciation,’hinted Monday a pro- concluded.
posed series of three exhibition “I was asked to look at po- 
games by the Red Army team tential dates and Jan. 16 was 
against three NHL teams in I one of several submitted. But 
January may not get- players’ there’s till a lot of work to do
Dons’ coach Cliff Kliewer. “Our 
offensive line also had trouble 
following through with their 
blocks, they , just didn’t make 
them crisp enough,” he added,
The Cubs also picked up a 
penalty at the wrong time as 
Ken Krohman took a reverse 
for 30 yards into the end zone, 
but it was called back on a 
holding infraction. The Cubs 
had eight penalties for 55 yards 
while the Dons were called on 
nine infractions for 90 yards.
Big plays at the right time by 
the Cubs’ defence was evident 
by the statistics as the Dons 
। had 235 total yardage compared 
to Kelowna’s 174 yards. Cubs 
gained all their yardage on the
approval. , I before it becomes fact.
“After what happened in Rus- “I think the potential date 
sia they may decide it is not has leaked out and accepted as 
worthwhile," Eagleson said fait accompli."
Monday when asked about a re- O’Neill said the visit of the
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.. . ■ .. . -. ■....... • proving to be one of the better
port the Soviet Army team was Soviet team to North America 
negotiating.exhibition games in still must go before the NHL’s 
January with the Stanley Cup board of governors at its next 
Boston Bruins, New York meeting in Miami on Oct. 30 for 
Rangers and Chicago Black ratification.
Hawks. Eagleson said he will attend
Eagleson, who said the series the meetings, following which 
was worked out by Chicago he will take a phone vote of 
president Bill Wirtz . and NHL players’ representatives of each 
president , Clarence Campbell J of the 16 NHL teams, 
during Team Canada’s recent [up .nw a v vrpnpTm visit to Moscow, said the exhibi- „ RT“D
tions need the association’s ap-l said that m a phone con- 
proval I versation-with-Boston’s Charles
“As'of right now there is rio Mulcahy last week the owners 
indication we will approve the rePreseira”ve mm y 
series, so they’re whistling past owners had made some he,, 
the graveyard." He said it way in«the-ir arrangemeii^ 
would be up to the - players [wl“i the Russians.
whether the series goes on. “But, added Eagleson, “ev- 






Bellingham In Win Column 
Beal Defending Champions
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Bellingham Blazers, one of 
two new' teams' in the British 
Columbia Junior Hockey League 
this season, finally got into the 
win column Sunday with a 4-2 
victory over defending cham­
pion . Vernon on the losers’ 
home ice.
The Blazers collected their 
first victory in five starts by 
[scoring three goals in the' first 
period-, and then playing tight 
defensive hockey to preserve the 
advantage.
Goaltender Dou g Sauter 
[played a solid game for Belling­
ham, his best of many good 
saves coming in the final minute
halfbacks in the league,, leading 
the way with 97 yards, while 
Bill Abougoush had 55 yards. 
Ehmann led the Dons’ ground 
attack with 90 yards, while 
Lang had 22.
Lang, who has the strongest 




NHL vice-president Don Ruck 
said in New York the announce­
ment from Boston of the series 
opener, Jan. 16, was “a rumor 
that is terribly premature right 
now.”
He confirmed, however,, the 
Soviets had ’’requested the
'i!3
IB
number of his patented 40-50
52 minutes in penalties to Bell- yard strikes to his favorite re-
Ingham’s 24, just raced away ceiver, Terry Henderson, but to 
from the Blazers, gaining period no avail as the Cubs’ defence 
leads' of 3-1 and 6-1. came up big whenever the Dons
..  , x, „ _ . when he outguessed Ken Price 
lard-hitting football. The wm on a Vernon penalty shot, 
brought the Cubs’ record to Doug Davies, Mark Arnett, 
3-2, while the Dons suffered ROn van Dyke and,Larry Da- 
their first, loss after, three vies' scored for, the Blazers, 
straight victories. Dave Norris and Tim Santhe for
* (Courier Photo) Vernon.
In Saturday night action, the 
Blazers were drubbed 11-2-.by 
Kamloops Rockets in Kamloops, 
Chilliwack Bruins posted a 7-4, 
home-ice victory over Vancou- 
_ moi o B bbb • M Iver and Penticton Broncos edg-
" F9 I - Tr H A. -J £■' m ' Liu ed toe league’s other new entry,tskimos ■ 8 1^ B 8 F S i Limo in overtime.
. . ‘ I The Rockets, despite serving
After Win Over Bombers bowling
WFC ACTION
By MARVIN ZIVITZ 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
- Edmonton Eskimos preferred 
to stay on the. ground while 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
went into the air as the teams 
posted important victories in' 
Western Football Conference 
play during the Thanksgiving 
weekend.
: Import running backs Sam 
Scarber and Roy Bell were un­
stoppable as . the Eskimos 
downed Winnipeg . Blue Bomb­
ers 24-15 in Edmonton. Monday, 
while quarterback Ron Lancas­
ter threw two touchdown passes 
as the Roughriders thumped 
British Columbia Lions 24-14 in 
Regina Sunday.
The victory boosted Edmon­
ton into a first-place tie with 
Winnipeg at 8-4, while the Lions 
were eliminated from playoff
EFC ACTION
foxiteritfan- With Calgary’s 45-30 touchdown,: while Scarber. had
loss to Ottawa Monday; Edmon­
ton and Winnipeg clinched play­
off positions while, the Rough-, 
riders moved closer to locking
up the final berth.
Calgary, with. a 4-8 record, 
has only an outside chance of 
catching the Roughriders, who, 
are: 1-5. \
The Edmonton - Winnipeg 
score didn’t tell the true story 
of the game. The Eskimos were 
on top from the beginning and 
14 of Winnipeg’s 15 points were 
scored with less than three 
minutes to play.
Scarber and Bell, behind the 
crisp blocking of an offensive 
line revamped because of in­
juries, ran almost at will, espe­
cially over the right side of the 
line. Bell ran 23 times for 157 
yards, Including a four-yard
Ottawa Romps Over Calgary 
Still Worries About Ti-Cats
By IAN MacLATNE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
For a team that, had just 1 
drubbed the defending national 
champions, Ottawa Rough Rid­
ers showed more concern Mon- ; 
day about their future.
The Riders romped over Cal­
gary Stampcdcrs 45-30 in a Ca­
nadian Football League inter­
locking game In Ottawa to re­
claim a share of first place in 
the Eastern Football Conference 
with Hamilton Tiger-Cats.
It’s those same Tlcats, who 
administered an earlier beat­
ing, 50-24, to Calgary on Satur­
day, who have the Ottawa play­
ers worried.
Their dressing room after the 
Calgary game took on an at­
mosphere of deep concern, 
rather than one of expected 
jubilance after their convincing 
win that regained a share of 
top mx»t.
“They've got us super-psy­
ched . . . and we’ve got to take 
away their big plays to slop 
them,” admitted linebacker 
Jerry Campbell whose key In­
terception In the first quarter 
was converted two plays later 
Into Ottawa's first touchdown.
The Tlcats have won all three 
meetings with Ottawa this
year.
The only other weekend
Chris McMasters led the at- got score to the goalline. Im- , 
tack with five goals,.Don Ash- maculata came close to tying 
bee and Jack Petterson each the score in the last minutes of 
had two, with Brian McLean play as Henderson appeared to 
and Rick Hodgson scoring sin-1 make a sensational catch in 
gie goals. Dave Robinson and the Cubs’ end zone, but the ball 
Wyn Winoski scored for Belling- popped put as he Lit the ground. 
ham Lang completed seven of his 18
Brian Shmyr scored three wpnak to thp'Bruins against!P^kcd..off..four- tunes oy the4nLT Qhf^ipc ball hungry Cub secondary. 
qmhhArt Cubs’ quarterback, Don Gordon, 
only Went to the air four tipiCS 
and was intercepted on three of for Chilhwack. Vancouver scor- K passes, but did a good job 
ers were Rod Dyck, Don Fes- running gamefeeling and Sandy Bain. ~ „ runmng gai?®' ,
The Dons were undoubtedly nJnj in ,Na?aimo’ stunned by the loss as they
Ba^pdaf1+hpSw went into the game with an 
pnd goal of the game at the 30- undefeatCd 3-0 record, while 
second mark of sudden-death Cubs-were 2-2 in season 
overtime to. give Bronqos toe play so far> immaculata will 
metory. His first goal had try to get back nn toe winning 
Penticton a 1-0 lead in the first next weekend as they 
period. take on the Merritt Raiders and
...... scheduling of three or fourANGELES (AP) Wilt I games in North America in the 
Chamberlain joined Los Anger latter part of January" but that 
Ies Lakers at practice Monday I details involving arenas or 
and a spokesman for the de- travel dates for NHL teams 
fending National Basketball As-1 had not been worked .out.
sociation champions s a i d 
“everything’s been resolved in­
volving the big centre’s con­
tract.”
The Lakers open the regular 
season Wednesday night 
against Kansas City-Omaha, 
Kings in Omaha, and coach Bill 
Sharman is on record as say­
ing, "If Wilt shows tip, he’ll 
start.” |
The 36-year-old Chamberlain,1 
a veteran of 13 NBA seasons, 
had refused to report to the 
Lakers while he attempted to 
re-negotiate his existing con­




Hwy. S? N T62-S203
0
Nanaimo tied the score on Al then finish up . the season 
Abie’s goal in the second period against the Kamloops Red 
and went ahead 2-1 on Lindsay| Devils, which could very easily 
Thompson’s goal in the third, be the game that decides first 
only to have Ed Dempsey score place in the league. The. .ubs 
tot the Broncos to send the will finish up their season
game into overtime. against Chase Trojans next
There were no games sche- weekend and will- then play an 
duled Monday. In a single game exhibition game against the 
tonight, (Tuesday) Vernon is at visiting St. Thomas More club
[I MERIDIAN LANES
79 yards on 17 - carries,-, in-1 Thursday Mixed, Oct. 5—High 
eluding a three-yard major; [ single, .women, Marge Leier 297, 
Bell also Caught four passes for men, Fred Gubbels, 320; High 
29 yards. • triple, women, Marge . Leier
George McGowan accounted 709,: men; Bud Toole. 820; Team 
for Edmonton’s other touch- high single,-Skookums; 1226, sea- 
down on a 33-yard pass from son record; Team high triple, 
quarterback Tom Wilkinson Old Dutch 3312, season record; 
while Dave Cutler had three High average, women, Bobby
Penticton. from Vancouver in two weeks.
for everybody’s protection 
and your peace of mind!
FREE 10 Sy Che*
“Offer Expires October 31st” 
SAFETY SERVICE SPECIAL! 
COME IN NOW!
JACOBSEN Pontiac-Buick Ltd
“Your Total Transportation Centre”
1658 Pandosy “Service Dept.” , 763-7700
WMW
> SJ * % 'A*< v s '■S?!>X *“■’
If you have something that has to be shipped, 











222 16 The locals led 3-1 after the 
201 14 first period and added another 
313 8 goal to make it 4-3 at the end 
303 61 of the second.
:
18!4 ft. Glen-L Inboard
Inchides new 400 cu. in. 300 h.p. motor, Wedgewood elec­
tric in and out drive, Glenwood water cooled exhaust, 
mahogany deck, complete Instruments including tacho-
converts and a 30-yard field Beagle 206, Terry Hine 206, 
goal. men, Bud Toole 258; “300” club,
Don Jonas gave Winnipeg an Fred Gubbels 320, Abe Neufeld 
early l-O- lead on a 55-yard 316, Bud Toole 312, 304, Bruce 
single, but Edmonton came Currie 311; Team standings,' 
back to mount three con- Pole Cats 18, People’s Food 
secutive drives of 85, 84 and 61 Market 13, Lucky Strikes 13, 
yards. that resulted in touch- Kegs 12,'Pin Heads 12, Skoo-
downs. • • •: kums 12; Bowler of the week,
•Two of the touchdowns were women, Diana Young, men, 
scored in the second quarter as Dennis Norton.
Edmonton took advantage of a „ . .
25-mile-an-hour wind that whip- 
p ’ed snowflurries around ^USCu
throughout the game. Edmon- Angie_Busch 691; Team
ton coach Ray Jauch said he I single, Rockets 1072; Team 
felt the Eskimos handled the high tripie Rockets 3013; High 
wind a “little bit better" than average, Maggie Cormack 199; 
Winnipeg. Team standings, Leaders 147,
With Edmonton comfortably Rockets 146, Excelsior Life 
ahead 24-1 late in the game, |T37$a. _____ _
innipeg
ac-
tion in the East saw Toronto 
Argonauts maintain a slim 
playoff hope with 21-3 victory 
Sunday over . Montreal 
Alouettes, the team they must 
seat to earn a shot at the 
EFC’s post-season laurels.
“Every time we play Ham- 
Hon they come up with the big 
plays like the first Interception 
I had today,” recalled Camp­
bell, It set the stage for quar­
terback Rick Cnssatn’s 26-ynrd 
touchdown toss to Terry Well­
esley.
The Slnmpcdcvs were still in 
the game, trailing 14-13 in the 
third quarter, when Ottawa de­
fensive back Barry Ardern 
blocked a Calgary punt by Don 
Mouton, scooped It up and ran 
29 yards for another Ottawa 
touchdown.
Cassata passed for two more 
major scores, to Tom Pullrn 
and Gerry Organ, and Art Can- 






























Mack Herron ran over from the
two-yard line and Paul Wil- ft-».nA-DAmi* 
Hams hauled in a 69-yard pass DcUllCini l\6pS 
from second-string Winnipeg ■
quarterback Tommy Pharr. Ti<im VavHAH 
Jonas converted both scores. Ill III VClIlUIl
Winnipeg coach Jim Spavital „ , , , , .
said one reason for Edmonton's Kelowna s bantam reps open­
successful ground attack was their exhibition hockey sca- 
thnt the Blue Bombers’ import s°1\_on u winning note Sunday 
linebacker* Mike Kuhn suffered Memorial Arena, as they de- 
a broken leg early in the game. ”ernon
Kelowna scorers were Shawn
Western Conference Clerkc, Lynnwood Nelson, 
A Pls Barry O'Brien, Bill Osborne 








Staplers - Nailers - Tackers
MAINLINE
RENT-ALL I .TIL
Rental* — Sales — Sen h r
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FORD - LINCOLN - MERCURY
1634 Han cv Arc. ♦ Phone: 762 4511
He’s Vern Rose and he’s CP Rail’s 
District Manager in your area 
Backed by the full resources of 
CP Rail, Vem is in a unique position to 
help you with your problems and to 
provide fast, efficient, on-the-spot
serviclng of all your transportation 
needs. If you ship anything anywhere 
forest products, fresh fruit, canned 
goods, beverages and other specialized 
commodities - Vem and his team can 
help you. Cait him soon.
Call Vern Rose at762-3210, Kelowna 








BASEBALL PLAYOFFS ! Centennials Face Vancouver I
KELOWNA BAILY COURIER, TUM., OCT. 19, IM PACE 11 1
Ellis Starts Next Game |n Fourth Consecutive Game Ffands More Than Upset
Pirates
CINCINNATI (AP) — Pitts­
burgh Pirates are going to steal 
a leaf from the book of Cincin­
nati Reds and try to win the 
National League pennant today 
■with tire help of sore-arm 
pi‘iher Dock EDis.
The Pirates, however, hope 
they have better luck than the 
Reds.
Cincinnati pinned’ its hopes 
Monday on the ailing right arm 
of Gary Nolan, hut'the pressure 
of going all-out against the 
power-packed Pittsburgh lineup 
took its toll. ’ 
' Nolan’s arm stiffened in tire
sixth inning and he left with
ting out Los Angeles Dodgers 5- 
0 on June 26. “1 just ran out of 
gas.”
Ellis’ story is almost a car­
bon copy. The 27-year-old rightT 
handed pitcher has a chronic 
elbow condition. He went six in­
nings Sept. 30, and allowed one 
hit to New York Mets, but it 
was his first start since Sept. 
■IS.'-"';.'?
The Pirates' victory Monday 
was keyed by outfielder Rennie 
Stennett and catcher Manny 
Sanguillen. Relief pitchers 
Bruce Kison and Fave Giusti 
came on to check the Reds’ big 
bats after Pittsburgh wiped out
nail Bench trying to score after 
the catch.
“That beat us,” said Cincin­
nati manager Sparky Anderson, 
who still insisted the playoff 
would go five . games. "I 
thought that was the turning 
point of the game.
“Our report was that Stennett 
had a. better-than-average arm, 
but wasn’t that accurate."
Pittsburgh manager Bill Vir- 
don agreed with Anderson. 1
Nobody should be surprised if 
Calgary Centennials are a bit 
Wobbly when they face Van­
couver Nats in the west coast 
city tonight. It will be' the 
fourth Western Canada hockey 
league game in as many days 
for, the Centennials, who
on a 1-1 record, Vancouver fifth 
with two on a 1-2 record and 
New Westminster last with one 
point.
PACED BY HOLLAND
The Centennials got off to a 
good start at Victoria, paced by 
two goals from Jerry Holland..
Bob Molvik, Mike Rogers and By LAN MacLAINE . Leafs 3-1, Montreal Canadiens 
Ross Smith added the others Canadian Press Staff Writer' blanked Minnesota North Stars
As Rangers Drop Openers
one-run lead that' the Pirates a 2-0 Cincinnati lead. 
‘ Stennett made the first bigovercame 3-2 to take a 2-1 lead 
ini the best-of-five pennant play­
off.
s. Pittsburgh opened the'series 
Lsdth a 5-1 victory Saturday and 
Cincinnati came back to tie it 
1-1 with a 5-3 win Sunday.
"I went as hard as I could
for as.long.as I could." said the 
-dejected Nolan, who had 
pitched 15 innings since the all- 
star game in July and hadn't
play. Cincinnati’? Johnny 
Bench tripled leading off the 
fourth with the Reds already up 
2-0.
' Pirates’ starter Nelson Briles 
got Tony Perez on a running 
b a c k-to-the-plate catch by 
shortstop Gene Alley. He then 
walked Deni’s Menke. Cesar
Geronimo hit a fly ball to Sten­
nett in left; and the outfielder 
compfeted a content since shut-‘fired a strike to Sanguillen to
Oakland After Series Sweep 
Detroit Boss Still Hopeful
DETROIT (AP) Right-
hander Joe Coleman had the 
job of keeping Detroit Tigers’ 
hopes alive as Oakland aimed 
for a sweep today in baseball’s
■ American League playoffs.
, The Athletics, who took the 
» first two games in the best-of- 
• five series at Oakland, coun- 
* tered with left-hander Ken 
i Holtzman. An Oakland victory 
j would advance them to the 
I World Series against the Na- 
' tional League' champion.
> . Oakland took the first game 
of the series 3-2 Saturday in an 
5 11 - inning game and then 
i trounced the Tigers 5-0 Sunday.
* There was no game played 
Monday.
The Tigers, facing elimina­
tion, remained confident of a 
■- comeback.
• , “If we win tomorrow,”., said 
manager Billy Martin at Mon­
day’s workout, "we’ll win three 
. in a row.
“We’ve always risen up to 
< the situation before and we can 
do it again.”
; Martin and the Tigers got one 
’ piece of good news before their
■■ workout; They learned that Oak-
ror. I think it put a little fuel
in there,” said the fiery Martin. 
“I’ll let you know after tomor­
row.” ■
In Sunday’s game, Camp­
aneris collected three hits, stole 
two bases and scored twice-be­
fore being thrown out;
He opened the scoring for 
Oakland in the first inning 
when he singled, stole second 
and third and went home on
“Stennett’s throw was the ; 
biggest play of the series,” said j 
the Pirates’ skipper.
He also had praise for Sang- < 
uillen, whom he bad benched in 
Sunday’s second game on a 1 
hunch that backup catcher Milt 
May was the guy to play that 
day. Sanguillen had slumped 
the last two months of .the sea­
son, dropping from a .325 aver­
age in August to .298.
Stennett’s throw seemed to 
fire the Pirates. A half-inning 
later, Sanguillen engaged in a 
guessing game with Cincinnati 
catcher Johnny Bench. The Pi­
rates catcher guessed right. He 
figured Nolan would throw him 
fastballs and he socked one 
over the left-centrefield fence 
for a home run to make it 2-1.'
Bench admitted he had been 
outguessed.
“I wa£ thinking ‘curveball,’ ” 
said Bench; “But Gary has a 
way of getting ready once he 
knows what he wants to pitch 
and I went ahead and called for 
the fastball.”
Pittsburgh tied it in the sev­
enth off relievers Pedro Borbon 
and Clay Carroll when Rich 
Hebner was hit by a pitch, 
Sanguillen singled and Gene Al­
ley sacrificed to place runners 
at second and third; Pinch-hit-
Joe Rudi’s single.
That run was enough for 
John (Blue Moon) Odom who 
pitched the three-hit shutout. 
Starter Woody Fryman took the 
loss. LaGrow, the Detroit re­
liever, was also thrown out of 
the game in the Campaneris in­
cident, presumably for throw­
ing at the hitter.
In the fifth, Campaneris sin­
gled again, Matty Alou singled 
and Chris Zachary relieved 
Fryman. He threw two wild 
pitches in walking Rudi and 
Reggie Jackson greeted re­
? land shortstop Bert Campaneris 
J had been suspended from the 
•remainder of the playoffs and 
fined 8500 for hurling his bat at 
,L. Tiger pitcher Lerrin LaGrow in 
Sunday's, second game.
"Good," exclaimed Martin. 
“That’s what he had coming.'’ 
, Martin had led a Tiger' charge 
out of the dugout after the 
Athletics’ shortstop was hit by 
a pitch and responded by heav­
ing his bat. It took three um­
pires to keep the Tiger skipper 
। away from Campaneris.
Billy had cooleo off consider­
ably by the time the. Tigers 
worked out Monday and sug­
gested that Campaneris’ explo­
sion might end up helping De­
troit.
"He might have done us a fa­
a
emerged from weekend action 
with a win. a tie and a loss.
Playing out of town, Calgary 
beat Victoria Cougars 5-2 Satur­
day, tied New Westminster 
Bruins. 2-2 Sunday and lost 3-2 
to Vancouver Monday.
In other Thanksgiving week­
end action, Medicine Hat Ti­
gers thrashed the visiting Flin 
Flon Bombers 10-1 Saturday
while Blake Robinson and Dale 
Cook replied for the Cougars.
in New Westminster, the New York Rangers, was still 
Bruins had a wide margin in upset Monday after his club ar- 
play but had to settle for the rived home from a disastrous 
tie. Holland and Brian Molvick National Hockey League week- 
scored for the Cougars, who end, 
had a 2-1 lead in the final pe- The Rangers, least ‘severely
Emile Francis, the plucky 3-0, Pittsburgh Penguins took 
little general manager-coach of
riod. Ron Fagarheim and Vic hit among the NHL leaders by 
Mercredi were the Bruins I the rival World Hockey AssocL ; 
marksmen. ation, were conceded by most
In Vancouver, the Nats to be heirs apparent to the East 
snapped a long-standing jinx by Division crown and odds-on fa- 
shading the Centennials, Whom vorites to assume the Stanley 
they had never beaten. Murray cup . mantle from Boston 
Beck scored two goals to point BrUins. ' 
the way for the Nats and Gord The Rangers lost only little- 
Stewart got the winning goal on used defenceman Jim Dorey to
a power-play midway through the WHA whlle Boston lost
the final period. Holland .and three—Gerry Cheevers, Derek
Randy Andreachuk replied. s a nderson and John
n ,Fh" F1®" was easily out* McKenzie-to the WHA and Ed 
four points, two more than Sas- classed m its two games Westfall to the expansionist
katoon and Brandon. Winnipeg At Swift Current, the Bomb- ^cw York Islanders
Jets, who haven’t opened their ers watched helplessl;- as Terry -Raripprs wm-«» hnmili-
season, are in fourth place R u s k o w s k i and Terry their two onenin«
while Regina is fifth with two McDougall gave the Broncos a «ames bv teams not exnected 
defeats and Flin Flon last with 2-0 first-period lead. Brent Lea- ? much resistance De- 
three defeats. In the west, Ed- vins made it 3-1 before Blaine 
monton has. four points on a 2-0 Stoughton replied for the Bomb- - mute tn 3 win <?ihn-rtnv record for first place against ers. Then the Broncos cut loose J/ Jg
Medicine Hat’s second-place with two goals by Brian Back W®™ ’rm5cag°c 
four points from a 2-1 record, and one more by Leavins to over Uie
Calgary is third with three wrap things up.
points, Victoria fourth with two ANDERSOn SCORES 5 perienced such a setback cn an
but lost 9-1 when they visited 
Edmonton Oil Kings Sunday. 
Swift Current Broncos dumped 
Flin Flon 6-1 at Swift Current 
Saturday while Brandon Wheat 
Kings shaded the host Regina 
Pats 6-5.
Two other games\were sched­
uled tonight: Flin Flon at Re­
gina and Swift Current at Sas­
katoon.
Swift Current now leads the 
eastern division standings with
Cos Angeles 4-2, Atlanta. edged 
New York Islanders 3-2, Van- 
c o u v e r; nipped California 
Golden Seals 3-2 and St. Louis 
Blues and Philadelphia Flyers 
staged a 4-4 standoff.
League action resumes 
Wednesday with Montreal at 
Toronto, Vancouver at New 
York, Boston in Detroit, Buffalo 
at home to Los Angeles, the 
Flames visiting Chicago, Pitts­
burgh at St. Louis and the 
North Stars at home to Califor­
nia.
“They were moving and we
mained for the club’s acknowl­
edged leader, young- Gil Per­
reault, to settle the outcome.
The big centre ace slipped 
the puck from behind Atlanta's 
net to Rene Robert for the win­
ner with only 29 seconds gone 
in * the third period, then added 
the insurance goal himself 
about six minutes later.
The Kings were surprise win­
ners in Boston Garden when 
Serge Bernier and Bill Lesuk 
tallied in the .third period to 
break a 2-2 deadlock. They 
hung on to win with, solid goal­
tending from Gary Edwards 
who came up with 36 saves.
weren’t,” was Francis’ ex­
planation for the Detroit loss. 
"We couldn't catch them. . ; .
“You can’t sit still and try to 
make passes like we did in 
those first two periods. We 
should have had that puck 
cleared out of our end, but we 
didn’t.”
RANGERS SLIP AGAIN
The Rangers showed signs of 
improving at Chicago, but Cliff 
Koroll's two goals in the second 
period broke a 1-1 tie and the 
Black Hawks added two more 
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ter Vic Davaillo was in­
tentionally walked. Stennett 
then .‘rapped a .run-scoring 
single.
In the eighth,' Willie Stargell 
walked and Gene Clines went in 
as a pinch runner. ' Al Oliver 
doubled Clines to third and 
Hebner was purposely passed 
to load the bases.
Up came Sanguillen again.
He hit a sharp grounder to­
ward the hole between short 
and third that Cincinnati’s Dar­
rell Chaney reached and tried 
for a second-to-first doubleplay. 
Sanguillen; however, beat the 
relay and the winning run 
scored. .
liever Fred Scherman with a 
two-run double.
Saturday, Al Kaline went 
from star to goat in one inning. 
In the top of the 11th, he put 
the Tigers ahead 2-1 with a 
homer, but in the bottom of the 
inning he. threw wildly to third 
allowing the ■ winning : run to 
score,,
Mickey Lolich,' who was the 
loser, pitched 10 innings against 
Jim (Catfish) Hunter, Vida 
Blue and Rollie Fingers. Fin­
gers .was the winner.
In the bottom of the 11th, Lol­
ich gave up singles to Sal 
Bando and Mike Epstein. With 
pinch runners in, Gene Tenace 
bunted, but on a double-play at­
tempt, the Tigers got only one 
runner. Then ninch-hittcr Gon­
zalo Marquez punched a single 
to right.
The tying run scored easily, 
and Kaline .tried to nail the run­
ner at third, but his throw was 
• wild and the winner scored.
Jets' Snell
Has Rough Game
NEW YORK (AP) — Running 
back Matt Snell of New York 
Jets underwent surgery Mon­
day after suffering two cracked 
ribs and a ruptured spleen in 
Sunday’s National Football 
League game against. Miami.
The Jets said Snell was in 
hospital and gave no immediate 
indication how long, the 6-foot-2, 
219-pound injury-plagued run­
ner would be sidelined.
Snell has not officially car­
ried. the ball from scrimmage 
for New York since Oct. 4, 1970, 
when, in the, third game of the 
season against Buffalo Bills, he 
suffered a ruptured Achilles 
tendon. In a pre-season game 
last year he suffered a knee in­
jury. . .
_ < l a In Medicine Hat, Boyd Ander- NHL opening weekend’
r nAllflta son scored five goals in little “Hell, no. Not since I’ve been
VlllUdUU 3 IVIIIxllCI more than three minutes while with this club,” he replied. 
■Si ■ ' i 1 I the Bombers again played the “And you can bet your bleep
Tal/ac rSirllf I role of hapless spectators. Tom it’s not going to keep on this 
I Cilvvd Lal ly kCQU Lysiak, Lanny McDonald, Ed way. No sir." 
MONTREAT (CP) — The Johnstone, Lloyd Stevens and in other Sunday games, But- 
passing finess ' of veteran ™ ° Sab^s b®at Atlanta
centre Stan Mikita, the goal- ^Jher scoied Flm Flames 5-3 and- defending
scoring antics of right winger y g ’ ■. champion Boston dropped a 4-2
Cliff Koroll, and the usually-1 ,A » Swanton Y &
faJohn Ro- In Klion elsewhere Satantay, 
w/wke aw a+ th* gers, Darcy Rota ar.d Mike Will Chicago handled Toronto MapleHawks off and running at the ^ach’ scor/d twice Jn a winning ---------------------------------------
head of the National Hockey cause while Terry McDonald, ** n • *
League s West Division today. Curtis Sholcoples and David MarCOttC ReQIStGrS
Mikita counted for' assists in George added the others. John- . *
two weekend games, while Ko- stone scored the Tigers’ lone Knorknilt In 
roll scored three goals and Es- marker; III 11131
posito allowed two for an early And, at Regina, it was a goal QUEBEC (CP) — Fernand 
1.00 goals-against average. by Bill McMullen at 9:30 of the Marcotte knocked put Joey Du-
Of the 16 dubs in action, only third period that gave Brandon relle, ._ former Canadian wel- 
Ken Dryden of Montreal Cana- victory. Bob Neale and Ron terweight champion, after one 
diens is in a better position in Chipperfield, with two goals minute and 10 seconds of the 
the goaltending; department, each, and .Clark Larg with one, I first round of their, scheduled 
Dryden has a shutout in his I were the other. Brandon 110-round bout Monday night, 
only ■ appearance so' far; a 3-0 I scorers. Dennis Sobchuk scored! Marcotte pounded Durelle 
blanking of Minnesota North twice for the losers with single with right and left hooks, 
Stars last Saturday night. goals coming from Jim Minor, knocking him to the mat where
A surprising factor in week-1Anderson and Greg Joly. I he was counted out.
end action saw last year’s East I 
Division powerhouses, Boston 
Bruins and New York Rangers, 
fail to gain a single point. The I 
Rangers suffered losses by 5-3 
and 5-1 margains to Detroit Red 
Wings and the Hawks in suc­
cessive Saturday and Sunday 
night games, while the Bruins 








































































Why risk an empty heating oil 
tank on a blizzardy day? 
Shell offers two words of advice to homeowners: Automatic Refill
Automatic Refill Is how Shell makes sure you mathematical formula to figure how much oil
d°n’^un out of.heatlng oil. The first time you you'll need during the year, and exactly when
eu-ii i you'll need a refill. You won't end up the day
of a blizzard saying: "I can't believe we used
purchase Shell heating oil, we start a record 
of your oil consumption and relate it to






“Eddie (goaltender Eddie 
Giaconrin) had no chance with 
guys standing around in front 
of him,”' said Francis of the 
Chicago Stadium setback. "We 
weren’t playing our positions in 
our own end. ...
“We’ve got some work to do 
and you can believe we're go­
ing to get at it right away.”
Jim Lorentz scored the first 
two Sabre goals at Buffalo and 
set up ‘ the third; but’1 It re­
Our other services include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 
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If this is your problem call the experts at
GUY'S PAVING CO. LTD
(Locally Owned and Operated)
Phone 762-2523 Anytime
‘Our smallest job gets our . biggest attention'








Every Toyota dealer in Canada has put 
a combination lock on a shiny new Corolla 
Sports Coupe.
Here’s all you do to win it: just 
drop by your local Toyota dealer’s 
and pick uj) a combination. If 
its the official winning 
combination and it opens 
the lock, you win a car.* 
It’s as sunpie as that.
You can also win one of
>7
the other great prizes shown 
here? Just check to see if your 
combination is on the list in 
the showroom.
That’s how easy it is to 
win at Toyota’s Winning 
Combinations.
Your Toyota dealer 


















•Powrible winners must answer correctly a ekiH-testing question and qualify under contest rules.
TOYOTA’S WINNING COMBINATIONS
COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR FREE TRAVEL GAME.
d Tert drtv. n Toyota Cotolla, Corona, CsRca, Maric H or Half-Ton Pidup al any on. ol th.i. location*. Tlun play Toyota’. Winning ComVnaflou
KELOWNA TOYOTA LTD
2320 Harvey Avenue, Tell 762-5203
rA0Eu EMI* CBianau «*■ ”•
20th BRANCH
[ Two Current Peace Stories
A^e Novelty Opens Here Termed Totally Speculative
The new Kelowna branch of 
the Acme Novelty chain be­
comes the 20th member of.the 
firm in a cross-Canada chain.
Acme Novelty also has seven 
■ ipafl order ’ outlets scross Can*
$*The new Kelownabranch is 
located at Springfield and 
Kirschner Roads. 4__
Now located in major centres 
across the Dominion the firm 
is a subsidiary of Neonex Inter­
national, a Vancouver based 
firm headed by J. A. Pattison 
of Vancouver.
Acme Novelty Company was 
founded in Edmonton in 1932 
as a privatdy owned firm by 
the Van Dusen family, of Ed­
monton. In 1968 ANC became 
part of the Canadian owner 
Neonex International Group of
Companies.
Expansion of the . company 
on a large scale was started in 
1S5-1. Since then the company 
has opened 17 new branches 
across the country.
Presently there are 20 branch­
es of Acme Novelty in Canada. 
It is expected that by the end of 
' this year there will be 22 
I branches. ■ The company has
opened three branches in i 
Alberta, so fax tins year; onein 
Lethbridge, one in Red Deer 
and a second location in Edmon- 
ton. It is expected that more 
iranches .wifi be ■ opened, - in 
Pritiah Columbia this. year. At 
the present time there are four 
branches in B.C. and no . de­
crease in the rate of expansion 
s expected in the near future.
Acme Novelty < is a national 
chain of outlets selling nation­
ally advertised brand name 
merchandise, either through 
their many merchandise cata­
logues or directly from their 
branches. The merchandise is 
sold at low . distributor prices to 
registered ■ cardholders only.
Acme Novelty :s national in 
scope with branches located 
from Victoria to Toronto. Al­
most 1,600,000 Canadian house­
holds have an ANC-Acme Nov­
elty Membership Card.
ANC-Acme Novelty owns the 
following companies: Pro’tin- 
cial News, Tape Distributors, 
Marilyn Masquerade, \ Acme 
Amusements > and Bazaar and
seasonal supplementary cata­
logues and a carnival division 
catalogue, contains a complete 
list of trophies and engraving
white House has left open the
services available.
Acme Novelty has several 
specialized services, complete 
engraving facilities; an adver­
tising. specialties division; pre­
mium and promotion programs 






- The company, issues one major 
catalogue a year with four I
(CP) — When four-year-old 
Donald Fuger arrived home 
soaking wet, his mother 
spanked him and put him 
to bed.
"You’ve been told not to 
play near the • frog pond,” 
said Mrs. Joseph Fuger.
Moments later, Mrs. Mar­
garet Forshner arrived to 
tell how Donald had saved 
her three-year-old daugh- 
ter, Wanda, from the pond 
after, the little girl had 
fallen in.
possibility of significant move­
ment in the secret Vietnam ne­
gotiations during the next few 
•reeks while labelling two cur­
rentpeacestories "totally spec­
ulative.”
Presidential Press Secretary 
Ronald Ziegler applied the la­
bel to published reports from 
Saigon and London, but did not 
issue a flat denial Official 
policy is not to comment on the 
private talks between presiden­
tial adviser Henry Kissinger and 
Hanoi’s Le Duc Tho. .
Off the record, other adminis­
tration sources used stronger- 
language to discount the stories 
while acknowledging that ele­
ments mentioned in them may 
have been involved in the se­
cret talks in Paris.
The Saigon account, a United 
Press International story attrib­
uted to informed sources, said 
the U.S. and South Vietnam 
will make a new peace offer 
before the Nov. 7 U.S. election.
ket shooting upwards during
the day and led Democratic 
presidential nominee George 
McGovern to say held "gladly 
sacrifice this election if we can 
end this war one day earlier."
TIMES REPORTS DEAL
< The London Times pictured a 
broad Washington-Hanoi agree­
ment for a settlement to take 
place after the election.
Nixon, who has denied that 
the election will influence his 
Vietnam negotiating terms, met 
Friday with Kissinger and his 
deputy, Maj.-Gen. Alexander 
Haig.
Haig has just returned from 
conferring with Thieu and other 
South Vietnamese officials in 
Saigon. U.S. sources said Haig 
talked about the Paris negotiat­
ing session and, among other 
things, reassured Thieu that 
Nixon would not sacrifice the 
Thieu government for the sake 
of a quick pre-election deal
The new offer, ■; the account 
said, would call for South Viet­
nam’s president, Nguyen Van 
Thieu, to resign and for North 
Vietnam to end its infiltration 
of the South.
with Hanoi.
The quickening pace of diplo­
matic activity—including Kis­
singer’s meeting with Tho on 
two days last week—has 




LONDON (AP) — Canon 
Allan Auckland is the answer 
to a drinker’s prayer.
He has built a bar in his 
church, St Catherine’s, in the . 
south London district of New 
Cross, the only tavern for 
miles in the .residential area.
The bar is part of a £160,- 
000 (384,000) neighborhood' 
centre he built in his church 
to provide “a heart to a 
rather soulless residential. 
district.”
He built a wall down the 
middle of the church to make 
room for the centre, Which' 
also includes a youth dub, an 
old folks’ lunch room and a 
playroom for children.
The bar will be a godsend 
to the men of New Cross who 
blanche at the thought of ex­
plaining to irate wives where 
they’ve been after a late night 
out.
Now they can say they’ve 
been to church—with the 
vicar’s blessing.
The canon noted with a 
twinkle in his eye: "No doubt 
I’ll have a full house every 
Sunday now.”
Document Reveals Nazi Plans 
To Bomb U.S., Vancouver Plant
EAST BERIN (Reuter) — 
An East German historian is 
reported to have stumbled on a 
Second World War document 
revealing that the Nazi Luft­
waffe at one stage In the war 
seriously contemplated ways 
and means of bombing the 
United States and an aluminum 
works in Vancouver. ’'
The English-language publi­
cation Democratic German Re­
port, says historian Olaf Groeh- 
ler has just uncovered the 
document in the East German 
military archives in Potsdam.'
Drawn up in Hermann Goer­
ing’s air ministry in April, 1942, 
when the Nazi armies were 
sweeping all before them, the 
document shows .there were 
serious plans for . round-trip 
non-stop flights on which planes 
would drop about ’five tons of 
bombs each on specified tar­
gets in the U.S. .
No record has yet been found
SOFTENS POLISH
A few drops of turpentine will 
soften dried-out shoe polish!
i
The
Burgers 3 tor 31.00 
Fish and Chips 70c
Opposite MoantelK Shadow. 76S441*
of any follow-up to the memo­
randum, presumably forgotten 
when the fortunes of the Ger­
man forces sagged later that 
year.
The memorandum stated that 
Messerschmitt 264 planes with 
DB-613 engines, starting from 
occupied France, could each 
have carried 5% tons of bombs 
across the Atlantic to unload on 
aluminum works, aircraft en­
gine works and^ arms factories 
on the U.S. coast, and return to 
base.




with Every Gaa Purchase
CIGS.
Pkg. of 20 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
ISOS Harvey Ave. 762-2822
DISCOVER THE 
CATALOGUE SHOWROOM
THE NEW WAY TO SHOP!
Here is the newest concept in 
shopping convenience! How does 
the “Catalogue Showroom” way 
to shop differ from others? It’s 
fester! It’s more convenient! It’s the
quickest growing shortcut to values
in North America
When you arrive A our Catalogue
Showroom, you have a choice.
You can go straightto the cat­
alogue counter, pick up an Acme 
Catalogue and browse through 
for the values, or look at a repre­
sentative selection of floor samples.
Once you’ve decided on some­
thing you want, you simply write out 











Victoria, Vancouver, Sumaby 
MdriOWKELOWriA 
Aho tn other major ottloa acroaa Canada.
customer service counter. Your
order will be filled immediately.
No waiting for order processing!
No waiting for your merchandise to 
be delivered from elsewhere.
(As you know, in some cases you
can wait for days when you 
order by catalogue!) At Acme’s 
catalogue showroom it’sthere
in minutes—readyforyoutotake 
home. Think of the time you can 
save! Think of the money you can 
save! Betteryet,findoutforyourself.
Drop by Acme’s Catalogue 
Showroom today and discover
this bright new way to shop.
_ KELOWNA CATALOGUE SHOWROOM
I SPRINGFIELD ROAD AT KIRCHENER ROAD
DUAME 7AQ/IQ/IO acme hours: monday-saturday, 9 am-6 pm
II rnUlME. f THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,’TIL 9 PM
CHARGES
ginia. 







Seven Inches Of Snow In Banff (rated Quebec where oomesnow was reported in the south­
By THE CANADIAN PRESS . 
Blizzard conditions in AL- 
erU. with more than seven 
iches of snowcat Banff, and a 
urge of arctic air that drove 
cmperatures to crop-killing 
md - in wme- places-record 
ows, , in, Ontario dominated 
veather news in Canada today.
The violent snowstorm in 
vestern Alberta.on the stopes 
>f the Rockies stranded hun- 
ireds of Thanksgiving weekend 
zacationerk away from home. 
Calgary's streets were sheets of
at North Bay, as against 24 in 
1943, and: 19 at Muskoka and 
Timmins, breaking lows,of 21 
in 1943 and 22 in 1954 respec­
ern parts of the province. Frost 
and freeze warnings in the 
United* States were -issued for
Michigan and Indiana east to 
Maine and as far south as Vir­
Other Ontairo low tempera- 
though not records 
wert: Earlton, 19, Trenton, 25
lure-
Kingston 27; London 27, Mount 
Forest 25, Sudbury, 26, Sault
northern New .Brunswick and 
showers mixed with snow for 
Newfoundland.’ However' most
Ste.' Marie 27 and Ottawa 29.
of the Atlantic provinces will be
30 Bid Sheets For Fireboat
VANCOUVER' (CP)—The J.' H. 
Carlisle, a 44-year-old fireboat 
built to battle sawmill fires on 
the shores of False Creek here, 
has been put up for sale by the
city and has drawn more
30 requests for bid sheets
the deadline for tenders
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., OCT. 10, IMS TAGE IS
Overnight ' tempera 
Ontario included 28 at Toronto 
international .Airport, two be- 
ow the previous'tow-in 1943, 21
Curiously, warm air from the 
circulated north­
western Ontario and *niunder 
Bay had a low of 45 overnight.
Temperatures were expected to 
warm today and tonight in 
other parts of the province.
The frigid air hit the rest of 
the -Great Lakes area and peqe-
sunny, today, with widely-scat 
tered showers.;
The" unseasonable cold in the
West also affected -British Co­
lumbia, with three inches of
snow at Fort St. John in north­
eastern b;c.
Points along the B.OAlberta 
border reported heavy .snow
Monday, night
three, weeks away.





30 and letters of inquiry already 
received come from as far away 
as Auckland, N.Z., Minneapolis, 
and Faro, Y.T. and from as 
dose to home- as Friday Harbor
on San Juan Island.
’There are lots of good years 
in her yet,” says Captain Rich­
ard Ross, now retired; the first
pilot to take: the Carlisle out 
after she was christened in 1928.
The mills she was built to pro­
tect have diminished in number 
to four-from about 24 and .they 
are being served by land-based 
pumpers with the capacity to 
provide three times the gallon­
age the Carlisle ever did.
The vessel was taken out of 
service in August, 1971. Fire 
Chief Armand Konig says: ‘The 
last full year of operation cost 
$188,000. I couldn’t justify that, 
and recommended declaring 
Carlisle surplus. She couldn't 
deal effectively with fires in the 




Increase 16 Per Cent
OTTAWA (CP) — Federal 
government outlays in grants 
and contributions to industry 
under the Department of Re­
gional Economic Expansion 
have risen so far this fiscal 
year by 16 per cent, latest fig­
ures from the treasury show. :
the amount to which the gov­
ernment has already com­
mitted itself in DREE grants 
will mean a far greater in­
crease when the government is 
called on to pay the shot.
DREE grants announced ev­
ery week or so by the depart­
ment are only undertakings by 
the government that it will pay 
out funds for job-creating in­
dustrial expansion when new 
plants or extensions have been 
completed. .
On large projects, there may 
be a time lag of one or two 
years between' the ' time the 
committee is made and the 
funds have to be paid out by 
the treasury.
Grants so far this fiscal 
year—the five months between 
April ! and Aug. 31—have total­
tual industry claim on the gov­
ernment .turns out to be .far 
more than originally an­
nounced.
However, officials say there 
is a check' exercised by the 
treasury board on the extent of 
the future commitments being 
entered into now.
PAY LATER
Ministers of finance in tne su­
ture will have to-find the tax 
money to pay* the bills run up 
by the DREE program now.
But ' this is not limited to 
DREE commitments alone. The 
federal government for years 
has been struggling to hold 
down the rising impact of its 
commitment to support provin- 
dal hospital and health insur* 






(the new name for anc—acme novelty)
NOW IN KELOWNA
SPRINGFIELD ROAD AT KIRSCHENER ROAD 
PHONE 763-4842
Low distributor prices on famous brand name merchandise!



















212 pages of exciting savings
Your free 212 page Full Colour Catalogue Is now available and can be 
picked tip during store hours at Acme’s new Kelowna Branch. 
Thia colorful shoppers guide contains almost every item at Acme. As you
browse through it,-you will be amazed at the enormous selection 
of values available to you. Get your copy soonl And you're on your 
way to great savings all year ’round
MERCHANDISE
ay A Neonox Company
TO bntncbea in Victoria,
Vancouver, Burnaby
mw kslowm.
Also In olhu major 
cfttoa acroea Canada.
KELOWNA STORE HOURS: MONDAYTHROUGH SATURDAY 9 A.M.TC 0
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY TIL 9 P.M.
led more than $51 million.
In the whole- of the fiscal 
year ended last March 31, such 
grants totalled $97 million, up 
from $62 million the previous 
fiscal year. Since the start of 
the 1970-71 fiscal year, there­
fore, the rate of: expenditure 
has grown from approximately 
$5 million - a month, to $8 mil­
lion a month, and lately to 
more than $10 million a month.
Figures on the commitments 
that will fall due for payment 
in future years aren’t available 
One reason is that not all of the 
commitments made by the gov­
ernment to expand : industry 
are, in the end, taken up by in­
dustry. In some (Eases, the ac-
education.
Each year, when he presents ,s w 
the government’s spending esti- 
mates to the Commons; the
president of the treasury board 
or the minister of finance has
to make .a long explanation of -
how heavy a burden these com­
mitments are. ■
More than half the budget 
each year is already authorized 
for spending by previously-
.J.
passed statutes. Another large 
chunk of it is determined by ■. 
previously-made commitments ? 
that gear spending to the coun­
try’s growth, or some such fac­
tor. • {
Only a small part of it falls ! ■ 
within what the government; 
calls “controllable" spending.
WORLD BRIEFS
PICK UN PRESS CHIEF
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - 
William G. Powell, 55, has been 
named director .of the press 
and publications division of the 
UN office of Public Informa­
tion. A native of Antwerp, N.Y., 
he has been ■ on the UN .staff 
since 1946. ■
MARK LINCOLN’S HOME
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — 
U.S. Interior- Secretary Rogers 
C. B. Morton accepted the deed 
Monday to the only home that 
Abraham Lincoln ever owned 
and declared it a national his­
toric site.,
SEIZE DRUG
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - 
Three men were arrested and 
cocaine valued -at $500,000 was 
seized at Kennedy International 
Airport in New York during the 
weekend, U.S. customs officials 
announced Monday.
fights is'that of man’s psy­
chology, and that involves the 
question of whether, crew mem­
bers should have normal heter­
osexual relations on prolonged " 
missions.’*
REVIVES COINAGE
DAKAR, Senegal (AP) — 
Resident ’ Sekou Toure of
Guinea has announced that the 
sily and the cauri are being . 
launched as the national 
money. Toure said Sunday, in' a 
broadcast that the ally and- 
cauri—100 cauris make up one 
ally—existed in West Africa 
long before the colonial period. 




- Two small bombs
(AP) 
were
found Monday, in the garden of 
the U.S. embassy here, an em­
bassy spokesman reported. 
They were nine-inch long pipe 
devices, he said. Similar de­
vices were also located across 
the street from the ; embassy 
but did not go off, the spokes­
man added.
SEXINSPACE?
VIENNA (Reuter) — U.S. 
space officials are considering 
using women astronauts ? on 
flights to Mars and other plan­
ets, a space agency doctor said 
Monday, Dr. Charles Barry, 
personal physician to the Apollo 
crew, said "one of the prob­





on Casorso- Rd. between 
Boyce and Bechard Rds.
Phone: 763.6707
TRIP IS BARGAIN
NEW YORK (AP) — Visitors- 
to Manhattan who take the 
scenic ferry ride across New 
York Harbor will be able to 
make a round trip without get* 
ting off at Staten Island start­
ing Tuesday. That’s because 
the bargain fare of a nickel 
each way across the five-mile 
bay now will be collected as a 
10-cent round trip fare on the 
Manhattan . side with free 
boarding on Staten Island.
FLOOD COST SOARS
RICHMOND. Va. (AP) — 
U.S. federal agencies said Mon- 
day the total damage to private 
homes, businesses and publia -. 
property from last week’s 
flooding in Virginia may reach 
more than $20 million.
BRINGS GOOD PRICE
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A 
seven-month-old Jersey bull 
was sold for $50,000 Monday at 
Uto All American Jersey Cattle 
Sale on the Ohio State Fair­
grounds. It was .. the second- 
highest price ever paid for a 
Jersey, only $6,000 short of the 
record,
LION ATTACKS
WEST MILFORD, N.J. (A?) 
— An Israeli tourist was mau­
led by a lion Monday when he 
lowered his car window while 
driving through , a wildlife pre­
serve that, opened here three 
months ago, officials reported* 
Abraham Levy, 26, was re- 
ported in fair condition in hos­
pital with lacerations of the 
face, ear and right shoulder.






77% to 85% 
of your dollars 
buys invest-




ment units, the remainder 
buys life insurance. 
Get into a growth situation 
with built in guarantees: 
Manulife Investor, 
a variable Insurance plan. 
Ceil your nearest Manufacturers LHs Rsprseentetlvs.
/Vtanu^Life
1
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month. Telephone 763 9)01. II
3037.
rrnit Telrpbrrt* *A5 >731. If
preferred. Telephone 744-40 tf51
If
ran nriMtooM tn rt r v is m u n
Iter
•nd
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 15,'- '.THREE 
bedroom duplex, nearly new,- with two 
bathrooms, fully landscaped: and fenced 
backyard, on Hollywood Road; Rutland; 
$175 per month. Telephone .763-5578 or
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! LAKE- 
view Height*, new two bedroom duplex. 
Wall to wall, full baaement. covered 
sundeck' over carport. Adulte prefer-
NEWLY DECORATED TWO BEDROOM 
duplex for rent in Kelowna. Gas heat, 
electric range. One child - accepted. 
Available October 6. No pets, CaU at
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER I. TWO til'll- 
♦ rwsrn. tun bsmoment ox
[ w-ssi fUi*d. lilt per month inrlud..
MOBILE HOME OX FBI VST): LOT IN 
Okanagan MHainn. Tn-o bedroom*, fully 
turnlabrd. Kkterly or retired couple
t,lr( h .«» ,ii,r ( rvn [> ni
HOUSE FOR RENT — LARGE 1150 
square foot three bedroom house with 
full basement for rent in Winfield, Avail­
able October. 9, 1972. Has fireplace and 







ments. (Telephone 762-3040).' ■





their daughter. Joanna Elizabeth,
officiating,
pheno 7SM5U. m. w. r. u
Harry John McCowan, only son ol Dr. 
' and Mrs. Hllalro McCowan of Westbank. 
I The wedding to take place November
I Hth al 2:00 p.m, In Weatbank United
’ Church, Weitbank. Rev. R. Mitchell
6. CARD OF THANKS
UK wish TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUN- 
l'v I* Ih.ak our many friend* and 
trUUwt lot their Lind expreMHm* M 
•>-ni>4lh>, art* <4 klniinei* ami floral
lAhEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
lf:y mw addr«**i I7»> HoHywowJ Bd. 
<«adl Ratl**U TUltphoaa 7040*. It
IuOmU*. riiMK-ultv sn4 aursr*
»l Krl«*«n* Grntral llcnplul, Mi*. “ 
•nd Dan, Bev. Dntfaf Mawitt
•'CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.C.
Heart Foundation, Box 186, Kelowna will 
‘ be greatly appreciated and gratefully
4. ENGAGEMENTS
CHOUCH-McCOWAN Mr. and Mrs. 
Alex W. Crouph of Lakeview Height*, 
wish to announce th* engagement of
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
trPeople's. Telephone 763-2814.












tf. I ren; Telephone 763-6114.
LID551 Bernard Ave.cul-de-sac
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C,
John Walker 8-5632
pets. Telephone 763-7234. tf
u 17. ROOMS FOR RENT
tf763-4414.
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland
u763-7690.
vision. Telephone 763-5780. 60
LAND AND ACREAGES
Bill
valley Realty 705-7704. MLS.
Lupton Agencies ltd










II LakelandAl Pedersen 4-4746 Bill Poclzcr 2-3319
CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. ONE 
and two bedroom suites for rent. Also 
ground floor bachelor suite. No child-
SLEEPING ROOMS. CLOSE TO Hos­
pital, quiet gentlemen' only. Telephone
GOOD BOARD. ROOM FOR PENSION- 
ers. Reasonable rates, Pleasant home­
like surroundings. Day and night super­
THREE BEDROOM FOURPLEX SUITE 
available.' View property- Children ac­
cepted. Includes refrigerator, stove, 
water and garbage. *150 per month.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS FOURPLEX. 
Two bedroom suite*. waH to waH car­
pets.: One with: refrigerator and stove. 
*135 and *145 monthly. Available 'Nov-
THREE BOOM FURNISHED LIGHT 
ROYAL APARTMENTS, SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suite, quiet street, mature 
adults, no pet*. 543 RowdHfe Avenue.
16. APTS. FOR RENT
A DESIRABLE TWO BEDROOM SUITE, 
(no children). One spacious three bed­
room- suite; no children under. 14, no 
pet*. Fairtane Court, close to Capri and
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE- 
laga and Chateau Apartments. For in­
formation telephone 763-6492. ; tf
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe. suite available. No children or
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COURIER WANT ADS NEVER "WARM THE BENCH," THEY ALL GET INTO THE ACTION
YOU CAN GET INTO THE ACTION BY PHONING 763-3228 *
1. BIRTHS
A WOSDERFUl OAVl YOUB CHILD'S 
forth date i* a «peda) day ia voui 
lif* asd-foa will want to sbara th* 
“iuod ueenT with friend* Fell them 
'' eujckly with a Kefoama Dally Ccorie*
Btftb Notice for u tow a* «240. A 
trained ad-writer will assist you in 
wonting a Birth Notice.. Telepbcuw 763-
8, COMING EVENTS
CANADIAN FORESTERS HARDTIME 
dance. Publie invited to Okanagan Mis­
sion Hall, Saturday. October 21, 9:30-1? 
Dancing to WaU Montanan’*
Advance Tickets *2J!5 (Midnight hot 
luncb); Telephone. 7620810 or .763-6496. 
Profit* to Cancer Fund and charitable 
organization*., . - :57. 59. - 61; 63. 66. ,68
AQUILON — Passed away suddenly 
;following an accident ' near Nanaimo, 
B.C., oo Friday evening, October ,61b. 
Mr. John Burpee Aquilon,’ aged' 23 
yeara. Iate of 3988 Marguerite SUeet, 
Vancodver, B.C, and a former, resident 
o. Kelowna since childhood. Surviving 
Jota* are bi* loving parent*, Mr., and 
BU«, Ernest - Aquilon In Kelowna, two 
brothers, and: three sister*. George.. in 
Kelowna, ■■ - Keonetb > Robert in Prince 
Rupert, B.C. Aileen. (Mr*. J. M. Mahon) 
in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, Vivian 
(Mb. J. H. Hayes) in Edmonton, Al­
berta, Barbara (Mr*. David Manarm) 
in Winfield, B.C. Several nephews, and 
niece*. Predeceased • by one brother 
Lyle In Prince Albert, and hi* fiancee 
(Miss'Michele Thurston). Prayer* and 
rosary were recited .in Day's Chapdl of 
Remembrance co Monday evening, Oct­
ober. 9tb at * p.m. and Mass' was 
celebrated' ta U>* Church of the Im­
maculate Conception on Tuesday, Oct­
ober 10th at 2 p.m. Rev. Father God­
dert* celebrated the Mass, interment 
in the Kelowna cemetery.- Day’s Funeral 
Home was ■ In charge of the arrange-
BAVNE — Passed away on October 
6th, Chris Bayne, aged 27 years, late 
m • 1174 Mountain ■ Avenue, / Kelowna. 
Surviving- Chris are hi*.-loving- parents, 
Mr. ana Mrs. William -Bayne and his 
■ aister^ Sandra Bayne, all of Kelowna.
Also surviving is His maternal grand­
mother - (Mr*. Grace- Robinson)- of 
Harrogate, England. Funeral service 
for the late: Chris Bayne. was held 
from Day’* : Chapel of Remembrance 
on Tuesday, October 10th at 11 a.m.. 
with Rev. Alan Jackson officiating. 
Cremation- to -follow. . Day’* Funeral 
? Home, is in charge of the arrange-
UNDER 
NEW MANAGEMENT 
, NEW AND USED 
ED’S EXCHANGE NOW 
G.&G. EXCHANGE 
765-8008
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM AND DEN. FIBE- 
place, rumpus room in fun basement, 
garage. Close in, $250 per month. Tele­
phone '763-23M, 9 aja.e 5„p.m. ■ - 60
TO OLD AGE PENSIONERS. MAN 
and wife, two bedroom house om ground 
level. No pet*, reference* please. Tele- 
phtmo 76&-T998. - ■ 59
FOR SALE, THREE BEDROOM. FULL 
basement home. $500 down and *180 per 
month. Cheaper than rent - Telephone
767-2483, Peachland.
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1st. LOVELY, 
almost new. two bedroom duplex on 
Hardy Road. Rutland, 8160. No children.
no; dots. Telephone 763-6139.
FOR SALE OR BENT. THREE OR 
four bedroom house in Joo Rich Valley. 
Available immediately. Telephane 765-
SMALLER MOTEL
7 units plus large living quarters for owner. Units are furnished and rented by the 
month. Little or no upkeep or expense. Rural setting overlooking Wood Lake. MLS. Art 
MacKenzie 9-4264.
AIX TYPES OF /MASONRY WORK* 
fireplaces, retaining, walls. ; flower 
piasters and stonework. CaU. Sebastian, 
763-7782_______________ ;_______ tf
FOR THE' FINEST IN PAINTING CALL’ 
on 25 year* experience. Daniel Murphy. 
Telephone 763-4946. 63
THREE BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
duplex, city location. Rent 8180. Avail­
able November 1: Telephone 764-4963. tf
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1ST. TWO 
bedroom duplex, full basement, close
to school*. Telephone 765-7300.
BRODIE __ On October. 8th, 1972,'
Maty Agues Brodie of Kelowna. ' Sur­
vived by her husband,' Peter, her son,' 
David and daughter, Mrs. Margaret 
Bennett, four grandchildren. Graveside 
service will be held Wednesday, October 
11th at 2 p.m; in the Lakeview Memorial 
Cemetery; Rev.. J. Davidson' officiating. 
In Lieu of flowers, donations to The 
Canadian Cystic Fibrosis foundation, 51 
Egllngton Avenue ' East, Toronto, - Ont­
ario, would be appreciated. Arrange­
ments through The . Memorial Society 
of B.C - and First Memorial Services
12. PERSONALS,
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
tile carrier's name and, address ; and 
tits. Courier -subscribers please make 
sure they have a collection card, with 
telephone number oo It U vour carrier 
has uot left on*: with you, would you 
please / contact - The :; Kelowna Daily 
Courier- telephone .762-4445 M. W. F, tf
ALCOHOUCS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O , Box 587. Kelowna; B.C. Telephone 
765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923, in Winfield 
766-2107 Is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon and Ala- 
Teen at’762-8615 or 765-6766.. ' , tf
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE, SAFE 
medically approved method Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further Information, tele­
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. .. tf
RENO BCAA SUN/FUN TOUR! BUSES 
leave Penticton October 28, Nov. II, 25; 
Package *80. BCAA Travel Agency, 
339 . Martin St.. Penticton. 492-7016.
‘ M. Th. F, S, tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN 
Rutland area,‘ *165 per month. Tele- 
phone 763-3272 evenings 5-7 p.m. tf
DUPLEX WITH THREE BEDROOMS, 
fuU; baaement and / carport. Possession 
October 1. Telephone 765-8815. -______ tf
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM MOBILE 
home, set up in adult section -of mobile 
home park. Telephone 762-8307.; . - 59
TWO BEDROOM MAIN FLOOR APART- 
ment. availahle November 1; Quiet area 
near hospitaL . Stove, refrigerator, all 
utilities paid. Adults only. $165 per 
month. Telephone 762-0869. - 59
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly 
Telephone now 769-45)1. ■ tf
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
meat in fourplex; wall to wall' carpets, 
balcony. Available October 1st. : Tele- 
phone 765-8529. ____________ tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM, DE- 
luxe housekeeping units. : Television. 
Close , to Vocational: School and shopping
WOW! LOOK WHAT WE FOUND!!
Just off HaU Road in a natural.pine treed setting-with your own pond. A perfect 3 , 
Bdrm, family home, fireplace, l’A baths, w/w carpet, full basement, large sundeck 
and much more. Too good to last, sb call now, Marty at 2-2251.
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
5.2 acres at only $7;900.00 per acre. Water, power, gas, telephone available. Paved 
access to Hwy, 97. Located only 3 miles from Kelowna. Call Bren Witt 9-4326. MLS.
Gordon Stuart 94295; John Goertzen 8-5055; George Trimble 2-0687; Art Day 8-5089
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ‘ Office Ph. 3-4144
16. APTS. FOR RENT
THE SQUIRE
HOUSEKEEPER WITH PRACTICAL 
nursing experience, ■. would: like position 
as i live in ■companlpn/housekeeper to 
widower over: fifty, years. of age. Tele­
phone 763-2748 evenings. 60
EDGAR CAYCE STUDY GROUP 
now forming. For information telephone
Nearing completion and 
renting soon: 1, 2, 3 bedroom 
and bachelor suites.
Ideal location on quiet street, 
close to downtown. Unique land­
scaping which includes swim­
ming pool and creek. For de-
FURNISHED /. ONE AND TWO BED- 
room unit* by week or month. Cable 
television. No children. No . pets. Beacon 
Beach Motel, 762-4225. ______________tf
ONE AND .TWO BEDROOM HOUSE- 
keeptng. units. Close to shopping and 
.Vocational School. 'Golden Sands Resort, 
3356 Watt .Road.1 Telephone 762-5272. tf
FULLY ’FURNISHED JNITS WITH 
kitchenettes; Close to all facilities, trans­
portation and shopping. Cinnamon’s 
Lakeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf
KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL








TUES. THROUGH SUNDAY 
1-5 P.M.
Follow Belgo Road to Aquar­
ius, then to Neptune. Shag 
carpets in L.R., D.R. and 
bedrooms. Finished rec room 
with acorn fireplace, sun­
deck and carport.
E uVEDAHL—Mr.- Eugen* Lief Elevedahl 
of Kelowna, passed- away October 7th, 
at th* age of 67 yean.; Mr. Elevedahl 
is survived by his loving wife. Edna, .1 
aon, Gerald , (Red) of Penticton. 2 
daughters. Jin, Doreen Kuhn in Cali­
fornia and Mb. Betty -Betas of Winni­
peg. 8 grandchildren also survive. .Fune­
ral service* were held from The Garden 
Chapel,'1184 ; Bernard Avenue on Tues­
day, October loth at, 10:30 a.m. Pastor 
H. Taits, officiated. Interment. followed 
to Lakeview Memorial Park. Those 
wishing may donate/ to The Cancer 
Fund. THE GARDEN CHAPEL FUNE­
RAL .DIRECTORS were entrusted with 
funeral / arrangements; / (Telephone 762-
13. LOST AND FOUND
LOST: BLACK LONG-HAIRED MALE 
cat.: Stirling .Park area.- telephone 764- 
4028._______ , _______________ ' '59
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST1 
Children,- horses,’ pets, all welcome! 
Fourplex, seven miles from town in 
East Kelowna. Available October 1st. 
Three bedrooms, 1% baths, full base­
ment. $165;00 per month.' Close, to 
schools and general store. Telephone
FISCHER-Mrs. Karolina-Fischer of 354 
Rowdiffe Avenue, Kelowna, passed 
aways on October-6th, at the age of 85 
year*, . Mr*. Fischer is survived by 2 
sons, John: of ' Penticton, and - Gus ia 
Tennessee,, 3 daughters/ Mrs. Hilda 
Wotherspooh ; of Kelowna and Mrs. 
Sally Otting of Armstrong. 14 - grand­
children > and 26 great-grandchildreii 
also ’survive. Funeral services- will be 
hefd from The Garden. Chapel, 1134 
Bernard Avenue, on Tuesday,: October 
10th at '3:39 p.m.’ Pastor E. • Teranski 
officiating. Interment wiH follow in : the 
Kelowna’ ” cemetery. 3 THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have 
been entrusted > with funeral arrange­
ment*. (Telephone 762-3040). 59
METKE —’ Mrs. Adeline Melke_of 
Mount View Rest Home,. passed away 
on October' 8th. Funeral arrangements 
will be announced later. THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have 
.been entrusted with funeral arrange-
PRIVATE TWO bedroom • house 
overlooking lake. WaU to waU- broad­
loom. drapes. Also ha* self, contained 
bachelor suite' with separate entrance 
that . can be rented at aU times. Re- 
frigeraor and stove in . each, /electric 
-heat.1 *225 per. month. 315 Poplar Point 
Drive. Telephone 764-4292 or 763-3864. 59
FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOME ON 
Hobson Road -- this beautiful 3 bedroom 
home which; is avaUable immediately 
offers, privacy and all the conveniences 
of. modern living. '$250.00. per month. 
Carruthers and: Meikle, 364 Bernard 
Avenue, telephone . 762-2127.' tf
AVAILABLE - IMMEDIATELY. LARGE 
suites in new (ourplex. in Rutland. 
Featuring 1% baths, two -bedrooms, 
large living ; room, all carpeted. Close 
to schools and shopping. Children wel-
763-2305




FERRY — Mrs. Nina Emily. Perry of 
1450 , Sutherland Avenue, passed away 
on>(Ociober Sth. Funeral arrangements 
win be announced later. THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have 
been entrusted with funeral arrange-
ZEJZNIK — Passed away .Sunday. Oct­
ober 8tb> Mr. Joseph Zeznlk, aged 69 
years,1 late of 2048- Richter Street. Sur­
viving Mr. Zeznlk are his loving wife, 
Stella in Kelowna; and one daughter, 
Isabelle (Mr*. Steve Sztaba) and two 
. grandchildren. Teresa, and Caroline in
Winnipeg. Manitoba. Funeral service 
will be held In Day’* Chape) of Remem­
brance on Wednesday, October' llth at 
10:30 a.m. The Rev. Bather R. J. 
McCarthy will conduct the service, .ere-’ 
mation to follow. In lieu of flowers, 
friends wishing to remember Mr. Zez­
nlk might, donate to the Heart'Founda­
tion, .’Day’s Funoral Home is-In charge
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 




SCIUERBECK-KALIS - Mr. and Mr*. 
Henry Schlerbcck o( Kelowna, ar* 
ptehted to announce' th* forthcoming 
marrlag* of their daushter. Anke-ute 
Chriitlne, to Mr. Pieter Kell*, ion ot 
Mi1, and Mr*. Pieter Kills of Kelowna, 
on Saturday. October 28th. 197'J at .3 
pan. In St. Andrew'* Church. Mlulon. 
Rev. D. Kidd will be olfleiaUng. 59
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1st. UN- 
furnished two bedroom suite, wall to 
wall carpet, fireplace. Utilities included. 
$135 per month. Telephone 764-7143. tf
BRIGHT. DELUXE, SPACIOUS SUITES 
for rent Knox 'Manor Apartments, For 
information telephone 762-7918. ■ 1855 
Pandosy Street.______________________ tf
FULLY FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
suite with kitchen (no living room). For 
working lady- or gentleman- Available 
immediately. Telephone 762-8124. tf
' I SHERWOOD MANOR, CORNER OF EL- 
, I lls and Rosemead Avenue, one and two 
♦pl bedroom suites, close to shopping, quiet, 
_| adults only. Telephone 763-2954. tf
I ATTRACTIVE, TWO BEDROOM, TWO 
I storey - unit with shag in Rutland six- 
plex. Available October 15. Telephone
______________ RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS GIRL TO 
1400 CORONATION AVE,. share a furnished apartment downtown.
. | Available October 15. 785 Lawrence
KELOWNA I Avenue- 3 ,; ‘ 3 tf
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom two bedroom suite, complete- 
ly furnished. Upstairs. Nelson block, family aptS. in gardenlike set- Available immediately. Telephone 768- 
ting. 5223, Westbank. tf
CITY BUILDING LOTS - 
NHA Approved — 5 choice 
building lots located* in Glen- 
more . close to the golf 
course. Fully serviced with 
city water, sewer and cable 
TV. Lots front onto Blond- 
eaux and Willow Cr. Priced 
from $5,300 to $6,800. Please 
call Clare Angus at 762-4807 
evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE 
— attractive home with 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rumpus 
room, fireplace. House is in 
good condition inside and 
out. Lovely landscaped yard 
with many trees, shrubs and 
flowers. Includes fridge, 
stove and deep freeze. Near 
shopping and schools. Priced 
at only $23,500. CaB Frank 
Ashmead at 765-6702 even­
ings. MLS.
COMMANDING VIEW — of
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY — 
This 7 unit complex will pro-, 
vide accommodation v and 
enough revenue to .keep you 
and yours comfortable for 
, life. These units are modern, 
some are furnished and are 
in a prime location. Call 
Frank Hauk at 762-4562 even- 
, ings. EXCLUSIVE.
FRANCHISE SUPER MAR­
KET —In a fast growing 
community — gross sales 
over $500,000 — shows good 
profit — building can be 
leased for $1,000 per mo. 
Low down payment of $25,000. 
and vendor' will carry ;bal- 
ance. Call Gordon Marwick 
at 769-4662 evenings. MLS.
Okanagan 
from this
Lake and valley 






 in Peachland, 
priced at $4,500. - CaU Bud 
769-4875 evenings.Dalley at 
MLS.
CHARMING, IMMACULATE 
LAKEVIEW HOME — This 
well planned, spacious; 3 bed­
room home is a beauty. Bath 
and a half, beautiful rec 
room with w/w, fireplace and 
sliding doors to outdoor patio. 
Must be seen1 and sold. Own­
er transferred. Call Andy 




SLEEPING ROOM FOR GENTLEMAN. 
Low rent by month.' Only steadily em­
ployed abstainer need apply. No cook­
ing facilities. Telephone 762-4775. tf
ROOM FOR -RENT IN SOUTHGATE 
vicinity, ' kitchen. , privileges. Telephone
RUTLAND
I SLEEPING ROOM ONLY, LINENS 
Available now, new deluxe one provided. Close to Orchard Park. Tele- 
and two bedroom suites. Free phone ------—__—
cable TV’ and laundry facili-1 sleeping room behind super 
ties Shag rugs, drapes, elec. V-lu. »« per month. Telephone 763-756L 
trie heat. Quiet location, one I——------ —------ ———■ :
block off Hwy. 33. One child 18, ROOM AND BOARD
accepted, no pets.
TELEPHONE 765-8042
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 15,- TWO BED- 
room duplex with full basement and 
carport in Spring Valley subdivision, 
Rutland. $155 per . month. No pets. Tele- 
phone 765-5337. . _________tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, 
available September 15th. One *nd a 
half baths, sundeck with view. . In West­
bank. $150 per month. Telephone 765- 
5721, ________ ;':/,; . t( 
DELUXE CARPETED TWO BEDltOOM 
duplex. Finished rec.; room, two (Ire- 
places, .sundeck, carport, on crcck in 
Rutland. $180 month. Telephone 765-6686.
3. ' ' ' «
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement, carport, carpeted, Rutland 
area. $145 include* water and sewer. 
No Saturday call please. Telephone 765-
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, SPANISH 
style (ourplex in, Rutland. Two bed­
rooms, 114 baths, shag carpet. No dogs 
please, References required. Telephone 
7636241. <f
ONE YEAR OLD. THREE BEDROOM 
house ’ in Rutland. Carport, sundeck; 
shag carpets, laundry room on main 
floor. Adults preferred. Telephone 765- 
7036. tf
tf 20. WANTED TO RENT 
I SMALL FAMILY REQUIRES TWO OR 
( rMTPAI I TV three bedroom house or duplex within V.LIN I IXrM. x.1 I I . walking distance of Graham Elemen-
1 • * a * .teiy School, Rent $100 to $125 a month.
AAAMfll? Needed for Oct. 15, Telephone Collect,
IVmiXUIX. evenings. 492-8270 Penticton. , 59
1980 PANDOSY ST. $10 REWARD FOR ANYONE GIVING 
, information leading to the rental of a 
Available, 1 and 2 bedroom two bedroom suite or house m th* 
suites. Range, refrigerator, ca- Ethcl ,rea’ Tele‘,hne 
ble TV, drapes in all suites, three rcmp constables re> 
No npfq or children Mature I quire three bedroom home, furnished,
INU pLlb UI LUUULMl. IVldlUIC K October 15th> prefer out ot town 
adults. location. Reply to Box A958,’ Th* Kel­
owna Daily Courier. 59
Telephone 763-5147 |2i. property for sale
M, W, F, tf
PARKWOOD TERRACE
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, THREE 
bedroom duplex In Rutland, Shag car­
pets, stove, full baaement. $155. Tele­
phone 763-3737 or 765-5072 alter 5 p.m. 
, ________ tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX; NEAR 
Finn* Meat Market, full basement, car­
peted living room. Available November 1 
Garbage, water Included. No. 10 Killam- 
ey Hoad, Rutland, W
FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOME, 
three bedrooms. $250 per month. Avail­
able until June 30, 1973. Lease required. 
Telephone Lennie. Chalmers and Com-
Spacious 2 br, garden apts. lo­
cated just off lakeshore and city 
limits. Inc. range, refrig., air 
conditioner, cable TV, etc.




Under construction. Weil 
built 3 bedroom home with 2 
fireplaces, huge covered sun­
deck, ensuite plumbing, 
large lot with a view, Call us 
on this $27,500,90 beauty. Ex­
clusive.
ROTH TOWERS
Enjoy quiet, luxurious living in 
a completely fire resistant, Con­




LINOOR — tn loving memory of Gwen 
Anne IJngor.
More ami more each day we ml** her; 
Friend* may think the wound I* healed; 
Billt they IUD* know th* aorrow 
Llea within pur heart* concealed.
!»»ilty mtMeil and ever remembered by
Peter. Delore* and family. 5*
' iiTMEMonuiT^
A collection «( suitable *er*e* ter n*« 
la’la Mehiartama t* «a band at Th* 
Kelowna Dally Courier Ofllcu. la Mem- 
ml*m* era acc«pt*d until 4i30 p.m. day 
; preceding publication. If you wish 
‘ e*M *o our CtaMined Counter end 
> aaeko a eriecUoo or telephone tor a 
I trained Ad-writer to assist you ta th* 
rbolco of ea appropriate vem and 
ta i writing Uto la Memoriem. Tele-
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. IMMEDIATE 
poiseMlon. Near hospital. Adult* only. 
No children, no pet*, (160 per month. 
Telephone 762-7088. «
NEW FURNISlfED 13W TWO BED- 
room bwbll* home. Het up in Green 
Bay Trailer Park. No pet*. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 768 59M. tl 
IMMEDIATE PoSesSION. SHOPS 
Capri are*. Two bedroom duplex. Full 
baxmeat. double garage.. (163 per 
month. Telephone 76l 753« evening*, tf 
ONE MOBILE HOMlLo'^^
U‘M6’ turnhhed. adult* only, no pet*. 
Telephone TU-UM between f a.m. and
TWO bedroom duplex, full base- 
meat, rlos* to tvhop* Capri, No rhlldren. 
no puts. II5J per month Available 
Nov*mb*r bt. Telephon* ZiJ-MSC t( 
THREE BKD^lTlli^Sr^NniiuT 
land •vaihbl* Immediately, fitnv* and 
refrigerator fnrtudert fTna* tn. (tto per
SVACIOl’S TWO BEDROOM FOUBPLEX 
In WeMbank. Chllditn and email pet* 
wrh.imr M.M per month Available 
tmmedlairiy Telephone 76».11f.3 II 
two, new two bedroom rovn. 
pie* end* In Rutland. Wall tn wall 
oepriin*. *maU pet* and children wrt-
IjoIo Kurnrll, 
- Mt*. <teotg* Ilardi* and Mildrud
8. COMING EVENTS
MHUMlk SU.K. VI.IIMAIHV,
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT ON 
second floor at *157 per month i one 
bedroom suite, *140 per month t all 
utilities included. Close tn Shops Capri. 
No children, no pets. Retired couple* 
preferred. Apply Mrs, Dunlop, Sult* 1. 
1281 Lawrence Avenue or telephone
REASONABLE RENT. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom Carden apartment* In We*t- 
bank. Quiet are* with view of take. Re­
frigerator and stove, carpeting through­
out. <!<>«• to schools and shopping. No 
pet*. Telephono 768-5875. tf
Move Right In!
Brand new deluxe 2 bed­
room home. Two fireplaces, 
separate dining room, shag 
carpets, huge sundeck over­
looking a creek in your own 
back yard. Priced at only 
$28,500.00 with $1,100,00 down 
payment with B.C. govern­
ment second mortgage. MLS.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
J. Llmbcrger 
C. A. Pcnson 
N. Russell ...





HV WEEK OR MONTH. COMPLETELY I
(urnhhtd on* bodroom unit*. C*b1* REVENUE HOME 
trlevlilon, telephone* (dlrrct <!l»l>, I , , . ,, ,
carpeted. No children, no pel*. Can*- Moving, must Sell rooming
mera Reach Motel, 763-4717.
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, GAR- 
denlike setting, view of lake, refrigera­
tor and atove. No pet*. Immediate oc­
cupancy. Find Avenuu South, Wealbank. 
Telephone 7M-M75. ______ tf
VISTA MANOR. ONE BEDROOM 
•ulte. furnished. *155. Very convenient, 
rime to downtown. Respectable quiet. 
IIMng people. Telephone 763 S’>34 or 7u2-
M’AI IOUS TWO ncnitOOM HUITF. IN 
Itnlhnd. Av*:1*bla Noirmber 1 Be. 
hl*rr**nr, Itou, hr*(. w*i«r inrludad, 
only M<) monthly, Tritphon* 7M *U? or 
7*47119 It
one n kdroom- *sii ire?" pa btt.v 
furnlthed. Thre* block* In downtown. 
Available now. Older couple or older 
ptr>o«l only. *100 Includta heal and
power. Telephone 764-4749.
1HHEK BEDROOM BASEMENT MUTE. 
<8*r Rood. Rutteod. Mm*, 
rtr ip**, brat, light, natrr and caibag* 
I ahi Atallahte Ortebar 13. Tatephhn* 
Tol »Mrr « M p m
IIIMIMMII, MANOR. !.r, ROW 
<l>Ra A**hua. On* and I* a b.drohm
*1. driu*« *uil«», Talcphea* 1*1 Jin, U
house. Close to downtown. Se­
parate entrance. Revenue $145, 
plus owner's 5 rm. ate, Main 
floor. New Ras furnace, wiring, 
plumbing. Garage, shed, part 
base. Fenced, treed, landscap­
ed lot. Only interested parties 
need apply. F.P. , $19,600, No 
afients. 762-4449 after 6:00 p.m.
GLENMORE AREA
By owner: Attractive two 
bedroom home with extra 
bedroom and rumpus room In 
basement. Sundeck, carport, 
two fireplaces, W to W In LR. 
and DR. Newly decorated. 
Asking $24,500 full price. 
NHA 71’**; moitgage of 
$15,CJX) al $158 P.l.T. Second 
nioilgage nrailablr, Inm,.
Acents.
YOU CAN HAVE A — modem spotless 3 BR home close 
to school, bus, shopping and churches with a revenue one 
bedroom suite, with fireplace, as well as a mother-in-law 
one bedroom apartment. All this for only $38,000 with an 
attractive private mortgage. Two car garage included. CaU 
Mike Chepesuik 4-7264 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS. ;
1 ACRE — commercial site with 150 ft. frontage on High­
way 97 where. all the action is. Has a well built 9 year old 
2 BR house with full basement and carport which could < 
s be converted to other uses. For details on this contact John
Driedger 2-8939 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
10 UNITS PLUS excellent 4 BR dble. -plumbing living 
quarters. Close to sandy beach. Good occupancy; Will look 
at house trade,- close in Kelowna. To view and for more 
information call Betty Elian 9-4397 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
MLS.
LOVELY TWO LEVEL POTENTIAL DUPLEX — all but 
kitchen on ground level completed. Separate entrances, 
large % ac. lot, 40 ft. of suhdeck. The top level has 3 BRs ’ 
all in excellent condition. Asking price $31,900 with large 
Credit Union Mtg. Call Jack Sasseville 3-5257 eves, or 2- 
5544 days. MLS.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY — Modern supermarket. A 
good location in an expanding area. Turnover $185,000 and 
increasing. A well equipped store and all sales are cash; 
Call George Silvester 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY — Real nice older 2 
BR home dose to People’s. Food Market. Large treed lot, 
home in immaculate condition. Excellent fox retirement or 
just starting out, only $17,900, Exclusive. Call Lloyd Bloom­
field 2-3089 eves, or 2-5544 days.
2-5544
Ruth Young 3-6758
WANT TO TRADE - Owner 
will trade this beautiful 
spacious 2 ’bedroom home 
with ensuite plumbing, fire­
place, glass doors to patio 
from dining room, wife ap­
proved kitchen, double car­
port, on a large lot in Lake­
view for a home in the city. 
Call Dave Deinstadt at 763- 
4894 evenings; MLS.
A T O’CLOCK SPECIAL — 
and rightly so is this immacu­
late, nearly new 2 bedroom 
home only steps from the 
.lake and close to every city 
amenity. Beautiful maple 
cabinet kitchen, deluxe car­
peting throughout, 2 bath­
rooms, and* a small neat yard 
for easy maintenance. Match 
this value for only $19,000. 
Call Terri Meckling now at 
763-6657 evenings. MLS.
BUILDING LOT — Good lot 
close to schools and shopping. 
Domestic water and gas 
available. Full. price’ $3,100. 
- CaU Wilf Rutherford at 763- 
5343 evenings. MLS.
ZONED APARTMENTS — 
An immaculate - 2 bedroom 
home on 50’xl20’ city lot, 
close to everything. Try 
. $4,000 down. Worth investi­
gating, Call Blanche Wannop 
at 762-4683 evenings. MLS.
MISSION AREA WITH A 
VIEW —. 4 bedroom family 
home with sundeck and nlany 
extras. This home has a dif­
ferent style so must be seen 
to be appreciated. Vendor 
. anxious — excellent terms. 
■ Call Ernie Donnelly at 762- 
■ 2558 evenings. MLS.
LAKESHORE — 343’ of beach on 6 acres of land. Beautifully 
landscaped with large older home. Dock, storage sheds for 
boats, cars, etc. Ideal setting for privacy or could be de­
veloped into motel, tent trailer camp, etc. Call Fred Kyle at 
765-8804’evenings. MLS.
Campbell 763-6302, Harry Maddocks 765-6218, George 
Phillipson 762-7974, Sylvia Roberts 705-6936.
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
VIEW LOT WITH PINES
Only minutes from downtown. Ready to build on. Domestic 
water, paced roads; lovely trees. Priced at $5,900.00 with 
terms.
DEVELOPMENT ACREAGE
6.4 lovely acres in Winfield serviced with water, power and 
good view. Reasonably priced at $25,000.00. Immediately 
beside an existing subdivision,
VIEW LOTS
One of the best In Winfield,. Ready to build. Domestic 
water, paved roads, lovely trees, Priced at $5,900.00 with 
terms.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1002"
364 BERNARD AVE. «
Ken Stevenson 





George Martin ... 763-7766
Darrol Tarvcs .... 763-2488
Carl Brlese .........  763-2257
FIT FOR A QUEEN! 1327 sq. ft. with 3 spacious carpeted 
bedrooms. Large 17x18 living room with w/w carpels. 
10,5x11 dining room, lively well planned kitchen. Car­
peted nnd covered sundeck over garage. Full base­
ment, double fireplace. Oh yes, I almost forgot to 
mention that panoramic view of the valley from sun­
deck and> living room! To view call Bert Badke, office 
2-2739 or eve. 3-6497, MLS.
BRAND NEW CITY HOME - Choice location. Caddcr 
Ave., 2 hr,, full basmt. iotighcd-ln for »ultc. separate 
entrance. Bert Badke, office 2-2739 or eve. 3-4228. 
EXCL.
Bill Trelhewey 766-2970 (collect) Norm Yaeger 2-3574 
Frnnk Pctkati 3-4226
270 Bernard Ave, Phone 762-2739
Phone 765-7704
HUGE ACREAGE BLOCK FOR SALE. Presently has sub­
division potential for successful developer or would appeal 
to astute investor. At present this large tract of land is 
in productive orchard.-Much of- it has view .and is only 
minutes from downtown Rutland. This property is avail­
able in the $4,000.00 per acre bracket. If you are seeking a 
good investment then we would like to help you. Call Mid­
valley Realty Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
WE HAVE JUST LISTED THIS CHOICE PROPERTY. 
1500 sq. ft. of fine living space on iqain floor. Fireplaces 
up and down, all wall to wall carpet on main floor except 
bathroom and kitchen. Large covered sundeck. Closed) in 
garage with ample space for work bench. Situated on 314 
acres of nice land with 200 young peach trees and one 
of the most breath-taking views in the Valley, priced at 
$43,000.00. Phone Midvalley Realty 765-7704. MLS.
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL PLANNED 2 year old family 
home close to all amenities on Mallach Road in Rutland. 
2 bedrooms on main floor and 2 down, 2 fireplaces. Wall 
to wall carpet in living room, dining room and -bedrooms. 
14x28 covered sundeck above carport. A good buy at only 
$24,500.00 with §7,755.00 down. Call Midvalley Bealty Ltd., 
765-7704; MLS.
STOP LOOKING; WE HAVE JUST WHAT YOU WANT, a 
beautiful 4 bedroom home in loVely Hollywood Dell,. This 
fuU basement home is on a nicely landscaped lot. The car­
port melts into the dwelling. A classy fireplace in the 
living room sets off the wall to wall carpeting. The family 
room again comes with a cozy fireplace. All this for only 
$23,900^00. If you think this is your future home, call Mld-
Gordon Davis .... 765-7436
Al. Horning ...... 765-5090
Sani Pearson .... 762-7607
Richard Gentille
Bill Haskett ..... 764-4212
Ken Alpaugh a... 762-6558




VLA size (one only) I Large, beautifully treqd, view alte In. 
"Peachland Heights", all Peachland service.?, ’/* mile 
from shops, etc. This Is a "must bcII" situation. Offered at 
$5,500 with $2,750 down. MLS. Call Dudley Pritchard 702- 
4400, evenings 768-5550.
JUST COMPLETED-NEW HOME
Ready for you NOW — 3 bedrooms plus den or 4th bed­
room plus fully finished family room. Eating area in 
kitchen, separate L-shapcd living room/dining room, 5- 
piece main bath, 2 half baths, including ensuite. Paved 
driveway, outstanding Lakeview Heights lots. Asking 
$34,900 with only $3,725 down to qualified purchaser, CaU 
Don McConachie 702-4400, evenings 768-5095. MLS.
BELOW REPLACEMENT COST -- Your cliniice to save 
If a rambling ranch stylo home appeals to you, 1856 sq. ft. 
In an "H” shape, three bedrooms, three bathrooms, raised 
hearth fireplace, french doors, two set double glaze 
sliding doors opening to pniio, 1" cedar siding, tnr nnd 
shnle roof, nnd large lot. Must be seen, Call Roy Paul nt 
3-4343 or 5-8909 evenings. $31,900.00. MLS.
POPLAR.POINT — A view, n country atmosphere, domes­
tic water, .57 acres In size yet close to town. Excellent op­
portunity for the professional mnn who wants elbow room, 
but must be close to town for business reasons. Asking 
$10,900. To view call Hugh Mervyn 3-4343 or 2-4872 even­
ings. MLS.
Jlm Barton 4-4678 Murray
Dermis Denney 4-7561
1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343







OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING— Your chance to owna 
clothing store on Bernard Avenue with as little as $15,000 
down. 3,000 sq. feet store with rent at only $500 per 
month. Excellent location. Stock can be adjusted to suit 
you Reputable firm. You can’t afford to miss this if you 
are interested in business in Kelowna. I would like to make 
an appointment to discuss this venture with you. For con­
fidential interview please call Orlando Ungaro at 2-5030 or 
. 2-4320. Exclusive.
START WITH EVERYTHING — Beautifully furnished 
home, just right'for the. young executive. Owners Leaving 
country and will sett with or without furniture. Golf course 
location. PRICED RIGHT. Please caU Shirley at 2-5030 
or 3-7354 evenings. MLS.
SMALL INDEPENDENT SUPERMARKET in an excellent 
location with a good sales volume. Only $3,000 plus stock 
to handle. Phone Jean Acres 2-5030 or 3-2927. MLS.
4 BEDROOM COUNTRY HOME — Situated close to 
Orchard Park on a large lot. Only 3 years old in IMMACU­
LATE condition. 4 bdrms, fall carpeted), 2 full bathrooms, 
sundeck and carport LOW taxes. See it NOW — ONLY 
MTX Phnne Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030 or evenings 
at 2-3835.
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY LIVING — Owner must sell this 
modem 2 bedroom, full basement home situated across the 
lake. Eating area in kitchen, glass sliding door in dinette, 
opening to huge sundeck above carport. Ixrvely rec, room 
downstairs and nicely landscaped grounds, reduced to 
$23,950. MLS. To view, please phone Olivia Worsfold at 
s. 2-5030 or evenings 2-3895.
HDRASTICALLY REDUCED! MUST BE SOLD! El health 
w forces the sale of this perfect retirement home. Complete 
' with panoramic view, for the low, low price of $21,000. 
■For more details, please phone Luella Currie at 2-5030 
or evenings at 8-5628. MLS.
Gaston Gaucher 2-2463
Trading Dollars Unlimited"
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FOURPLEX — RUTLAND
Ideally located fourplex close to shopping centre. Each 
unit has 3 bdrms, and 1% baths. Nicely landscaped lot. 
Asking $49,900. — with good terms available. MLS. Call. 
Ed Scholl for further details at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
762-0719.
“COUNTRY ESTATE”
Lakeview Heights! Two acres with pine trees and a fabu­
lous view. .Five bedroom home, complete with fireplace, 
double carport, den and rumpus room. Over 1,600 sq. ft. 
on the main floor. Asking $51,000, good terms. Call Mel 
Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 769-4409. EXCL.
BEAUTIFUL HOME WITH OUTSTANDING VIEW 
You can see for miles around from this huge sundeck, 
completely broadloomed, fireplace, attractive kitchen, with 
separate eating area. 3 bedrooms up plus partly finished 
basement. For viewing call Harry1 Rist at 762-3146, eygs. 
and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
“GLENROSA — 5 LOTS!”
These nice, level lots are serviced with domestic water 
and natural gas, have a view of the lake, and are priced 
from $3,300 to $4,300 — some VLA Builder’s terms. Call 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
Dale Brooks 764-7338 Jack Klassen .... 762-3015
Wilson Realty^
543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
LOOKING FOR VALUE? 
This house has 1680 sq. ft., 
fully completed on two floor 
levels. Wired for stereo. 3 
bdrms., V& baths, family rm., 
utility rm. Located 'across 
from park in quiet subdivi­
sion. FP $26,500. Eric Frie- 
son 762-8730, 763-7900. NRS.
GOING! GOING! 3 bedroom 
home in Glenmore, close to 
schools,' golf course. Full 
roughed-in basement. Bar­
gain at $24,500. Can Robert 
Young 763-7900 (bus.), 764- 
4506 (res). NRS.
$17,000 CAPRI AREA — 3 bdrms., near creek, shaded lot. 




536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900.
NEW FAMILY HOME
Be a proud owner of tins recently completed FAMILY 
HOME. Top quality materials and workmanship. A 
three bedroom split-level on a large level lot, situated 
south of city limits, close to lake and public beach. 
Features include a double carport, 1% bathrooms, 








— Newly renovated— 
2 offices and reception area
28A. GARDENING
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. <3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 




TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.
Telephone 765-8297. tf
USED AND NEW MUSIC INSTRU- 
ments al low price*. Professional musio 
equipment. Terry Dyck Mode Studios. 
2906 - Soth Avenue. Vernon. Telephone
542-3576. 79
Large 4 br. home, 2 on main floor, 2 upstairs; living room 
with fireplace anod bookcases, dining room with built-in 
cabinets, large kitchen, 1600 sq. ft., full basement, plaster 
throughout, hardwood floors and w/w. large frortt and back 
porch. Excellent family home in pine treed setting. % acre 
lot. Asking price $20,500 with low down payment.
Drive 13 miles along Hwy. 33 E. from Rutland’s Four 




446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
Home will be open every Tues., 
|Hiurs., Fri., Sat and Sun., 
from 2 to 6 p.m. Take Hwy. 33 
to Dougall Rd; So., and follow 
to Hollywood Heights, where we 
nave a great selection of homes 
and lots. NHA mortgages from 
$%%. For more details call
763-3737 or 763-6066 
tf
—• air conditioned - 
— wall to wall carpet 
— inset lighting
— all utilities except light 
telephone included
and
— downtown Pandosy Street 





29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
COMBINING TWO HOMES IN ONE. 
Have extra furniture and appliance* In 
coed condition — private ia!el 
TWO refrigerator*, *170 and *50. Two 
chetterfltid* *XX> and *75. Stereo *50, 
black and white 23" televixlon *150.19“ 
portable television *75. Three bedroom 




New three bedroom NHA home 
in Glenmore area with 8%% 
mortgage. Close to schools, 
many extras. Full price $29,600. 




Quiet, desirable crescent. Good 




NEW CLEAR TITLE. TWO BED- 
I room bouse. Complete with carport, sun- 
। deck, roughed in basement plumbing, 
carpeting in living room and master 
bedroom. Excellent location only three 
blocks from Rutland town centre. Full 
price $20,850. We also have NHA houses 
in construction with low down payments.
Braemar Construction Ltd. Builders fa 
Kelowna since 1962. Office 154 Stetson 
Motel. Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 762-
0956 or •763-2810. tf
LESAGE PIANOS. THE PIANO THAT, 
sets the tone since 1891. At Paramount 
Music. Telephone 762-4525.' 533 Bernard
Avenue. Kelowna. • 6*
IMPORTS
PIANO WANTED FOR CASH, 





T-21J HAMMOND ORGAN. ONE YEAR
old. *500 less than original price. Tele.
Phone 762-0434 after 6 p.m; tf
29B. ANTIQUES
CANADIANA
GITANE 10 SPEED BICYCLE. *90. 
Complete with speedometer. lock, stand 
and toe clips., Underwood standard 
typewriter. 320. RCA dock • radio. *30. 
Telephone 763-7149, 59
ASSORTED' STUDENT DESKS AND 
chests of drawer*. We also rent baby 
crib* and rollaway cots by the weds. 
Whitehead** New and Used. Tdephone
.'Me
ANTIQUE SALE
European container unpacked 
over 400 new items on display. 
Special Fall discounts being 
offered throughout the store.
Open Tues, through Sat 
9:00 a.m.—5:30 p.mi.
Friday night till 9:00 p.m. 




Ideal location in Rutland, to 
start your Tobacco or 'Maga­
zine Stand, Toy Store, Fabric 
Shop or Ladies’ Wear, etc. 
Air-conditioned, gas furnace, 
free hot and cold runsing 
water. Maximum traffic ex­




Mr. or Mrs. Patterson.
63
765-5450. T, tf
FOR SALE OR TRADE FOR POWER 
tools. lady‘a new diamond wedding ring 
set. value *290 plus tax. Telephone 763-
6122. 63
COTS FOR SALE. FOAM RUBBER 
mattresses. *12 each. Telephone 762-2333 
or see at Inn Towner MoteL 1627 Abbott
Street. 63
HIDE-A-BED, *50; ELECTRIC CLOTHES 
dryer, good working, condition, *65; 
china cabinet. *15; three .drawer dress-
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial.' retail and office 
space. ' 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available. Rents from *200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd.. Northgate Plaza or telephone
763-2732. tf
er. <10. Telephone 765-8988. 59
————————  J. ..... ! . ... . .-- " ""i HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS
lonthisnewthreebedroombome.fea- 
. i turing a large'sundeck and ^atio 
iiioT» HA«rx ni IT1 aairv ■ 11 doors. luxury broadloom in living room,
VIS1A KvIAIj ixllll AIuiJ I haU and1 master bedroom; double win-luin iwnu IXVILFMNW J dows; roughed In plumbing in base-
2 bedroom home with w/w in master bedroom and living/ I ‘im SXt *ros
dining area; Complete' with Crestwood, cabinets in large I down' .(with si.ooo ,B.C; .grant) to an 
modem kitchen, full basement, carport, sundeck, large w^Don' WauiX a" 7»
75 X 120 ft. lot in new subdivision. I 6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737.
tf
McKinnon realty ltd




Beautiful open-beam, four bedroom home, over % acre 
landscaped lot’, fruit trees, good garden, berries. Completely 
finished, 2 kitchens, 2 fireplaces, 2% bathrooms, indirect 
lighting. Large carport with sundeck, paved driveway. Close 
to school and shopping. ■
FIRM PRICE $39,750 — $15,000 CASH TO MORTGAGE, 
PAYMENTS $212 PER MONTH.
SAVE OVER $2,000.
OWNER 769-4301
WAREHOUSE FOR LEASE. — NEW 
Westinghouse Building. 3.000 square feet 
available. High ceilings, loading door, 
ample parking. Contact Hugh Mervyn 
at 763-4343 or 762-4872 evenings. Lake­
land Realty Ltd.. 1561 Pandosy Street.
T'-.: 60
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA. MAIN FLOOR 
office space for rent. 2.000 or 1.000 
square - feet, includes private parking 
space. Newly, renovated and air con­
ditioned. Pandosy , Street. Telephone R.
G. Phelps. 762-5434.
OLD OAK DINING ROOM SUITE. 
Square table, extension, four chairs, 
buffet. Top condition. Telephone 764-4562.
59
11 SQUARES OF 210 POUND WHITE 
asphalt shingles. *12.25 per square. Tele­
phone 765-7052. tf
30-INCH ELECTRIC STOVE. TWO 
years old. white. First *140 takes. Lake­
view Heights. Telephone 769-4234. 60
TWO USED REFRIGERATORS. Ex­
cellent working condition. Please tele- 
phone 764-4970 after 4 p.m. , 59
KENMORE WRINGER WASHER WITH 
pump and timer. In excellent condition. 
*75. Telephone 765-7555. :: ■ 59
FOUR ACRES OF OLD MACINTOSH





COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOR LEASE, 
approximately 1150 square feet. Gas
YAMAHA • CLASSICAL GUITAR FOR 
*a!e. Telephone 763-2605 morning* only. 
'61
. ...» ..beat. Immediate possession. Very rea-
A . PARADISE SETTING AND A-sonable rent for $160 per month. Call
lovely unusual home on beautiful Mara - — ■ -----------
Salmon Arm, B.C.
763-6066.
land arrange second mortgage on bal- 
T, Th, S 75 ance. Telephone 765-6141 evenings. ' tf
LOU GUIDI CONSTRUCTION LTD
Custom built houses at reasonable prices













HAVE McCULLOCH CHAIN SAW. DM. ,ill- 
10 horse power, originally priced at *400 to 
plus! Will trade for bush bike. or,u.* 
what have yon of: equal valuer Oil .im 
space heater with electric fan. auto*uAv, 
matte : thermostat control. A-l. *50 or > jtv 
trade? Telephone - 769-4886. : > 6t hj ®
32. WANTED TO BUY
ii ' ■■   — . ....■■uu‘0
FRENCH PROVINCIAL BEDROOM^ 
suite with matcblug aUht tables, mustifhw 
be in very coed condition. Tdephone-o i
763-6241. tfinlR
ROTO TILLER. THREE POINT EDGE,''? *’ 
50“ or 60”. Must be in good conditions hh 






CALMELS CRESCENT, ATTRACTIVE 
three bedroom, home featuring a double 
carport, fenced and landscaped. W4 
baths, double fireplace, broadloom in 
living room, hall and master bedroom, 
double windows. One block to . school 
and country dub. Terms can be ar­
ranged to suit buyer. Please call Crest­
view Homes, 763-3737; or Don Wallinder,
FOR AN OUTSTANDING DEAL, 
check this one! Near new duplex fa 
quiet Rutland area; close to school and 
shopping. Take over first mortgage, 
balance of $10,400 cash or what have 
you to trade? mobile, home, car, etc., 
or will take .down payment of $3,000
Lake. Price reduced to sell now. was 
$35,500.00. now $31,900.00. Large three 
bedroom home, two bathrooms, master 
bedroom included fireplace, drop down 
living room, patio three sides of 
home, sliding glass doors'upstairs and 
downstairs. Fenced property for pri­
vacy, Swimming, fishing, boating at 
your doorstep. - Nicely landscaped. AU 
conveniences. Inquiries to Box 74.
762-5398.
5068 after 6 p.m.
5398.
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 
for lease in new Rutland professional 
building. Telephone 765-7027.
M, W, F, t!
CAPRI ABEA — 600 SQ. FT, NICELY 
arranged (three offices) air conditioned, 
hilly carpeted, drapes. *200 per month. 
Call Mel RusseU 762-3146 or 769-4409. tf
COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOR RENT 
In Rutland. 1,500 square feet, suitable 
for storage, garage or? Telephone 765-
FOR RENT. DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR 
office or small retail, reasonable rate, 
good traffic. Telephone'769-4347.’. . tf
BOAT STORAGE SPACE. IDEAL FOR 
large or small boats. Telephon* 762-
George Silvester. 762-3516 evenings or 
762-5544 days. Okanagan Realty Ltd. 60
PRIME WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR 
rent or lease, large reoms. high ceil­
ings. also some office space. (Formerly 
Westbank Co-op Building). Telephone
M. Th. S, 76
»!


















3 bedroom houses in downtown Kelowna and Lakeview Heights. PY nwNCT 211^' ^r~Rps~gripwnTTTmL 
☆ Special Of the Week.' , ed by trees; Large throe bedroom
3 bdrm, house behind Shops Capri. W to W carpeting, fireplace, ^^baths? immMuiraOtemcoSon.rNw 
1% baths, 1448 McInnes Ave., Full Price $27,600. double garage. Just past Caramiiio
Building lots for sale . . I Heights on Clifton Road. Telephone 762-.
■ _ , , , ; ■. B . 1 3424. ■ ■____________ 63
For more information or viewing pall by owner: revenue home, four
■v/nnnj/v r-«z-v (bedrooms, (three up. one down), plus
JnR-S/nZ lone bedroom self contained suite in / VxJ / UU basement. Carport, double garage—fin-
g. ished. insulated and heated. Mortgage 
_______ OI 17‘Z:%. 2264 Aberdeen Street. . tf
BEGER CONSTRUCTION LTD.
, offers you
QUALITY BUILT 3 BR. NHA HOME In Kelowna, 
956 Tronson Drive.
2 BR HOME In Rutland on Dudgeon Road.
Both homes have full basement, w/w carpet and many extras.
ALSO HAVE LOTS FOR CUSTOM BUILT HOMES.
For further information or to view phone
764-4001
Corporation 763-5311 '.'ays.
NEAR CAPRI —DRASTICALLY RE- 
duced! Two bedroom older home with), 
fireplace, utility room off new Crest­
wood kitchen, garage. In beautiful: con­
dition inside and out! $21,900 (MLS).: To 
view, please phone me, Olivia Worsfold 
at 762-3895 evenings or 762-5030 days. 
Hoover Realty Ltd.
57. 59. 61. 64, 67, 69. 71. 74, 77
FOR SALE OR RENT: ONE HALF OF 
a side-by-slde duplex on Del Ray 
Road, Westbank. B.C. Rent *165 or 
down payment $900. For further details 
contact Central. Mortgage 'end Housing
IMMACULATE THREE BEDROOM 
home with a four room suite and full 
bathroom in the basement.. Ono block 
from Capri. . Telephone Jean Ayres at 




Canadian Co. requires men or 
women to operate their own 
part time, business, restocking 
and collecting money from 
game, cigarettes, soft drinks 
and hosiery machines. Loca­
tions established by Co. with no 
selling involved. To have your 
own exclusive route you must 
have car, references and able 
to invest at least $600.00. Only 8 
hours of your time per week 
will bring in excellent returns."’ 
For those who wish to build full 
time operation we have an ex­













SEVEN CABINS. FOURPLEX AND A
well-kept two bedroom homo (with 
Hobby Shop) used for living quarters.NEW .TWO BEDROOM HOME. FULLY „„„y U.TO IUI ,I¥,„S 
carpeted, walnut cuptoards. utility, car- Income M55 per month. For details, 
port, aundeck. $17,900. No Saturday - -
calls please; Telephone 765-6514 or 765- 
6018. ’ tf
’ T, F, S tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX - RENTED, 
Full basement, carpeted, carports, land­
scaped. Full price *26,700. Telephone 




A quality home by Farrah Construction, Spanish style 
with a wonderful view of the valley and lake. Three bed­
rooms, large living room with fireplace and sliding 
doors to sunporch, uniquely styled kitchen, large dining 
room, two batlis. Roughcd-ln large rec. room with fireplace 
i and mnny other features. Reasonably priced nt $29,950, 
' To view call Olive Ross, days 3-4932 or evenings 3-4573.
MLS.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
4 bedroom home on H: acre o( fantastic view property. 
Many extras in this delightful home with 2,000 square 
feet of living area. Double garage. Must be seen to be 
appreciated, so let me show it to you at your convenience. 
Price *38.500.00. For further Information contact Jerry 
Krlsa, days 3-4932 or evenings 3-4387, MIB.
Inland Realty
ORCHARD CITY
SMALL HOLDING: Over 8 
acres of level bottom land, 
good year-round creek run­
ning through the property. 
On paved road, walking dis­
tance to shopping centre and 
schools. Vendors are asking 
$25,000 with half cash, bal­
ance over 10 years. Call Alan 
Elliot at the office or even­
ings at 3-7283. Exclusive.
WILL SOMEONE PLEASE 
HELP ME? l am a 10 year 
old home on a quiet crescent 
and I have no one to look 
after tqe. My owners have 
moved* out and left all three 
bedrooms empty. My fire­
place needs a fire in it 
and my carport needs a car 
in It! I could make n family 
(lappy here 'cause I have lots 
of room, although my last 
owners were a retired couple 
and they found me quite easy 
to look after. I am easy to 
ovvn because financing can 
easily be arranged and my 
owners may take your house 
on trade or may even take a 
late model car ns part down 
payment. My owners nrc ask­
ing $31,500. MLS, but 1 know 
they really would like to sell 
me before winter seta In. 
Please call Gordon Funnell 
nt the office or evenings at 
2-0901. He will bo happy to 





40 homes tinder construction. 
Choose your home while the 
selection Is good. AU homes 
NHA at 8%% Interest. Prices 
start at $20,850.00 and down 
payments start at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments and are carpeted In 
LR, DR and MBR. Complete 
with (Storm windows and 
screens upstairs.
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY from





Eves.: 762-3405 - 764-4737 
tf








WOOD LAKE ROAD, WINFIELD, 
three bedroom home, close to lake, 
school and store. Excellent condition. 
Good level lot. (13,900 full price. Own-
er, 700-2107. tf
UNFINISHED HOUSE FOR SALE ON 
beautiful lake view lot in Glenrosa dis­
trict. 1324 square feet. Excellent buy 
at $9,250. Telephone owner. 768-5272. 
61
FURNISHED CABIN WITH FIREPLACE
answer all Inquiries.
RESTAURANT FOR SALE, ONE OF 
the busiest and best in town. Reason — 
retiring. Includes building and fixtures, 
has beverage licence. Apply Box A- 
885. The Kelowna Dally Courier. Will
please telephone me. Olivia Worsfold a: 
762-3895 evenings or 762-5030 office, 
Hoover Realty Ltd. MLS,
48, 52, 55, 59, 61. 64, 67, 72, It
WELL ESTABLISHED SERVICE 
business covering the Okanagan Valley. 
Suitable for one or two partner*. Write 
to Box A96D, Th* Kelonwa Daily Courier.
63
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY FOR 
lohso on highway 97 north. 10,000 square 
feet of fenced areai 350 iquara foot 
of office area, Telephone 765-75B3. tf
BETTER THAN RENTING - Owner transferred, must 
sell. 3 bedroom, full basement, gas heat. ()|>ly $20,900 and 
open to otters, .Mortgage payments $155.00 per month, in­
cluding taxes. Call Fred Smith 7f>3-4tOo or eves. 7til-l573, 
MLS.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY. 50 acres of 
beautifully wooded land, tectcnllonal piopcity. Highway 
(rontuRc and 33 ncre feet o( waler rights, Creek frontage. 
Owner will .sell portion, (’all Bill Juronu*,,703-1400.
Al’l'KAt.TIVE SPANISH MOTIF, 3 beilnwm bungalow hi 
gihhl .an*.;, Okatinuati Mis^iun Holy iuk- yen; buill. F.uvulte 
phnnbuu; ond shag catpet; $?,!'<-'> unan, Ihtmli iioin Dan 
E»nar*»on or 34HX).
Are you interested in buying 
or selling? For information and?i, 
products, telephone '
PEARL PYLE—762-2192 





Residential Appraisals -- 




LOIS LOIS 1.0TS 
Glcnrosn Highland SttlxHvl- 
sion, WcbhiT Ihl., Woitbank, 
B.C. Servlud. vle.v. lives.
low down pas mi nt, 
monthly payment*
Call 7o2-< 190?







Suite 205 -1460 Pandosy St
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants 
Telephone 7624434 










at Glen Lake. Good huntinn and Hahins, 
For more Information Telephone 762-|M> pRQPUCE AND MEAT
TIIREE BEDROOM HOME, CLOSE IN, 
north end. near bus stop, school. Nicely 
landscaped. $20,000. 631 Bay Avenue, 
Telephone 762-2431. tt
BY OWNER, THREE BEDROOM 
home. Ono block from hospital, double 
carport. Cash to mortgage. Interest at
6'/«%. Telephone 763-3077. If
DISTRESS SALE - FOURPLEX PLUS 
three bedroom house on two large lots. 
Only $42,500. 7% mortgage, Telephone
705-0210 evenings. 63
TO SETTLE ESTATE. OLDER THREE 
bedroom retirement home, electric heat, 
on Lawrence Avenue. Telephone 762-7411
Weekdays. 6 - 7. Bunday 1-5. 63
BY OWNER, JUST COMPLETED, Mo­
dern two bedroom homo located In Rut­
land. For appointment to view and full
Information telephone 762-4264. 63
THREE BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT 
homo. Low taxes, near Orchard Park. 
Ik acre of beauty, sacrifice, Evenings
763-6033. 62
Modem and Antiques 
Work Guaranteed.
No Job Too Big or Too Small 













Reasonable Rates. ( 
CALL 768-5193 -




North American Van Lines Ltd/ 
Local, Long Distance Moving,J, 
“We Guarantee Satisfaction’’'^' 
1120 ELLIS ST. 762-202® ’-
T. Th. S. C
PAINT SPECIALISTS
1.-^
Away From Traffic 
We are building a beautiful 
3 bedroom home with two 
fireplaces nnd n large sun­
deck. Located" well out oji 
Hollywood Hoad, Full base­
ment with Cathedral en­
trance. Full price on this 
home being constructed 1$ 
only $24,54X4.00 with low down 
payment to an assumable 
mortgage, For details phone 
Larry Schlosser at the office 
or 762-8818 weekends and 
evening*, MLS.
I.any Schlosser ...... 762-8818
llav Ashton ..........   769-4418
Elle Hughes ___ 768-5953
Ted Dale .........  763-7582
No toll on above numbers
MONTREAL TRUST
2C»2 Bvriuud 762-.'>»:m
LAKEVIEW t.OT FOR SALE ON GLEN- 
roan Rond, Price 53,70ft. or $1,200 down 
nnd take over payments, Private sale, 
owner. 763-5272. ___________________61
LAKESHORE LOT. OWNER MUST 
nell, 100 foot frontage in Peacfand, 




Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T, Th, S, tt
:ennell, 
Horton & Co.
Accredited Public Accountants 
591 Bernard Ave Ph. 763-4528 
170 Rutland Rd. .. Ph. 765-7740 
. ■, . ' M, tf
THOMPSON
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
280 Bernard Ave. Ph. 702-3031
APPRAISALS
PAINTING SPECIALISTS 1"
DANISH: PAINTING and 
WALL PAPERING 
Rooms, from $15 and up.
Petersen — 769-4589 
after 5 p.m.
T, Th, S, ifITALIAN PRUNES
T. NAHM ORCHARD




APPLES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 
Turn left at Shell Station (Hwy 978) 
onto Boueherle Road. Drive one mile.
N, Toavt Orchards, 709-4103 noon-4 p.m. 
■ »
REISLING GRAPES. BEST FOR JUICE 
and wino making, 10c per pound, Me- 
Intoah and Spartan apples, $2. Red and 
Golden Dollclou*. *2.50, Telephon* 709-
4320.
REECE & ASSOCIATES 
Real Estate Appraisals for 
Valuation Day purposes.
T. Gary Reece, 
B. Comm., R.I. (B.C.)
No. fl Shops Caprt 
702-3010 (days) 
708-5029 (evenings)
M, W, F, it
ATKINSON’S 
UPHOLSTERY 
Upholstering for car Beat*.1' 
chesterfields and chairs. ,
Rcnsdnable rates.' 




TOMATOES, YOU PICK OR PICKED. 
Also squash, marrow. On our organic 
farm next to Mission Creek School. KLO
BUILDING SUPPLIES
Road. Telephone 762-6210. 63
CANNING BARTLETT PEAKS. *2 PEIl 
box. Including box. Kelnwia Growers, 
Exchange, 080 Vaughan Avenue.
M. W, F. 60
415,500 HOME, NEAR HOSPITAL, 
hcfimilB. Immediate occupancy. *1,000 
down, balance 5150 P.I.T. monthly. 535 
Burna Avenue. Telephone 763-4201. 59
view home, modernhtle design. Four 
bedroom*, $35,000, $5,500 c»h, balance 
,$270 per month. Telephone 763-<201, 60 
m^CRElToR^^
aervlred. View of Valley and Joke, 31$ 
mile* from elly. Telephone 762-3007
evenings or Sunday, f 60
I.AIIGI! U)T. «)' X IKJ' CLOSE IN, 
WrMbnhk. Private axle, Telephone 7M- 
59
MAC APPLES, SPARTAN. AND RED 
Delicious. Pleaao bring your own con- 
ialner*. Telephone 762-7468 or 762-2121. 
_____________________________ tf 
TOP QUALITY FRUIT FOR BALE - 
Apple*, canning pear* and crabapple*, 
Pleat* bring own container*. Telephon* 
Rex Mnrtltell at 762-3258, T, Th, B. If 
MciNTOBifAPPLEII FOR SALE. TELE- 
phone 762-8430 or apply W. Jantt. KLO 
Road. Itiat past Vocational School, 39 
DE!.nilOlffl“apples. *2 “mt BOX? 
II. Schenk, Wallace Road, Rutland.
__________ ,___________ M. 58, St 
WINE GRAPES FOR BALE. TELE- 
phone 765-4231 evenings,_____________tt
FESCUE~i?AWN~~« E E D. SOo PER 
pound. Telephone 765 6138. 60
RED DEMCIOIIH APPLES. $2 PER
LUMBER
’ Delivered Anywhere In 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phene orders collect 
BualncR8-545-1311
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330
LAVJNGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.
T. Th, 8, tt
CONSTRUCTION __________
DALE’S CONSTRUCTION
Specializing In nil types of 
remodelling nnd repairs. New 
homes, carports, garages. All
ELECTROLUX
(Canada) Ltd.








VICRON INDUSTRIES ' 
LTD.
Designing and Manufacturing of-
All Types of Ornamental Iron1**
Custom Welding *,
Phone: Bus. 765-9307 .1..





W A S T I. I) A< HLAGE BI.IWIJ N 
Owning and Prachland. 'Vilh nr wllh> 
nut uaN*r. Pkaie ah«le hwaUDH, pner. 
and Irrmt In tirat kthT. Apply Io Bum 
A970. Th<i helovina Daily Coufifr, W
u hi:\i;i; wash d in ki:i.owna 
ana from (I'Mur VI.A appruvrd A, 
sitveni. HOil Jay Cfetcaul. Kunay. 
Hi1 W
WASH D IO HIM, II V$l,. OH FIH 







b,«<r* wnh r 
Iclrpb'fno /hb.
lot
1. n», b, it
OK. LANDSCAPING




T, 111, S tf
BULLDOZING, nil types 










Lakeside Drilling Ltd. -
Day« 765-5172
Eves. 766-2447 (Winfield) , , 
M, W, F, ftL
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS f
DHiECT 763-322B . &
MORE CLASSIFIED ON PAGE 16
illA '■ ft: #ft -ft "ft. |ft if'
4 ?4'I ft4;/4|':/.f/: . / 4'| 4ft 4ft/ft
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31 WANTED TO BUY 33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
1961 MERCEDES BENZ. EXCELLENT 
coudiUoB. Very reasonable. Telephone 
762-7900. * 59
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
SPOTCASH
We pay highest prices for . 
complete estates or single 
it.ms. ■ 
Phone us first at 762-5539 .





WtSTED TO BUY—LADIES BICYCLE, 




Electronic Machine Accoimting 
* , (mini-computer)
1966 CHEVROLET CAPRICE. TWO 
door hardtop in excellent condition. 
■Telephone 769-002 after 5 p.m. 59
1968 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. 1500, 
Win ceil or trade <m good pickup. Tele-
HUNTER’S SPECIAL — PRICED FOR 
quirk sale 24’ Holiday trailer, deluxe 
model>> aJeepa. six. View at 1035 B. 
Mitchell Hoad. Rutland. Telephone 765-
$505. co
plume 768-5903. 59
1365 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CUSTOM 
sports. Telephone 764-4700. tf
tf.For full information and inter- 42A. MOTORCYCLES 
...— VnlAHTna wrifA** * —   ............. . ...... . ——
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME, CANADA -> 
leading school. Free brochure National 
College (BC.), 444 Robson St, Vancou­
ver 688-4913- ________________ _
view in Kelowna, write:. .
McKAY CAREER TRAINING 
BOX A-962 , 
THE KELOWNA 
DAILY COURIER.
M. F. S 64
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
SIMPSONS-SEARS
350cc KAWASAKI
* Best offer for immediate 
sale.
• 1971 model—excellent 
; condition.
♦ Helmet anti luggage rack 
incl. 1
763-5590
, 769-429? . 61
Stewart Raps
SHASTA . TBAILEB COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone 
763-2878.tf
1966 TRAVELA1RE TRAILER. 14 FOOT, 
tally equipped; Excellent condition, very 
reasonable. WB consider car in trade.
Telephone 765-8157. 59
1972, TUXEDO MANOR. 12^52’ TWO 
bedroom. $600 ; down. Telephone 765-
9517 after 6:00 p.m. tf
WANTED—CABOVER CAMPER, FULLY 
equipped, 'good condition. Cash. Tele-
phone 768-5611. 59
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
18* ■ STARCRAFT ALUMINUM, 120 
horse inboard/outboanL ’.Wftb ' trailer, 
depth finder; marine compass. Forty 
gallon fuel capacity. Stable. family boat. 
Asking $3J00. Telephone 762-5264. 59
16* CABIN CRUISER AND VIKING 
trailer. 55 horse Johnson motor. Sacri­
fice, will sell , reasonably. Telephone
PAB Closure
P"quires full time, experienced camera salesman. 
All company benefits...
; Apply: Personnel Department: . *
SimpsonS-Sears, Orchard Park, Kelowna
60
100 CC YAMAHA BUSH BIKE AND 120 
ce Kawasaki bush bike. Both have kick 
* down transmission- and - low - mileage;
Plus 1970 350cc Yamaha street bike, 
. I excellent condition, low- mileage. Tele- 
■ phone 769-4274. 59
1972 HONDA 350 SL MOTOSPORT.
Asking $800., Telephone 764-4590. ' i61
1972 HONDA. MOTOSPORT. LIKE NEW, 
) hunter or fisherman’s- dream. For 
i further information caU 763-7766. ■ 64
42B. SNOWMOBILES
ONE 1969 ARCTIC CAT, PANTHER; 440, 
good condition./ Has to be seen to be 
appreciated. Also one full helmet, size
762-3222. 59
BOAT STORAGE SPACE IDEAL FOR 
large or small boats. Telephone 762-
5398. •T, W. F. .77
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
iar sales eVeTy Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash • for complete estates and 
household contents;: Telephone 765-5647. 
Behind the Drive-In? Theatre. Highway
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) — 
Doug Stewart, regional director 
of the Provincial: Alliance of 
Businessmen, says. the New 
Democratic Party government’s 
decision to close down the' job­
finding agency is “irrespon­
sible and pointless.”
He said in a weekend radio 
interview “the new government 
has failed to live up to campaign 
promises by not investigating 
the PAB before it ordered its 
closedown.”
“I can’t find any proof that 
any PAB. office or services 
were investigated by govern­
ment prior to or after the edict 
being made,” Mr. Stewart said.
“The new rehabilitation minis­
ter has admitted there is a need 
for this type of agency in B.C., 
but not this one on grounds it 
was a pork barrel effort," he
said. “Now how on earth can
97 North. tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH; COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates . against any 
person or any ; class of person : be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality, ancestry, place or origin or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless the dis­
crimination is justified by • bona ftoe 
requirement for . the. work involved
36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
714, Telephone 765-5954. 60
SX440 SKIROULE, 35 H.P., 15 INCH 
track, 'speedometer, tachometer. 234 one 
owner miles. Telephone 763-4135. * 59
HELP WANTED
Young ambitious male with 
sales personality required 
for local wholesale ■■ and , re­
tail outlet. Some knowledge 
of electrical experience 
would be helpful. The suc­
cessful applicant will be 
trained in selling, compiling 
orders, shipping and receiv­
ing. All replies strictly con-; 
fidential. Apply to
BOX No. A-957, 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER.
CARETAKER: WANTED: THE ANGLI- 
can Church of St. Michael and AU 
Angels’, Kelowna, Invites. applications 
tor • the position of caretaker.. Salary 
and benefits ’ (including possible apart­
ment) are negotiable. This position 
would suit a concerned person* or 
couple in good physical. health. Position 
open immediately. Reply, including 
work experience, address, , telephone 
number and names for references should 
be mailed or brought to Church Com. 
mittee, 608 Sutherland Avenue, Kelowna, 
B.C., before 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, Oct-
CLASSIFIED RATES
: Classified Advertisements’ and Not­
ices for this page must be received 
by 4:30 .p.m. day previous. to publica­
tion except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication.
Phone 763-3228
WANT AD CASH RATES
Will Create
anyone make this statement 
without looking into the thing?” 
“STUPID”
“This, is the stupid part. In 
other words they are going to 
dump this service. Three and a 
half years of labor is going 
down' the drain and they are 
going to start another. It’s not 
sensible,”
“If they want to fire me or the 
rest of the directors because of 
political affiliations, that’s tine, 
but don’t take an organization 
that is rolling along at the clip 
ours is, drop the whole darned 
thing and say* we’re going to 
start another one,” he said.
“This is ridiculous. It’s irre­
sponsible and pointless. It’s a 
waste of taxpayers’ money.”
Mr. Stewart agreed the NDP 
government wants the PAB out 
of the way because it was the 
brainchild of former rehabilita-
ober 10th,:! 1972. 59
tf
EXPERIENCED APPLE PICKERS 
wanted. Close In, accommodation avail- 
able,- Telephone , Rex: Manhall 762-3298 
after 6 p.m. ,________ ’ tf
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
TWO 6.95 x 14 AND TWO 6.45 x 14 
snow tires, good condition, tubes to fit. 
$25 pair. 'MGB Soft top. Highest offer.
762-5046. 59
One or two days 5c per 
Insertion.
Three consecutive days, 
word per insertion.
Six consecutive days, 4c 
per insertion.
Minimum, charge based on









44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
NEAT APPEARING PERSON WITH 
vehicle for light , deliveries and collec­
tions, part or full time for approximately 
one month. -Apply 364 Lawrence Avenue.
__________________________ 59
EXPERIENCED APPLE PICKERS 
wanted at Buckland ■ Orchards, located 
at the corner of Buckland and Gibson 
Roads on the- Rutland Bench. ■ tf
SACRIFICE’!
1971 Ford Ranchero .% ton. 
Only 23,000 miles. Like new 
condition. Asking $2,995 for 
quick sale!!
768-5704
Births, Engagements, Marriages 5c 
per word, minimum $2.50.
Death Notices, In Memoriams, Cards 
of Thanks, 5c per word, minimum $2.50.
If paid prior to initial billing, a 10% 
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY






Desires permanent position, or 
girl Friday. Thoroughly exper­




EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, EIGHT 
years experience in legal and- account­
ing fields reguires full or part: time posi­




TON MERCURY WITH 
Truck needs some work.
Asking $300 or best offer.: Telephone
762-4996. 62
1972 MAZDA 1800 PICKUP ' WITH 
radio and bumper. Scarcely broken in, 
perfect condition, no problems. $2,200 
firm. Telephone 764-4942. . 55.57, 59
1971 FORD-PICKUP, SPORTS CUSTOM. 
.V-8, automatic, power .steering, -power, 
brakes, three toned paint, 16” tires. 
Telephone 763-4979.65
1966 FORD HALF TON, HEAVY DUTY.
V-8, 352, standard, 36” Vanguard top. 
Asking $1350. Telephone 762-3120. 63
1970 FORD ONE TON, FLAT DECK, 8’
x 12’. Telephone 765-8358. tf
Jobs Directly
Says Trudeau
The World is Bigger
than your kitchen or backyard! 
It’s an exciting world, too, when 
you’re an Avon Representative. 
You’ll meet new people, intro­
duce them to our world-famous 
high-fashion cosmetics; Find ou; 
how easy it is to get started. 
Call:
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf
DRESSMAKING, ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road, Rutland.
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
Telephone 765-8956. tf
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z.
765-8895 evenings
57, 59
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER FOR A 
motherless home. Four school children. 
Private room, one child welcome. Tele­
phone 542-4263 Vernon.
Painting, 763-5278. M, W, F, tf
WILL DO CARPENTER AND CEMENT









periment rises more than 300 This Land Is Ours, an original 
miles into the ionosphere. Upon three-act pageant that traces . 
reaching a predetermined tilt, more than four centuries of 
the warhead of a high explosive Mennonite history, was pre-
year from the current 30 per 
cent.
The scientitists scheduled a suggested he would like to see ’ 
second shot today following’ah interest rates at a level which 
only partially successful launch would reduce the growth in 
Monday from Poker Fait rocket money supply to 15 per cent a
Weekly Bank Rafe Setting 
In Britain Now On Friday
LONDON (CP) — The British 
government appears to have 
moved indirectly to encourage 
higher interest charges* in the 
hope of holding down inflation 
with its decision to base the of­
ficial bank rate on weekly mar­
ket transactions.
For nearly three centuries, 
the government and officials ol 
the Bank of England have each 
Thursday arbitrarily set the 
rate at which the central bank 
lends to commercial banks at 
whatever level they considered 
most beneficial for the econ­
omy.
An increase generally in­
dicated the government’s desire 
to damp down the economy; a 
decrease heralded a period of 
expansion.
tioa minister Phil Gaglardi.
“We close down Oct, 31,’’ 
said Mr. Stewart, who along 
with two other people manned 
the Kamloops office. “We have 
been dismissed from service. 
My secretary and T got letters 
in the mail Friday that this was 
the end of the line; ballgame 
over.”
Mr. Stewart said he is con- 
I vinced the reasons for his dis-
HONOLULU (AP) — Honing 
to 'learn more about the earth’s 
first line of defence against so­
lar winds and other high-energy 
particles from space, scientists
are coloring ifp the skies over 
the Pacific.
This outer, defence barrier is 
the earth’s magnetic field, 
without which high-energy
Under the new system, the 
official rate will be announced 
each Friday and \vill be based 
on the prevailing discount rate 
for treasury bills at the end of 
the previous week.
If the system were in oper­
ation now—it does not take ef­
fect until next Monday—the 
new official rate would be 7¥* 
per cent rather than the 
present level of six per cent, an 
effective increase of 1.25 per­
centage points.
AVOID DAMAGE
The Conservative government 
is clearly disturbed at the soar­
ing rate of inflation in Britain.
Most observers see the latest 
move, announced Monday, as a 
means of accomplishing defla­
tionary activity without suffer­
ing the political damage usu­
ally associated with traditional 
increases in the bank rate.
Although Anthony Barber, 
chancellor * of the exchequer, 
said the rate from now on will 
be set by official Market trans­
actions, the Bank of England if 
free to intervene in the mark/ 
in order to keep the rate at tht 
desired level. '
Says The Financial Times:
“It would have ' been politi­
cally unthinkable to have
OTTAWA (CP) — A “puz- missal included the fact “I was 
zled” Prime Minister Trudeau rMr. Gaglardi’s election cam- 
said today the government will paign manager in 1963, The fact 
fight unemployment by putting is I applied for the post along 
more emphasis on policies to with others after -20 years in 
create jobs directly rather than I business. My qualifications were 
o n c r e a t e-work programs good.” 
through stimulation of the econ- Since July 1969 Mr. Stewart
omy. claims the Kamloops office, had
Commenting on the latest 18>600 job applications and Ipund ■» ■ . »• 1» I •> Ort A 11 A kiicinacc.
raised the bank rate during the 
week of a Conservative, party 
conference and at a crucial 
stage in tiie negotiations with 
the Trades Union Congress and 
the Confederation of British In-
—. ■ —- dustrv. ■' ■■ ■
w°n^Mam^lniifo^mnn«ihuartl1 “But an aPPai'Gntly technical 
would .make life impossible. move which has a similar ef-
The latest research on the feet is a different matter,” the 
magnetic field involves rocket newspaper adds.
shots into , the ionosphere to There are no indications yet 
send vaporized barium ions of the extent to which the cen- 
streaming along the magnetic tral bank intends to intervene 
force lines from pole to pole. in the market, but Barber has
0“n»artun. 4.™ nm dnv nrpvinus tn unemployment statistics re-1 work for 2,200. “Area business- 
pubiicaUon, except?2nom satartaj to leased today, Mr. Trudeau said es are just sick about this ser- 
Monday publication. he is puzzled by the seasonally-1 vice -being closed down, he
-TtaeeinSScSv“ ’msertfo™ S adjusted 7.1 per-cent unemploy, said._________________________
-ninmn inch. ment rate because every other1
Six consecutive insertions -$1.89 per economic indicator shows 
C°Read youV advertisement the' first economy is growing at a fast 
day it appears. We will not be res- rate. , . ..
the
LIVE AND ENJOY THE PEACEFUL, 
quiet subdivision of Pine Village, in a 
three bedroom double wide mobile home. 
Furnished to perfection, colored ap­
pliances, wall to wall carpets, drapes. 
Planned, co-ordinated by America’s 
leading designer. View this amazing, 
low cost, perfect home and property. 
Appointments 764-4137, 764-4201. Trades
accepted, financing arranged.
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
LOVABLE NINE MONTH OLD PUP- 
py. Golden colored shcpherd/ColUe cross. 
Excellent with cbUdren. WiU seU to good 
loving family, reasonable. Telephone 764- 
7549. tf
RABBITS AND CAGES FOR SALE,' 
Californias and New Zealand whites.
Telephone 765-5386. ' 59
60 SEVEN MONTH OLD MALE SIAMESE
URGENTLY REQUIRED, MATURE 
sitter for October. 13th through 15th in­
clusive. Will pick up. Non drinker. Tele.
cat. Telephone 765-5449. 61
60
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER FOR 
part or full time in modern salon. Rut* 
land area. Telephone 765.5148 weekdays
59
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS FOR 
night duty, telephone 765-7372, after 5
p.m. telephone 765-7490.






Thacker Dr., Bridgeview Rd., 
Spruce Rd. .
BENVOULIN
Benvoulin Rd., Haynes Rd. 
and Mayer Rd.
Contact
The Circulation Dept. 









ponsible for more than one incorrect Indications ■ were that
■se on’ box replies economy was rapidly growing
50c charge for the use of a Courier in terms of job Creation, in­
box number, and 50c additional if vestment and salaries. The gov- 
repiies are to be .raaiied. _ . . _ eminent would continue with
are held confidential. policies of the past, but would <a B
As a condition of acceptance of a also turn to means that would l A nilinM Llcl 
number advertisement, while create more jobs directly. . jny|||lr,'Tn| 
replies to the. advertiser as|Meanwhile, Conservative
box -------------- -------- - --------------------------
every endeavor will be. made to lor-
tf
LUXURIOUS LIVING IN THIS 1971 
Atco home. 12*x66’, three bedrooms, 
shag carpets master, bedroom, living 
room;- velvet valances, drapes, fir 
cupboards, permanent shine linoleum, 
General Electric washer and dryer. 
Telephone 765-5221, Okanagan Mobile 
Villa, No, 48.'.......... .“61
1972, THREE BEDROOM 12’x64’ LAMP- 
lighter, reduced by $1,000. Cathedral 
ceiling, furnished, see at Pine Village, 
1>4 -miles along Chute Lake Road, Ok­
anagan Mission. Offers accepted!! 764- 
4137 or 764-4201. , «






Join in the Savings
JACOBSEN 
Pontiac-Buick Ltd. 
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 PandOsy Ph: 763-7700 
M, T, W, Th, 77
1066 VOLKSWAGEN VAN, NEW PAINT, 
clutch, good tires, Completely outfitted 
Inside. Also 1070 two loor hardtop 
Barracuda slant six. low . mileage and 
In beautiful condition. Telephone 765- 
733t alter 4:00 p.m. or seo at 120 
Holbrook Road East, Rutland. tl
1970 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE, V-0, 
power steering, power brakes, auto, 
matlc transmission. Under lull warranty, 
Immaculate condition. Telephone 762-
7822 after 5:00 p.m.
WAITRESSES
Coffee Shop, Cocktail Lounge 
and Beverage Room.
ALSO 
BELLMEN, DESK CLERKS, 
HOSTESSES and 
MAINTENANCE STAFF. 
Experienced preferred but 




(Out of Town — Short Drive) 
61
HUNTERS’ SPECIAL. 1966 GMO HALF 
ton plrkup, camper top and bed. 1968 
Chev Del Alro four door aedun. auto­
matic. Roth excellent condition. Tele.
phono 763-4069 or 765-7085.
MUST SELL 1068 CllEV SUPER SPOUT 
convertible, power steering, power 
brakes, 327. console, tape deck and
tapes. Telephone 763-fljMO, 
1971 CORVETTE STINGRAY.
the
range near Fairbanks, Alaska.
SEEK CAUSE
The practical purpose, of the 
experiments is to learn more 
about long- range commu­
nications disruptions from solar 
flares or other outer-space 
energy sources.
The' rocket used in the ex-
Pageant Honors 
Amish History
STRATFORD, \Ont. (CP) -
ward avr<,.k.M «w —-e !
soon as possible, we accept no iia- Leader Robert Stanfield, cam- 
bility in respect of loss or damage naisnina in ~ ‘ '
alleged to arise through either, fall- ° fhnt Hire T’X.iHAn.; I ® *»<tvc caiauuoncu ।
ure or delay in forwarding^ such re- Que., phaiged that Mr. Trudeau that, the break-in and bugging t 
feWnta* y displayed ai constantly incident at the Democratic
neglect or otherwise. , frivolous and indifferent attl- n t headrinartpre here in
Cl IDCCDIDTIAM D ATCQ tUdWomt0 the unemployment June were part of a massive 
uUDoCKir I ION InA I tb t -_ campaign of political spying
Carrier- boy delivery 65c per week. and sabota8e on behalf of Pres-
CoHected every two weeks. . called for. income tax cuts of jdent Nixon’s re-election, the 
?etWren an+£ elg^ Per “T1 Washington Post says.
Snoo to stimulate the ,economy to, jt says the campaign was 
7.00 pv?rj°?Je conducted by officials at the
And Donald MacDonald pres- white House and on the Com- 
B.c. outside Kelowna city zone laent of tne Canadian Labor |mittee for the Re-election of the
12 months ............., $22.00 Congress, said the latest statis- pPPt.:dpnt
tSS ::::::::::::::: Devan'skumway.a spokes-
,'Canada Outside B.c. tins government s sorry record man for the committee, said: 
ir months ............... $29.00 m ortice. “The article in The Post is a
............... i6.oo piece of fiction.”
U.S. and Fomign’Countries' ' 1/JL-F 7* neWSpapef repOr% laW
12 months $38.00 l"||:'|j|C|fC |JAQfl enforcement sources said, the
, 6months ..2o.oo BwIIBVbW IiVvU best example of the sabotage
3months ...........  ii.oo tactic was fabrication, possibly
AU mall and Motor Route Subscriptions ,by a White House aide, of a let- 
the kelowna" daily courier Bl ft ter alle£inS that Democratic
THE KELOWNA daily courier । HB|g , senator - Edmund Muskie of
Maine condoned a slur. on
NEW YORK (AP) - New (Americans of French-Canadian 
RPiadenn ST ^hTietter, published in the 
centre Willis Reed on the in? I Manchester Union Leader in 
jured list Monday and traded I heat of the New Hamnshire
forward-centre Eddie Mast to m i c r a 11 c ZrUnSy list
Atlanta for the Hawks’ second- claimed tha? Muskie
round choice in the 1973 Na- gK’ 2mF7enXAmSanI 
tional Basketball Association
aran* At the time, Muskie was the
। Reed, the 6-foot-10 pivotman leading contender for the 
who led the Knicks to the NBA Democratic presidential nomi- 
championship in 1969-70, has nation.
■ Motor Route 
12 months ............. 
6 months .,..............
3 months ............. 
MAIL RATES
COURIER PATTERNS
Trois Rivieres, WASHINGTON (Reuter)FBI agents have est blished
charge detonates, vaporizing 
the barium bar it.envelops and 
directing the /gaseous barium 
stream down the magnetic line;
The barium, when released, 
produces a greenish glow yvhich 
changes to pink as the metal 
vapor is ionized by sunlight.
Following today’s rocket shot 
over., Alaska, the tests will'be 
shifted to Kauai Island in 
Hawaii for one more barium 
shot and a lithium rocket, 
which will produce a bright red 
streak over the. Pacific.
senled at the Avon Theatre Fri­
day night as part of the 150th 
anniversary celebrations of the 
coming of the Amish Men­
nonites to western Ontario.
The pageant, written by Urie 
A. Bender, of Ethrata, Pa., and 
directed by Loretta Yoder, wife - 
of a Mennonite pastor in In­
dianapolis, Ind., had a cast of
Knicks' Reed
84 Mennonite farmers, teen­
agers, housewives and young 
children, he pageant also wifi 
children. The pageant also was 
presented Saturday, twice on 
Sunday and twice on Monday.
About 1,000 persons saw the 
first performance.
The pageant told in ' chorus 
narrative, dramatized episodes 
and mimed vignettes of , the 
growth of the sect from its Re­
formation beginnings through 
the persecutions that drove its 
members from Europe to settle 
in Upper Canada in 1822,
Included in the cast was -the 
entire youtr fellowship of Valley­
view Mennonite Church in Lon­
don, Ont., one of the few con­
gregations in Canada with di­
rect Amish Mennonite origin.
SAN SAN WILL RUN
LAUREL, Md. (AP) — San 
San, the American-bred filly 
who scored a surprise victory 
in Sunday’s rich Prix de BArc 
de Triomphe'Paris, will run in 
the Washington, D.C., Inter­
national, Laurel race course 
announced Monday.
John Shapiro, president of 
Laurel, said San San’s owner, 
Countess Margit Battyany, had 
accepted an invitation for San 








been plagued by knee injuries WEPT IN PUBLIC
the last twp seasons. He played 1 The publication spurred Mus­
in only 11 games last season, kie to take his campaign to the 
appeared in a number of pre- doors of the conservative news-
season games and then suffered I paper where he lost control of 
a bruised thigh. ■ himself and publicly wept. This
Reed will miss at least the single incident is blamed by 
many observers as the turning 
point in his campaign, costing
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Dalia Riva, M 5 0
w, I Brown, M 5
Allen, T 5



















The Post says the letter was 
written by White House aide 
Kenneth Clawson, a former re­
porter for the paper. But Claw­
son in an interview in The Post 
denied any knowledge as to 
who wrote the letter.
The newspaper says that 
what FBI investigators uncov­
ered included: following mem­
bers of Democratic candidates’ 
families; forging letters and 
distributing them under the 
candidates’ letterheads; leaking 
false and manufactured items 
to the press; throwing cam­
paign schedules into disarray; 
seizing confidential files, and 
investigating the lives of dozens 

























PARIS (AP) Parisians 
smiled when they saw the 
newspaper headline Must the 
Eiffel Tower be torn down? 
But for the operators of the 
landmark it was a shock, a 
low blow.
Lc Monde said an investi­
gation had showed the steel 
lacework structure In­
augurated in 1889 was in bad 
shape, and that repairs 
needed in the next year 
would cost more than tearing 
it down.
The manager of the tower 
said that to his knowledge no 
inspection had been made 
that could lead to a con­
clusion that extensive repairs 
ate needed.
The Eiffel Tower is owned 
by the City of Paris, which 
passes on the operating con­
cession to n private company. 
In the year of its in­
auguration, the tower had !,- 
9B0,(XX) visitors. Last year 
there were 2,600,00C persons 
who paid to go up to the sec­
ond level for a view over 
Paris. Income was $3.12 mil­
lion, The profit was alxuit 
$80,000 after rent to the city 



























Going places is great fun in 
it this pretty coat with its match- 
WS CHRYSLER NEW YOliKElirFULL l’aml^)n hj?’ onnf
power including tut steering,, New tires. Knit nny-season, cabled coat 
Asking $950. Will tako small trade. Tele- from neck down in O11C piece, 
phono 765-9042, ______ ______ _____ 62 lJfic ]<ng,t|ng worsted. Cap is
Toso willvs station wagon Tn extra-easy. Pattern 985: Sizes 
excellent con-tll'nn throitolmil. Sail < ... I.wlnrlnrl Chav riC'-r. Atk’ng tl.tOO. Telephone *’lu MKlUueu.
.... ........... SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for . o Or’staying In. Tunic I ON WAIVERS1871 datsun 1200. iiADlo. studded each pattern — cash, cheque ... guorts j00 for I
asns::« «*r. **>,,•?,«;“ “ KA”SA?,cr(’f <A?1 - ,K"n-
agan Centre^ jo for each pattern for first-class pr|ntcd Pattern 0001: Now, sns ci,Y K°yols asked waivers
7iUNTEit;s smTAL.~tM)VT~MTss i»a'li»g ai’d special handling. M|sscs. sj./cs b, 10, 12, 14, 16, 
this! 1967 Land Hover, Model 88. flood —to Laura Wheeler, care Ol (bust 74) Inn DantsXnJ °r "ca,m 0"fr' Tr« Tlw Kelowna Daily Courier, “• S‘^d, G'(Xch fabri?'
 Necdlccraft Dept,, 60 Front St. 1 « tft p m t v F vv rFNTQ 
1M3 HUMBER IN GOOD SHAPE. BIG W. Toronto. Ontario residents bLVLN IMIVb UUINIM
six automatic. Asking $150. Telephone ...i/i fnv Print nlainlv (?5C) in COlnS (no Stamps,
. ........... . ..................pattern NUMBER your please) for each pattern-add 
low Volkswagen, gas....heater, MAMr\nri ADDRFSS ’ 15 cents tor each pattern forAU Nw to £( I'.ohlon- tal-Ao, m»nin« and »peel«l
in good running order, jioo. Telephone —more knit, crochet styles, 4c snlcs tax.lrinl plainly
7M7U72 f0 crafts. FREE patterns ... 75c SIZE, NAME. ADDRESS and
io(4 ANGLIA in iMMAtt-i.Air. (on NEW! Instant Money Book— STYLE NUMBER, 
dition. Good <»<■» plus suntris. «nv> rxtra dollars al home Send order to MARIANTeirphooo .m...9) ftiMts . \ $1.00 MARTIN, cnic of The Kelowna
ihi HAMIH.I.R. lot it dooh, Ai h> rlls.nnt Crochet Book $1 00 Daily Courier. Pattern Dept,, 
mails*, ratlin. «>.><! tunnmg .ottdillon, V . « t ‘ . on HO l.’rn.s» *tt W TntnnloTwiiii. 7s3 ats etenings m Hairpin Crochet Itook $1.00 60 1'iontht. W.. lotonto.
195. dodge HMIDTOI' good meih- Instnnt Mncranw Book .. $1.00 SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
antral concilium, open t’a oticis? Trie- Instant Gift Book $1.00 and choose one pattern free
phone 7« W». M Complete Afghan Book .. $1.00 from now Spi Ing-Summer Cat-
isQ iriiKYY rrw*«VNXiN« fONDir- 16 Jiffy Ruga Book ..........
i<m. Illg Telephone 1.1>5 att.r 8 in jn Prize Afghans Book .
......................................................J‘ Quilt Book 1 16 patterns
in Kehwua. Afrtr le wrrttag. Itetog to! BI KK Ol'H. GT H-» tolWN ।pdok 2 . .
■tuahfifalum* |>4 iUl .Ink* mm™*' IdfphMte .» 1 w > m iity Amtibw, litdemrta. II’ atirr* J pm, >3 CJuiltS for loday Book .
power steering, power, .brakes, stereo, 
•m/fm, mag wheels. Telephone 703-3637,
WOULD YOU 
LIKE TO BE
In business for yourself, but 
through no fault of your own 
have been unable to do so?
We desire a reliable man or 
woman from thia area to ser­
vice and collect from candy, 
coffee and hot chocolate dispen­
ser*. No experience necessary. 
We furnish accounts. If you have 
5-10, hours free time per week, 
a dependable car, good credit 
and $600 cash, you may enquire. 
For personal interview write 
Post Office Box 2104, New West­
minster, D.C. including refer­
ences and phone number.
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Pop a shapely, side-slit, bow- Thorpe, W 













Knoop Monday for the purpose 
of giving him his unconditional 
release.
Knoop, 33, and a nine-year 
American League veteran, 
played in only 44 /fames this 
season. He hit .237 with no 
home runs, and seven runs bat­
ted in.
60c alog. All sizes! Only 50c.
60c INSTANT SF.WING BOOK 
60c sew todnv, wear tomorrow. $1. 
60c INSTANT FASHION BOOK- 
60c Hundreds of fashion facta $1.
AUSTRALIAN WINS
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) 
— Commonwealth flyweight 
champion Henry Nissen of 
Australia outpointed Thai cham­
pion Vittya Plocnchit tn a 10- 
round boxing match Monday 
night.
Nissen was a half-pound 
lighter nt IWA, five inches 
shorter In height nncl about two 




Your Christmas WishBook 
is now out. In It's colorful 
pages are great ideas to 
make the giving easy for 
Christmas '72.
This catalogue offers 364 
pages of gift ideas for those 
on your Christmas list. With 
the Wish Book, you can ex­
perience the joy of Christ­
mas shopping from the com­









































Opening lead—six of spades.












AQ J 10 
VA J9 
4K972 





¥8 6 42 










. AA 97 6 3






YOU GOT AW 
JJNIMENT, 
PEPPER?
W® sxpeprnoN w.al. 
fleSAWWavS AT THE LA9TOUT- 





LORENZO MARRIES ME- ANP BEFORE 
YOU CAN SAY •INSTANT POVERTYt-HE'S 
OUT OF A JOB-WITH A VERY PIM VIEW 
OF THE FUTURE
Irnve a ship just to save my 


















opened It in his office here, Ue 
sent the parcel and contents to
By. Phil Interlandi *ptlvllege
_____ ' Taurus (April 20-May 20): An
WEDNESDAY.OCT.il 
top Aries (March 21-April 19): 
____ _ Correction of yesterday’s errors 










































































Dear Dr, Thosteson: I was 
told by my doctor that I have 
"triglycerides.” and when 1 
asked for an explanation in lay­
man’s language, he said it 
would require weeks of studying 
to understand that.-1 would co­
operate with more confidence if 
I could get a proper/explana­
tion. I would appreciate any
Triglycerides are fatty sub­
stances that accumulate in the 
bloodstream and whose level 
should be kept within bounds 
because of the contribution of 
these fats to atherosclerosis (ar­
terial hardening).
I’ll agree with your • doctor 
that it isn’t easy to put-it all 
in layman's language; ' but 
there’s a considerable similarity 
to the problem of cholesterol.
take” soda—which in turn up­
sets the normal chemical bal­
ance of his stomach juices.
IBs stomach cramps are not 
at all surprising under the cir­
cumstances, and if he keeps up 
that routine I’d expect his stom­
ach distress to stay as bad as it 
is..'-;'::.'7;
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What 
can taking 12 aspirins a day and 
drinking baking soda water over 
a period of years do to a per­
son?
My friend, ,52, is on a low 
cholesterol diet and has head­
aches often, all his life. They’re 
of the. migraine type. He takes 
four aspirins in. the morning, 
four at noon and four at night, 
even when his head is not hurt­
ing.
Then his stomach cramps and 
he runs and takes the soda 
water, off and on, day and 
night. He stays on his low cho­
lesterol diet pretty well, though. 
—R.L.V.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: We have 
a boy, two, and plan another 
baby soon. I have been on .‘‘the 
pill” for two years. What effect, 
if any, will it have on my sec­
ond baby? Do the pills make 
you add .on two weeks, as I’ve 
been told?
I had a hard birth the first 
time, and have a feeling I will 
again. Is this true? My doctor 
said it was because our baby 
was too big for me. He was 
almost nine pounds, and I am 
small-boned.—W.H.
The pill won’t have any effect 
on the second baby. Whether 
you become pregnant right 
away is riot predictable. Some 
women do; some don’t.
What do you mean by ‘‘add 
two weeks?” A longer preg­
nancy? Well, the pill won’t 
cause that.
Second babies are usually eas­
ier than the first ones—but hav­
ing heavy babies sometimes in­
dicates a tendency toward dia­
betes. I’d suggest being checked 









' FIX YOU UR





DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: 
AXTDLBAAXR
Is LONGFELLOW
' One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
osed for the three Ils, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
' apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES ,
DWUP KWU KVXU .OGXUI HG! 
(NRFYUPVPN, KWU HVFIK KWVPN B 
(IXRFK WCISRPY YVNI CJ VI R NGGY 
UTOCIU.—RFPGZY NZRINGD 
j Saturday’s Cryptoquote: A SINGLE BAD HABIT WILL MAU 
'AN OTHERWISE FAULTLESS CHARACTER, AS AN INK 
SPOTSOILETHTHEPUREWHITEPAGE.-HOSEABALLOU
Well, it’s dandy that he sticks 
to his diet, but that has nothing 
to do with the rest of it.
In the first place, an aspirin 
schedule like that isn’t going to 
do much for his migraines, if 
anything, > and I should think 
that after 52 years he’d try 
something else.
He may well have the type of 
stomach that becomes irritated 
by the constant aspirin. So he
Dear Sir: Would like your 
views on the vitamin E cure for 
diabetes.—B.G.
Vitamin E doubtless has its 
uses. And I can listen to some 
of the way-out claims for it 
without blowing a fuse. But 
when someone claims it to be a 
‘‘cure for d i a b e t e s,” that's 
going too far. It can’t and it 
won’t cure diabetes—and if any­
one tries it at the expense of 
the known methods of control­
















4A 10 9 85
OC0TEA BULLATA 
CALLED THE TEAKWOOD OF SQ AFRICA, 
IS FOUND ONLY IN ONE PRIVATE 
GARDEN AND 2 CAVES IN THE 
CAPE PROVINCE OF SOUTH AFRICA 





for them is bound to do well in 
the long run.
•Let’s say you’re West and 
lead a spade. East wins with 
the king and returns the five, 
South, having played the ten on 
the first trick and now the 
queen.
An impetuous player might be 
tempted to automatically win 
the queen with the ace and 
return a spade. In that case 
South would win with the jack 
and, after taking a club finesse, 
make four notrump.
A more cautious citizen would 
defeat the contract. He would 
not find it difficult to deduce at 
trick two -that- South started 
with precisely the Q-J-10 of 
spades and East with the K-5-2.
South’s plays of the ten and 
queen in conjunction with 
East’s plays of the king and 
five are highly significant. De­
clarer cannot have the Q-10 
alone because, in that case, 
East would have, returned the 
two, his original fourth-best 
spade, not the five.
Aj>S difficult part of. the game, and 
. there is no doubt that many 
IN Aberdeen, players would agree with this 
:3Mt
WERE REQUIRED But, actually, good defense is 
. TO WEAR A la very logical process, and most 
BADGE MADE mistakes in this area of play are 
o w |due largely to lazy thinking.
There are important inferences 
that can be drawn in any hand, 
and the player who always looks
^CROOKED FOOT. A PLOU6H USED IN SCOTLAND.
CONSISTED OF A CURVED HANDLE WITH AN IRON TIP, AND 
THE FARMER TURNED THE SOIL BY PRESSING ON A PROJECTING 
PEG WITH HIS Kar/WO WAUEWG BfLCKWAWD
1 t t i» *
By parallel reasoning it can 
be deduced that South has the 
Q-J-10 without the deuce, be­
cause it would not make sense 
for him to play the ten instead 
of the two on the opening lead if 
he held the Q-J-10-2.
In the actual hand, the effect 
of ducking the queen—in order 
to maintain communication with 
East—is that South eventually 
goes down one. A little thought 
can do a lot.
early start helps, consistent dili­
gence adds. Letting others man­
age pr decide Important matters 
brings later confusion: don’t.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
The stronger the emotional ties, 
the more vivid the comment 
brought out by today’s stresses. 
Remember your past actions.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Self-confidence should not make 
you take on more than you can 
handle. Working alone brings 
the best results.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): For 
once it is very likely you have 
to put your muscles and re­
sources where you' have made 
verbal commitments.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): 
Know that the coolest review of 
the situation comer to some 
people ns bitter criticism, so ab­
stain from comment.
Libra (Sept. 23-()cl. 22): Per-
sonal goals are subject to sensi­
tive reactions where you may 
expect little or nothing. Pa­
tience saves the day.
Scorpio (Oct, 23-Nov. 21): 
Help brings unexpected strings. 
Temptation is a strong impulse 
to splurge with funds you need 
for more practical purposes.
Sagittarius (N o v. 22-Dcc. 
21): Your enthusiasm and en­
ergy has you right In the thick 
of today’s turbulent activity. 
Friends are sympathetic.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
You shouldn't agree to involve­
ment in any hidden partner­
ships. Such deals have only a 
short time before they are pub­
lished.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): 
Eagerness leads you into carry­
ing more than your share for a 
brief period. Your advice 
springs readily ori any provoca­
tion,
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
You should plug away at ad­
vancement expecting no great 
co-operation, particularly from 
those close to you emotionally.
Sailor Who Jumped His Ship 
In Halifax Fears For Life
My doctor keeps telling me to go to restaurants. At LONDON, Ont. (CPi — A 
today’s prices 1 can’t afford to overeat.” Bangladesh sailor who jumped
_ ____________________________ ___________________________ ship In Halifax six months ago 
liecause he said he feared for
Jmng Hec Park of South 
Korea will visit Japan Nov. 13- 
IS to meet Emperor Hirohito 
laid confer with Japanese gov- 
i. mm nt officials on the Asian 
i> 'hucal situation, the foreign 
m.nlstry reported Friday. Park 
v 11 be the first South Korean 
president to visit Japan since 
the two - countries - established 
diplomatic relations in 19G5.
his life, has been ordered de­
ported.
Japanese print of lovers stand-1. Mubuaud Kabir Syed, 24, sold 
Ing In falling snow, a record for or< er« Issued
a Japanese print, Sotheby P^blay in nn Immigration de- 
Parkc-llcmct announced. The Pnrbeming.
work was by the nriist Hara- Mr. Syed, a Bengali, wns a 
nobti. The previous high price, senmnn on a Pakistani ship 
510,752, was foe a poitrait. by when the Bangladesh war for 
the artist Sharaku. Independence broke out. He
DEATH PACKAGE
PARIS (Reuter) — Hand gre­
nades were found inside a par­
cel by the director ct Fmnce’s 
royalist newspaper La Nouvelle 
Action Francalsc when he
\ iu i.c;»n eulhetor stR.o.Mj.thr pol.ir for 
Dhuuday for an Jfitli-rcntutj I check.
sold other sailors were beaten 
and "my life was in danger.”
He said he hid In Montreal 
for a month before ho went to 
the immigration office. ”1 was 
afraid they would put me back 
on the ship,” he said.
He said he was not permitted 










WISH LAIE COULD, 
ELUINEY--BUT 
PAW'S EXPECTIN' 
■ COMPANY THIS 
AFTERNOON—
sleeping on floors In restau­
rant?!.
Mr. Syed said lie came to 
London to seek the help of n 
mathematics professor at the 
University of Western Ontario. 
Afterwards Judd Buchanan, 
Liberal member in the last 
Parliament for London West, 
attempted to get landed status 
for Mr. Syed but failed.
“I don’t blame the Immigra­
tion department for what they
have to follow the law.”
Ho said ho wauls to ,*.ta,y in 
Canada nnd try to help support 
his mother, brother and alstcr 
Ln Bangladesh.
Eat Iter, in a letter to a To­
ronto newspaper, Mr. Syed 
asked: "Why am I considered 
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SALE!
Sale Starts Tuesday, Oct 10
Through Saturday, Oct 14
HOURS: TUES., WED., SAT. 9-6, THURS., FRI. 9-9








WASHERS With heater. *14888
18 CUBIC FOOT
FREEZERS ............ *20988
ALSO, RANGES, FRIDGES, DINETTE SUITES, VACUUMS, 






BED SETS Quilt top ..................... *58-88






ALSO TRAFFIC APPLIANCE, TAPE RECORDERS, RCA STEREOS, 
OCCASIONAL TABLES, OCCASIONAL CHAIRS, ETC.
ALSO RCA CONSOLE COLOR TV
Credit on the Spot 
















1st Prize 2nd Prize
19" Portable T.V. Mantle Radio
3rd Prize
Cassette Player
Aho remember Eaton’s Personal Guarantee—Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money refunded 
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